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A sixty-two item survey instrument was used to obtain information from the study
population. Of the 1507 survey instruments distributed, 769 instruments were returned for
a response rate of 51%.
Four main research questions were posed: (a) Is Educational Service District 112
perceived as an effective educational component of the Southwest Washington public
education system'? (b) Are the programs and services provided by Educational Service
District 112 perceived as effective by the educational community the regional office is
designed to seiVe'? (c) Are Educational Service District 112's services and programs
perceived as effective by different characteristic, or demographic, groups'? (d) What
characteristics, both personal and professional, might influence differences in perceived
. program effectiveness'?
Data were reported in tenns of frequency distributions and means and were
statistically analyzed using ANOVAs, ANCOVAs, multiple comparisons, and the Chi
square test of significance.
The findings show that: (a) Educational Service District 112 is perceived overall as
an effective organization. (b) Individual Instructional and Cmriculum and Special Services
programs and services are perceived as effective. (c) The vast majority ofESD 112's
patrons do not have enough knowledge of individual programs and seiVices to rate their
effectiveness. (d) When grouping the respondents by different demographic
characteristics, all characteristic groupings perceive ESD 112 as effective. (e) When the
mean responses of position groups were found to differ significantly, the teacher group
always rated ESD 112 as less effective than the group with which they differed, while the
board member group always rated ESD 112 as more effective than the group with which
they differed. (f) When various county location groups were found to differ significantly,
Pacific County always rated ESD 112 as less effective than the group with which they
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differed. (g) Position appears to be the most influential characteristic affecting the patron's

effectiveness rating of ESD 112's programs and services.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCI'ION
Not unlike most other states, the State of Washington's citizens, through their
elected officials, and professional educators, have struggled to create a public school
system which is both effective and efficient in its mission. First, by creating an effective
social institution, the State of Washington has provided educational situations and learning
environments which address the academic and social needs of students, community, and
ultimately the greater society. Second, by creating an efficient service organization, the
State of Washington has worked to produce a comparable balance between the human and
monetary needs of the schooling system and the will of the people supporting this system.
This state schooling system, as with all social or bureaucratic institutions, is based on the

notion of creating a progressive process which promotes the customs, values, and beliefs
of the host society (Loft, 1984; Mouzelis; 1967). These efforts result in creating a more
equitable, sustaining culture with the progression of each new generation.
From the first session of the Washington Territorial Legislature on February 27,
1854 (Dewey, 1909) to present, the public education system in Washington has been in a
state of constant change. The majority of changes and developments within the system
have occurred in order to bring about a more intensive and well-suited educational program
for students.
As a result of these 136 years of progressive change, the educational system in the
State of Washington today has developed into a multi-faceted, multi-dimensional entity. A
component of this system is the Educational Service District (ESD).
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The purpose of the ESD unit is best described by the following "purpose" statement
issued by ESD 112 (1989b.): "The mission of ESDs is to ensure that every child receives
equal and appropriate educational programs regardless of his/her residency in large or small
districts, rural or urban communities, and socio-economic conditions." The ESD, as a
component of the Washington educational system, is delegated to create and implement
programs and services in order to give all children in the State an equal educational
opportunity.
The Educational Service District's ancestral roots extend to the first session of the
Washington Territorial Legislature in 1854, which resulted in the creation of the "County
Superintendent of Schools." This office remained virtually unchanged in legislated
responsibilities until the mid-1960s (Ruel, 1986). At this time a rising consensus among
educators in the State was to make the county superintendent's office more setviceoriented. These setvices were to be focused on cwricular and instructional needs of local
school districts, as well :iS supportive legislated administrative and operational
requirements.
With continued concern and pressure from different educational groups during the
late 1950s and 1960s, the Legislature enacted legislation to create "Intennediate School
Districts" (ISDs, a layer of bureaucratic educational offices situated between the individual
district and the State Superintendent of Public Instruction office) statewide in early 1969
(Ruel, 1986; Rorher, 1988), replacing the County Superintendent of Schools office. Mter
several years of operation, State legislation reduced the numbers of the Intennediate School
Districts in the State during 1975. At this time they also renamed these units Educational
Setvice Districts (Ruel1986; Rohrer, 1987). At present there are nine Educational Setvice
Districts serving the State. From the start of the "County Superintendent of Schools" office
to the present ''Educational Setvice District," the emphasis has evolved from a passive

office of infonnation gathering and dissemination to the present day service organization
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involved in all phases of public education. This involvement includes a spectrum of
business and administrative services at the district-wide level as well as curricular and
instructional programs found in the individual classroom.
Of specific interest to this study is one of these nine ESDs: Educational Service

District 112. This particular regional education district serves greater southwest
Washington. It includes a six-county region and presently serves 30 public school systems
and 17 approved private schools (Figure 1.). The region has a public school population of
over 64,000 students. ESD 112 now provides 62 different services and programs on a
contractual or legislated basis to any or all districts soliciting any or all of its services.
These services and programs include business and administrative services, curriculum and
instructional programs, and special services such as hearing screening, psychological
services, and special education programs.
With Legislation passed in 1981, the ESDs were allowed to provide direct student
services to students within their regional jwisdiction. From this legislative action emerged
ESDs more diversified in scope and content and having the ability to shift program
concentration in relation to needs of those supponing school districts. At the bean of this
change were the program and service areas of Instruction and Curriculum and Special
Services. Each of the programs and services found in these areas directly affect the
classroom learning environment, and ultimately the individual student
Of particular interest to this study are the Instructional and Curriculum and Special

services provided by the Educational Service District 112. As a public educational
organization with a relatively brief existence in the State as it is presently structured, the
ESD never-the-less has become a predominant component in the overall structure of
Southwest Washington's public school system. Presently operating as a service-oriented
organization, ESD 112 fills many individual district bureaucratic and administrative voids
and also provides an array of educationally-oriented programs. Having grown in human

Figure 1.
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and financial resources as the needs placed upon the ESD by the individual districts within

the organization's service area have multiplied, the need for pertinent evaluative infonnation
regarding available programs ·has increased. Unlike the previous "County Superintendent's
Office," which interpreted State legislation and kept a census of the county schools, the
ISDs (Intermediate School Districts), and eventually the ESDs, were developed with the
primary intent of serving the area's schools in the fields of curriculum and instruction

(Ruel, 1986).
STATEMENT OF TIIE PROBLEM
Two central problems face Educational Service District 112 at this time. First,
methodology and instrumentation which specifically deals with the collection of
infonnation relating to educational service districts and the effectiveness of their programs
and services is unavailable at this time. Second, infonnation pertaining to educational
service districts and program and service effectiveness is extremely limited. Due to this
lack of infonnation, educational service districts have no common body of knowledge
relating to educational service districts from which to draw inferences, make related
judgements, or develop fonnative and summative evaluative strategies.
The quality of the entire educational service district's program is judged in regard to
the perception of effectiveness held by the different groups of educational patrons and
service users. This is true of any service organization which is as near totally dependent on
patron support for its livelihood, as is the educational service district Grounded
infonnation and tried methodology which focus on the specifics of educational service
agencies is a prerequisite for productive evaluation and decision making.
At present, educational service districts in the State of Washington depend upon the
commitment of funds from individual school districts for the livelihood of a majority of
their programs. These include services in areas such as media services, business and
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central office services, instructional support services, special education services, and
printings services. A school district may elect to pay for services on a yearly basis through
a contractual agreement in order to benefit from the shared resources. The selection of
services by the individual school district directly effects the development of the educational
service district's budget, and is the major driving force behind what programs will be
excluded, included, or developed for future needs. It is evident then, that the ESDs must
be responsive in providing effective and efficient services to their clients in order to

maintain a progressive and productive organizational life.

Descriptive information which identifies and describes the present state of patron
educators' perceptions of educational service district agencies is non-existent at the national
level and is limited to a single study at the state level (Ruel, 1986). This lack of local
formal research is also true for Educational Service District 112. There has been no formal
gathering of information on the perceived effectiveness of ESD 112's programs and
services among patrons. There has been no explicit attempt to investigate the differences in
the perceptions of effectiveness of programs and services among different groups of
professional educators within ESD 112's service area. There has been no effon to
investigate the impact various demographic characteristics may have on the perceived
effectiveness of ESD 112's programs and services. This lack of information creates a
obvious void in understanding the present perceptions of effectiveness that different service
patrons hold This deficit in information could affect the wisdom of future decisions
regarding ESD 112's programs and services and the people it most serves.
PURPOSEOFTHESTUDY
The purpose of this study was to investigate the perceptions of effectiveness
various patron educator groups have in regard to programs and services offered by one
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educational service district. The end-result of the study was to produce comparative
analyses of the perceptions held by these different groups.
This study was an attempt to understand the present status of perceptions in a

single educational service district. In a broader perspective the purpose of this study was to
lay the groundwork for future research in this field of endeavor. As the human and
monetary resources invested in educational service districts in the State of Washington and
around the nation increase, the need to understand and be responsive to patrons who are
watchful of personal expenditures will also increase. This study attempted to deal with this
need. Since this particular vein of investigative research is new, it is intended that the
procedures and concepts relied upon in this study will serve to guide future research. This
study attempted to reveal potential productive strategies and methodologies for related study
in educational service districts at the local, regional, and national levels. Moreover, the
study may have produced productive information for ESD 112's decision making process
and also revealed trends that may be applicable outside of this single organization.
Backwmnd Related To Study Purpose
The idea for this study originated as a slow coagulation of many different
experiences and thoughts the author has gathered during a decade of educational experience
and interaction with Educational Service District 112. During this decade of educational
experience and interaction with ESD 112, the author had used several of the ESD services,
was involved in a few of the ESD regional educational committees, and had become well
acquainted with several ESD programs. Also during this time, the author had a number of
experiences with a large number of professional educators in this region of the state. These
included a wide range of educators serving in different capacities within numerous school
districts served by ESD 112.
First, the author had observed considerable differences in the manner in which
different groups of educators feel about different ESD 112 programs and services.
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Second, the author had observed differences in the amount and types of programs different
school districts contract from ESD 112. Third, the author had observed substantial
differences in the general knowledge of the intended purpose of the educational service
district Last, the author had recognized a lack of knowledge among groups of educators
as to the actual programs and services offered by the Educational Service District. From
these observations major questions were then materialized: "Is ESD 112 perceived as an
effective educational component of the Southwest Washington public education system?";
"Are the programs and services provided by Educational Service District 112 perceived as
effective by the educational community this regional office is designed to serve?"; "Are
ESD 112's services and programs perceived as effective by different characteristic, or
demographic, groups?"; "What characteristics, both personal and professional, might
influence differences in perceived program effectiveness?"; and "What evaluative approach
or research methodology can be used to identify these perceptions of effectiveness?" It
was from these broad questions that the structure and content of this study was derived.
The emphasis of this study was to identify the perceptions of effectiveness that
different members (classroom teachers, board members, principals, superintendents, and
certified support personnel) of individual school districts have toward the Instructional and
Curriculum and Special Services programs provided by ESD 112. This study also focused
on stratifications of individual and group characteristics in relation to perceptions of
effectiveness. Do they have the same or differing views of how effective these programs
and services are? What programs are perceived as effective, and which are ineffective?

What demographic characteristics (e.g., age, amount of education, size of district)
influence the perceptions of effectiveness held by individuals and groups?
Another purpose of this study was creating the foundation for the possible
development of an evaluative instrument which may used in the future by this and other
educational service districts in Washington and the nation. An evaluative instrument
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specific to the evaluation of educational service districts programs and services in the State
of Washington and nation is needed in order to obtain accurate and productive infonnation.
Above all else, it is hoped that this study will help to better the programs and
services offered in this, and possibly other educational service districts in the state and
across the nation. By having a better understanding of how their programs and services are
perceived by patrons, the educational service districts will be better able to make fonnative
decisions regarding their effectiveness. This should eventually create a better learning
environment for the students and educators it is designed to serve.
GENERAL ME1HODOLOOY
Instrument and Procedure
The basic method of study was to gather relevant infonnation on Educational
Service District 112 through the use of a survey instrument. The instrument was developed
in order to ascertain the views of effectiveness held by educators in the ESD 112 service
area. This was accomplished through the development of a survey instrument which
obtained infonnation concerning respondents' demographic characteristics as well as their
perceptions of program effectiveness.
The construction of the survey instrument involved three steps. First, indicators
relating to the concept of educational service district effectiveness were identified. Second,
items identifying the programs and services under the divisions of Instructional and
Curriculum and Special Services were developed. These items were then divided into two
sections (instructional and curriculum section and the special services section) on the
survey. These sections were accompanied by a demographic and general infonnation
section. The result was a 62 item survey instrument pertaining to the programs and
services of ESD 112.
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Study Population
All levels of certified staff members and school board members were surveyed.
"Certified staff members" included all persons employed as teachers (including certificated

support personnel), principals, assistant principals, superintendents, or other certificated
central office personnel The entire population for the study was located within the ESD
112 service region. The survey was sent to all school board members, all superintendents,
all principals and assistant principals, and all central office personnel. The survey was

also sent to all teachers and support personnel in districts with two-thousand or fewer
students, and a random cluster sample of teachers and support personnel in districts with
more than two-thousand students (Ary, 1985; Vockell, 1983). This random cluster sample
was obtained by random selection of school units (school buildings) found within districts
with more than 2000 students. Once randomly selected, the entire certificated staff of each
of these units was surveyed.
The entire survey sample consisted of members of those public school districts
found in the ESD 112 service area. The survey sample included: 150 board members, 30
district superintendents, 125 principals, 54 assistant principals, 55 central office personnel,
all 747 teachers and certificated support personnel in districts with two-thousand or fewer

students, and a random cluster sample of 346 teachers and certificated support personnel
from districts with more than 2000 students.
The intent of the survey was to elicit perceptions of program and service
effectiveness as provided to patron school districts by Educational Service District 112.
More specifically, the survey instrument was designed to indicate differences and
similarities of perceived effectiveness among various groups of educators, with an ultimate
goal of improving these services.
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Validation
Survey items were validated by a panel of certificated educators. Validation of the
survey instrument was accomplished by post-survey interviewing a panel of certificated
staff members within the ESD 112 service area. Teachers, administrators, and board
members were asked to participate in an ir.fonnal interview. The questions were read to the
those people agreeing to the interview process, and answers were recorded by the
researcher on a standard survey fonn.
The purpose of this process was to validate the survey through reviewing the
content and structure of the survey instrument, in regards to how questions were
understood by the respondents. Interviews were scheduled and completed after the results
of the study were compiled. The general outline and content of the interviewing procedure
was regulated by the structure of the survey questionnaire.

Data Treatment
The findings from this study primarily reported in descriptive fonn. This was done
through reporting the modes, percentages, means, and standard deviations for the total
population and different demographic characteristic groups. ANOVAs (analysis of
variance), multiple comparisons (Tukey-Kramer), ANCOVAs (analysis of covariance) tests
were used to analyze differences in group mean responses according to category grouping,
and also to investigate the effect of different demographic characteristics on the
respondents' answers. Chi-square tests of significance were used to test differences in the
proportions of groups falling into different response categories.
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
Several assumptions were made during the development of this research project
Most of these assumptions lend themselves to the implementation of the study, although it
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was assumed each of these factors would have an influence on the actual results gathered to
some degree.
These assumptions are:
1. That a questionnaire survey approach, with an anonymous response platform,
would allow for honest, straightforward responses to the questions, regardless
of an educator's occupational tide.
2. That the survey questionnaire would be the most comprehensive approach to
gathering data/infonnation, and would be the most appropriate for this
situation.
3. That at least half of those educators sampled within the ESD 112 service region
would return their questionnaire surveys.
4. That although the study was conducted over a four-week period, no changes
would occur to differentially affect respondents' perceptions of ESD 112's
effectiveness.
5. That all educators in ESD 112's service region had at least some knowledge of
the organization's existence and its organizational purpose in the overall
structure of Washington State's educational system.
6. That conducting the study during the first few months of the academic year
would be more preferable to the respondents. This was to avoid those
pressure periods of the school year, such as conference time and quarter
grading periods, which it was felt might effect the respondents' ability, or
initiative, to complete and return the survey.
7.

That the survey questionnaire approach would be the most feasible in regards
to cost.
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LIMITATIONS
Several factors have been identified as possible limitations of this study dealing
with the curriculum, instruction, and special services programs offered by Educational
Service District 112.
These limitations are:
1. The generalizability of the fmdings is limited. These findings are specific only
to the respondents and educational environment found in the ESD 112 service

region.
2. The perceptual content and context of the individual respondent is limited to the
knowledge base held by that individual. This is in regards to the different
educational service district services and programs the respondent had been in
contact with.
3. Within the context of the previous discussion, the fmdings of this study only
relate to the programs and services in the areas of curriculum, instruction, and
special services which are offered by ESD 112.
4. Due to the use of the random sample cluster the results from the sample used in
this study may be different from what might be found if the whole population
were used, due to sampling error.
5. The survey was limited in scope and size to that which was felt to adequately
assess different educators' perceptions of effectiveness. An exhaustive
instrument would have been unmanageable to respondents, and likely would
have decreased the response rate.
6. That data collected are subject to response errors and errors of estimation,
tabulation, and subsequent interpretation.
7. That data collected are based on a "self-reporting" format and are subject to
errors and personal biases of the subjects responding to the survey instrument
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Educational Service District
The Educational Service District is most commonly identified as an "ESD" (and
shall be referred to as such during the remainder of this study). The nine educational
service districts in the State of Washington act as the middle tier in the state public school
system, a level between the local school district and the Superintendent of Public
Instruction's Office. Although "intermediate school district" is the most recognized term
for describing this bureaucratic level in state public school systems, terms such as "regional
service district," "county superintendent," "regional education agency," "cooperative
educational service district," "regional service agency," "county school system," and
"board of cooperative educational services" (BOCES) are among others which are also
used as descriptors (Hughes, 1976; Encyclopedia of Education, 1971).

Promros and Services
ESD 112, like other ESDs in the State, organizes itself in a similar structure.
Services are organized in divisions generally centered around the areas of administrative
services, business services, curriculum and instruction services, and special services. The
instructional and curriculum and special services provided by the Educational Service
District 112 are organized within the same division of the service organization. Each subdivision carries a specific description of job responsibility and includes services and
programs which support an individual unit purpose or mission.
Instructional and Curriculum Services
The program cooperatives and individual programs associated with curriculum and
instruction are: Student Teacher Pilot, Inservice Grant Committee, Whole Language
Support Group, Teacher Assistance Program, Specific Staff Development Projects, Selfstudy Models, and Knowledge BowVHistory Day/Art Show, SLO (student learning
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objectives) Revisions, Traffic Safety Cooperative, Mount St. Helens Curriculum. Project
Write, Textbook/material Adoption Services, Curricular Challenges, Critical Thinking
Skills, Home-Based Education, Highly Capable Program Assistance, Practitioners'
Workshops, and Substance-abuse Programs. Also included in the instructional division of
ESD 112 is the Instructional Media Center. The media center consists of the Instructional
Materials Cooperative and the Educational Technology Center.
Special Services
The Special Services division of the ESD 112 provides services relating to
observance and understanding of state and federal laws, rules, and regulations. It also acts
as the liaison between individual districts and the Superintendent's Office of Public
Instruction(SPI). This division's services include: lnservice Training and Program
Review, Seriously Behavior Development Program (SBD), Audiology Services, Regional
Early Childhood Consultant, and Infant and Preschool Screening/coordination. This
division also includes the Special Education Cooperatives. These services include: Itinerant
Psychological Services, Communications Disorders Services, Hearing Services, Motor
Therapy Services, Preschool Services, Training of Special Education Support Assistants in
Rural Areas (SESARA), and the Special Education Direct Instruction Staff Cooperative.
Effectiveness
For the purposes of this study a definition of "effectiveness" used in an
earlier study by Reul (1986) was employed:
Effectiveness implies proven capability based on productiveness in
operation, and especially stresses ability to perfonn well and economically.
Inherent in such perfonnance are the absence of waste of time, energy, or
material and the demonstration of skillful management of means and
technical expertness suggested by the tenn "know-how" (Ruel, 1986, p.
7).
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Components of the preceding definition were isolated and expanded upon for
funher clarity of what the concept of "effectiveness" meant in regards to Educational
Service District 112. These "indicators" were developed through consultation and
discussion with ESD 112 staff and through the literature review (Stephens, Perry and
Sanders, 1989). Since it is the perceptions of individuals which are being measured in this
study, no attempt to numerically operationalize effectiveness will be made. These indicators
were included before the fJrst effectiveness rating section of all survey instruments in this
study.
Specific indicators of "effectiveness" included before the rating section of
the survey instrument included:
•providing satisfactory and relevant services to patrons.
•demonstrating useful knowledge and information.
•providing services in a timely fashion.
•having the resources and skills to meet the needs of students, teachers, and
districts.
•having the resources and skills to adjust to the individual needs of students,
teachers, and districts.
•having the interpersonal skills to work effectively with teachers and
administrators in schools.
•providing services which ultimately promote the teaching processes found
in the classroom.
•having resources and skills to productively administer programs and
services.
•providing useful evaluations of students and personnel involved in
programs and services.
Perce,ption
Perceiving, or to perceive, as it is related to this study, is best defined as: "To come
to understand; apprehend with the mind" (Funk and Wagnalls, Standard College

Dictionary, 1963, p. 421). This study was more concerned with the results of perceiving
than with the act or process of perceiving and was specifically attuned to the insight,
knowledge, or intuitive judgement arrived at by the perception process. An understanding
of the perceiving process which is supportive of the preceding concept is that of "indirect
perception." This concept is based on the notion that our perceived reality is always being
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mediated by feelings, emotions, and past experiences (Michaels and Corello, 1981; Shaw
and Bransford, 1977).

Definitions of Occupations
1. Teacher: A person who holds a Washington State teaching certificate and who is
employed by a local public education school district to educate students within the
classroom environment.
2. Principal: A person who holds a Washington State administrative certificate and
who is employed by a local public education school district to administer the entire
functions of an individual school unit.
3. Assistant Principal: A person who holds a Washington State administrative
certificate and who is employed by a local public education school district to
function as an assistant to the principal in an individual school unit.
4. Superintendent: A person who holds a Washington State superintendency
certificate and who is employed by a local public education school district as the
executive officer in the operation of the entire school district.
5. Central office personnel: A person who holds a Washington State administrative
certificate, superintendency certificate, specialist's certificate (i.e. psychologist,
media specialist), or teaching certificate and who is employed by a local public
education school district to function under the direction of the superintendent (i.e.
assistant superintendent, administrative assistant, director, assistant director).
6. Board member: A person who is elected by the public within a designated local
public school district to serve for a designated term, and who is ultimately
responsible for the functions and actions of the entire school district.
7. Certificated support personnel: A person who provides instruction as that of the
teacher, but not necessarily in the classroom setting. This would include personnel
such as math specialists, reading specialists, librarians, and music teachers.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
This study consisted of six stages: (1 )problem identification and fonnulation of

intended study, (2) research and review of related literature, (3) consttuction of survey
questionnaire, (4) sampling and field testing of the survey insttument, (5) collection of
data, and (6) the analysis and summarization of data and subsequent reporting and

interpretation of the findings.
The first chapter has been an introduction to the subject studied. It includes a
statement of the problem and the purpose of the study, an outline of the general
methodology used, assUmptions and limitations relating to the research project, and the
definitions of tenns used in this study.
Chapter IT develops a four-part review of the literature relevant to this study. The
first two sections pertain to the subject area of program evaluation, which are supported by
a review of the historical, theoretical, and practical aspects of this field of study. The third
section of the literature review covers the topic of perception and perceiving. The fourth
section includes a brief section on the theoretical assumptions regarding organizational
behavior in specific relationship to the Educational Service District. The fifth, and final,
section of this chapter reviews literature regarding intennediate school districts and
educational service district effectiveness research.
Chapter ill details the conceptual framework and research design used in this
project for both the developmental and insttument utilization stages and the research
methods and analytic procedures utilized.
Chapter IV communicates the findings of the study. These findings are developed
through the numeric and statistical analysis of the data collected.
Chapter Vis a complete summarization of the research project It includes
discussion of all previous stages of the project and also includes recommendations and the
subsequent implications for the practical application of these fmdings.

CHAPTERll
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERAWRE
This chapter is divided into five sections. The first section briefly reviews the

literature related to the historical development of program evaluation in the field of social
sciences, and specifically the field of education. The purpose of the ftrSt section is construct
a historical perspective of evaluation and program evaluation, and to also create an
understanding of the present status of this field of study in education.
The second section reviews the practices and methodologies in the general field of
program evaluation. This section reviews program theory, evaluation intent, and different
evaluative methodologies presently used in evaluative practice.
The third section briefly reviews literature pertaining to perceiving and perception.
Discussion on this topic attempts to reveal the impact this concept has when research
attempts are made to ascertain perceptual differences among individuals and among groups
of people.
The fourth section briefly discusses the theoretical assumption taken towards
organizational behavior and how relevant theory relates to the Educational Service District
in the State of Washington. The intent of this section is to develop a sense of relevance
between the findings (infonnation) of a study such as this one and the relationship
organizational behavior has with the processes of a social organization.
The fifth, and last, section reviews the past and present status of research and
literature pertaining to educational service districts. This section attempts to provide an
overview of research and related literature. The intent of this section is to develop a
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background of infonnation which may increase th~ potential effectiveness and efficiency of
this study.
With the intent of human research being the desire to discover remedies to human
problems and needs, it is pertinent to relate purpose to point in social research. The
purpose of this study, as described before, is to investigate what "are" the perceptions of

ESD ll2's services and programs in terms of effectiveness and ineffectiveness. The
findings from a study such as this are pointless and obscure without relating them to some
conceptual structure which allows one to agree or disagree, postulate, and investigate
further.
The ESD, being a social organization and existing for the purpose of serving
socially aligned needs, should be viewed in a befitting manner. There is a need to identify
the organizational process which fostered these perceptions in theoretical tenns, and to
explain the importance of the study's findings in relation to this process. Being a service
organization the ESD will be characterized as an "open system" organization, and the
relevance of study's fmdings will be identified in relation to the "feedback" process. It is
also of importance to understand both the historical development of evaluation and program
evaluation in both the social sciences and education. This will provide a foundation for
better understanding the methodologies presently used in this field of study. Finally, it is
important to review that literature directly related to educational service districts. This will
create an understanding of the demeanor of this study in relation to previous work
reganling educational service districts. To enmesh this study's routine with other research
in the field will hopefully nurture more productive evaluation attempts in the future.
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PROORAMEVALUATION
In developing a focused evaluation process it is necessary to distill and purify the

terminal objective one is evaluating. This approach helps create an evaluative process
which complements the evaluation intent and will allow one to more directly address
procedures which are productive (Bickman, 1987; Hayman and Napier, 1975). An
understanding of the general field of evaluation, and more specifically the field of program
evaluation, helps cultivate this conceptual development. It allows the evaluator to define
the procedural content of the evaluation process and also to refine the focus of the process
which most effectively evaluates the desired intent.
This research project draws from the field of program evaluation in both intent and
procedural implementation. The study's purpose is to evaluate the perceived effectiveness
concerning ESD 112's programs and services held by its users or patrons.
Evaluation Defined
Evaluation in its broadest sense focuses on appraising the worth of some person,
object, or thing. Funk and Wagnall's (1963) dictionary states evaluation as a approach
which works, "To find or determine the amount, worth, etc., of; appraise." In Worthen
and Sanders (1987, p. 22) work on educational evaluation, the authors simply defme the
concept and process of evaluation as, "Evaluation is the determination of a thing's value."
Rossi and Wright (1976), who specialize in the field of social science research of policymaking, express that the process of evaluation research generates quantifiable results from
which understandings and decisions can be fonnulated. In this process of evaluation there
is a judgement of value made which is relative to what is being evaluated instead of
comparative. This is all based on the notion that the results are still an estimate of value or
worth towards some "thing."
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The meaning of evaluation does not appear to vary in substance or magnitude when
reviewing the different defmitions found in different disciplines of study (Davis, 1986).
The context and content of the evaluation process, no matter what particular discipline one
is most associated with, is still based on attaching a judgement or appraisal worth to some
particular "thing." When evaluating people, situations, and objects, we are merely
developing some internal classification in which to group, rank, or distinguish among
concepts of likeness (Achenson and Gall, 1980; Black and English, 1986). Rossi and
Freeman (1985, p. 19) describe program evaluation as, "a systematic application of social
research procedures in assessing the conceptualization and design, implementation, and
utility of social intervention programs."
Although the definitions of evaluation are as numerous as those individuals
involved in the general field of evaluating objects, procedures, programs, and people,
there are certain components prevalent in all descriptions of evaluation. These components
include the processes of collecting, analyzing, and interpreting infonnation for a specified
purpose (Rossi and Freeman, 1985; Wolf, 1979; Sergiovanni and Starratt, 1983). These
three components form a systematic procedure found in all evaluation, and generally serve

as the vehicle in its implementation. Around these skeletal processes, the intent or function
of each individual evaluation is carried to its desired conclusion.
This notion is further expanded by Davis (1986) in her literature review pertaining
to evaluation found in different disciplines of study. She found that although there are no
standardized criterion found from one discipline to another, that there are generalities
which inherently bond all disciplines using evaluation processes. She identifies these
general areas as, "definitions, history, and philosophy evaluation; approaches to
evaluation; evaluation techniques; and issues in the practice of evaluation" (p. 10). It is
common understanding among evaluators that some type of organized evaluation
procedure will be used to glean results from the evaluation activity. The emphasis of those
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procedures will depend on the field or discipline in which the evaluation process is taking
place. With this in mind, it is the content of whichever discipline within which one is
working that is different, while the context of the actual evaluative process will be the
same. The major theme which penneates all evaluation is one of developing and
implementing evaluation procedures that better evaluate and facilitate people, objects,
procedures, policy, or program.

Historical Overyiew of Evaluation
The technical, information-rich evaluation methodologies found today are a fairly
recent development and are generally felt to be derivations of a field of discipline in a state
of "infancy" (Rossi and Freeman, 1985). Worthen and Sanders (1987), and Guba and
Lincoln (1981) refer to distant historical roots of evaluation by identifying examples of
evaluation activity being demonstrated in China as early as 2200 B.C (p.12; p. 1). Rossi
and Freeman (1985) date socially-related evaluation to the 1600 and 1700s, when early
researchers were chiefly concerned with numerical measurement for appraising social
conditions in Europe (p. 20).
As the complexity of American and European societies increased over the last 150
to 200 years there has been a successive increase in the development, funding, and
implementation of civil programs. A milestone, for example, in this process was the
establishment of public schools in the United States during the 1800s (Tyack and Hansot,
1982). The public schools were, for the most part, the first socially-related endeavor for
American taxpayers which was not related to national defense.
Corresponding to progressive increases in taxes which have supported these social
organizations, have been the concerns of the taxed patrons, who, by direct community
involvement have regulated schools and other civil services. Early evaluation was based
on the subjective opinions of individuals and communities in which the civil organization
operated. Most decisions regarding any social organization prior and up to this time were
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conttolled by the dictates of the conttolling religious denomination and the political system
they fostered (Gutek, 1972; Wonhen and Sanders, 1987; Tyack and Hansot, 1982).
As the industrialization and social sophistication of people in the United States and
Europe increased, so did the social structures which provided social services to its people.
It was not until the early years of the industrial revolution that institutions such as
hospitals, schools, and governments lent themselves to a structure which could be
evaluated. Even at this time, "evaluation" was an umbrella tenn which included testing,
assessing, and fact finding (Travers, 1983; Williams and Bank, 1981)
Evaluation approaches around the tum of the century mirrored the scholarly studies
of Fredrick Taylor, which sparked the onset of the "scientific-management" revolution
(Kast and Rosenzweig, 1985; Dolman and Deal, 1984). From this point forward new
directions of theoretical development exercised considerable influence in the manner and
focus of social and business evaluation applications (Travers, 1983; Owens, 1981). This
initial phase of evaluation continued through to the "human-relations" movement conceived
by people such as Elton Mayo, Felix Roethlisberger, and Kurt Lewin in the 1930s and
1940s. This developing awareness of the science of evaluation coincided with the Western
Electric's "Hawthorne" research being conducted by Elton Mayo and other researchers on
the "human" aspects of work during the 1920s and 1930s. Kurt Lewin and followers of
his work were inttoducing social-psychological theory and techniques in evaluating people
and human interactions.

The initial impact of World Warn and soldiers returning home from the war saw a
great increase in human research and evaluation. Evaluation methods and techniques
which had been previously developed in direct relation to the needs of the war effort were
being redirected toward improving society and individual standards of living (Ravitch,
1983). Along with this new attitude came pressure for social programs for the lessfortunate and the common good of the nation. By the 1950s, large-scale evaluation
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programs were fairly standard in the United States and were being used in "delinquency
prevention programs, penal-rehabilitation projects, psychotherapeutic and
psychopharmological treatments, public housing programs, and community organization
activities" (Rossi, Freeman, and Wright, 1979, p. 24).
As substantial funding from the federal level was appropriated in reaction to the
successful launching of Sputnik, so increased the need for assessing the effectiveness and
efficiency of these programs (Guba and Lincoln, 1981; Ravitch, 1983; Tyack, Lowe,
Hansot, 1984).
From this point Worthen and Sanders (1987), Travers (1983), Guba and Lincoln
(1981), and Wolf (1984) all identify the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
as the single most predominant factor elevating program evaluation and educational
research to its present status. This legislation along with other programs instituted under
President Lyndon Johnson's "Great Society" plan expanded the role of government in
setting the direction of social programs. Under the direction of Robert Kennedy and the
Congress, all monies distributed through the ESEA under the Titles I and mof the Act
required annual evaluation activities (Wolf, 1979, p. 10; Berk, 1981). Concurrently, as
Travers (1983) reports, Title IV of the same Act concerned itself with the development of
research and research centers for the purpose of evaluation (p. 537). Coupled with the
theoretical and practical applications being developed by people such as Lee Cronbach,
Egon Guba, Elliot Eisner, and Michael Scriven, program evaluation catapulted itself into
the educational and social program scene.

Evaiuation in Education
Most historical writings pertaining to American education refer to people such as
Horace Mann and Henry Barnard as those educators which first introduced the basics of
evaluation to this field (Tyack and Hansot, 1982; Campbell, 1987). It was through their
administrative and professional work in education that numeric applications were first used
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to gather information and assimilate it into pertinent reports. Travers' (1983) extensive
investigation into the development and effects of research in education over the last 150
years portrays early educational promoters Henry Bernard and Horace Mann as those
people building the foundation of research and evaluation in education. Henry Bernard
reached prominence as Secretary of the State Board of School Commissioners in
Connecticut and Commissioner of Education in Rhcxle Island. He was known for his
ability to collect information and produce vast numeric evaluation reports (Travers, 1983).
Horace Mann as the Secretary of the Board of Education in Massachusettses enveloped
himself in an "educational crusade" (Tyack and Hansot, 1982). He devoted his life to
improving the common school movement, in which he grudgingly acknowledged the use
of statistics as a necessary component of achieving this dream (Travers, 1983, p. 22).
These reports were most often conducted to produce information regarding prevailing
education concerns of the time. The reports tended generally to focus on areas of
administrative functioning, teacher training, supervision, and discipline (Travers, 1983;
Worthen and Sanders, 1987). Even though the reporting of these results reflected interest
in different aspects of the educational institution, they were usually tied to financial
management concerns and did not effect the content or procedures of any program (Tyack
and Hansot, 1982).
From about 1890 through the first two decades of the next century education was
witness to a quickly evolving "measurement movement" (Campbell, 1987). This
movement was driven by the "educational trust" made up of educators such as Ellwocxl P.
Cubberly, George Strayer, Edward Thorndike, Leonard Ayres, and S.A. Courtis, among
other notable professionals. Supported by bureaucrats like William Harris, the U.S.
Commissioner of Education in 1889, the motion to assimilate facts and figures was
entrenched in much of eduction (Travers, 1983; Worthen and Sanders, 1987). The
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"measurement movement" was fostered by the rapid transformation of the industrial
community as it move into the zenith of the "industrial revolution" (Gutek, 1972).
This transformation in education was perpetuated by the adoption of the newly

formed principles of "scientific management" which were spreading very rapidly in all
sectors of industry.

Conceptualized and developed by Fredrick Taylor, a mid-level

engineer in the late 1800s, "scientific management" was centered on mastering efficiency
in industrial production. A key component of understanding how to create maximum
production efficiency was in the collection of information, or the evaluation of the activity,
and the manipulation of the activity to better production output. This fonnula, or process,
was a precursor to future evaluation procedures. Schools using measurement applications
were extremely bound to follow the scientific paradigm of evaluative inquiry.
The schools were quick to adopt the scientific concepts and emulate their
methodologies within the schools. People such as Ellwood Cubberly and George Strayer
were among the first to receive PhDs in educational administration from Teacher's College
in 1905, and were examples of the new "professional" educators directing the schools.
These people, along with other members of the educational trust began to build the
"progressive" movement in education through scientific methodologies and professional
networks. Tyack and Hansot (1982) recount, that educators like S.A. Courtis had
administered some one-half million surveys in the first ten years of the 1900s; that Edward
Thorndike and Henry Goddard were "quantitatively" studying learning behaviors; that
Lewis Terman was working on a Stanford-Binet revision as early as 1916.
In other parts of the world, such as France, Alfred Binet was commissioned by his

country's minister of public instruction to develop a screening process to separate the
mentally handicapped from the regular classroom The process led to the development of a
published intelligence test (in 1904) which has been the foundation of all subsequent
intelligence evaluation (Guba and Lincoln, 1981, Travers, 1983).
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Evaluation and measurement in public schools up to this time had not addressed the
relationship of programs and curriculum used in the classroom. Most testing was
implemented in order to compare individuals,.schools, and districts. Tests and evaluation
measures were standardized and norms were of main concern to the evaluators.
During the period of mid-1920s to the mid-1960s the measurement, or "testing,"
movement became progressively more predominant in schools across America. Statewide
testing could be found in more than one-half of the United States by the mid-1930s.
World War I and World War II had stimulated the need for intelligence and ability testing
of new soldiers in service placement. Guba and Lincoln (1981) report that one researcher
(Hildreth, 1945) was able to list 5,294 mental test and rating scales in the bibliography of
her research report (p. 1).
There were changes unfol~g in education as different educational researchers
began to take dissimilar approaches to the evaluation process. Still, evaluative activities
were very much fettered to the "scientific" process of numeric accumulation and
comparative analysis. Then the renowned "Eight Year Study" implemented during the
1930s and led by research director Ralph Tyler, helped set the stage for more intensive and
rigorous study. Moving away from testing as the sole means of judging the worth of
educational programs, more comprehensive evaluations were taking place in school
districts around the States (Worthen and Sanders, 1987). Ralph Tyler introduced the
notion that school curriculum needed to be developed from pertinent objectives. That these
objectives would be the basis for training and guiding teachers, would guide the school
district in the selection of materials, and would be the foundation of the testing procedures
to be implemented

Tyler introduced a revolutionary image of how the evaluation process needed to be
executed in schools. Tyler believed that the standard "measurement approach" lacked
value because it lacked the linking of relationships among components of the educational
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experience (Travers, 1983). He introduced an evaluation approach which focused on three
major elements of the educational process. These three elements were educational
objectives, actual learning experiences, and the appraisal procedures (Wolf, 1984).
Through developing this new approach Tyler introduced the notion that there was a
difference between the terms "evaluation" and "measurement." Evaluation was to describe
the effects of treatments or learning experiences, whereas the notion of measurement was
to describe and compare individuals and groups. Guba and Lincoln (1981) point out that

although Tyler's endeavors precipitated a major restructuring in the field, there were
limitations to his processes (p. 6). Tyler's model lacked rigorous guidelines, provisions
for evaluating program objectives, and model standards which would help judged
performance. Regardless, Tyler had a definite impact on the field of educational evaluation
for decades to come. He redefined evaluation concepts and introduced evaluation
procedures helpful to all educators.
Tyler's and Smith's culmination of the Eight Year Study led to the development of
a evaluation manual in 1942 which was based on the use of program objectives as the
evaluation criteria. This became the prevailing paradigm of educational evaluation for the
next25 years (Worthen and Sanders, 1987).
This era in American education continued to sanction a philosophical paradigm in
which testing and achievement evaluation were of primary concern to the leaders of
education. There was a slow change in the perspective of educational evaluation as the
impact of Tyler's work was joined with social and psychological being conducted in social
programs and industry (Rossi, Freeman, and Wright, 1979). Social planning agencies
conceived by the "New Deal" legislation were having sociologists conduct studies in slums
and poverty areas; looking for answers to national problems. These studies introduced
new concepts of evaluation relating to the "before and after." Comparisons were made by
looking at conditions before and after a program or procedure. This new approach added
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value to relationships between program activity and individual outcomes (Rossi, Freeman,
and Wright, 1979).
Evaluation in the fiekl' of education remained much the same from the time Ralph
Tyler introduced his evaluation concepts until the late 1950s. After World Warn
education was undertaking a new distinction in the structure of American culture. The
colleges and universities were overflowing with young men supported by the first "01"
legislation from the 01 Bill of Rights introduced in 1944. This opened the doors for many
lower and middle class Americans to attend post-high school education (Ravitch 1983,
Tyack, Lowe, and Hansot, 1984). Public schools were starting to be billed as the first
step into the prosperous American life. Along with this growing interest in education came
the need for evaluating programs, policies, procedures, and individuals.
The first real test of purpose and integrity of the American educational system came
in late 1957, when the Russians launched the Sputnik satellite (Kirst, 1984). Ouba and

Lincoln (1981) repon that millions of federal dollars were instantly allocated for the
funding of new course development (p. 7). Programs were funded in physics,
mathematics, chemistry, biology, social studies, and English. As these massive resources
were expended it was expected that the products should be evaluated for effectiveness and
worth. Problems occurred with these immense evaluation activities as program developers
and evaluators were at odds about evaluation practices and applications (Ouba and

Lincoln, 1981).
Then the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act in 1965 boosted
educational evaluation into a position ofimponance it holds still today. Under the
direction of Robert Kennedy and the Congress, all monies apportioned through the ESEA
under the Titles I and ill of the Act required annual evaluation activities to be perfonned by
individual schools, school districts, and states (Wolf, 1979, p. 10; Berk, 1981). The
amount of time and money spent on evaluation activities multiplied quickly. Title IV of the
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same Act concerned itself with the development of research and research centers for the
pmpose of evaluation (Travers, 1983, p. 537). Other more controversial research was
happening concurrently to these major developments. These included: The Coleman report
on school desegregation which was released in 1966; Project-TALENT evaluation of the
early 1960s; The Head-Start evaluations in the mid-1960s (Berk, 1981).
People such as Lee Cronbach lead the way in redefining evaluation practices by
moving away from comparative studies ideology in the early 1960s. The new focus was
on internal program characteristics and the cyclical development of the individual program.
Working around the proliferating field of educational evaluation others such Michael
Scriven, Elliot Eisner, and Egon Guba began to express their theoretical and practical
applications to program evaluation (Guba and Lincoln, 1981).
The 1970s were witness to an increase in the amount and size of evaluation
projects as federal support was increased and federal requirements became more stringent
(Williams and Bank, 1981; Rossi and Freeman, 1985). Berk (1981) identifies
amendments to past federal legislation (Educational Amendments of 1974, 1976
Amendments to the Vocational Educational Act, and the 1978 amendments to the Bilingual
Education Act) as specific examples of a further refining of the role program evaluation
was to play in education (p 2.). The 1974legislation pertaining to all Title I programs was
the first to identify specific models of evaluation to be used by public schools in order to
continue drawing federal funds. Other developments such as professional publications
and journals relating to program evaluation began to appear in the late 1970s and early

1980s. This progression of events marked the establishment of a relatively new vein of
academic study and practical application (Berk, 1981; Worthen and Sanders, 1987).
The recent explosion in theory and practical applications in field of educational
evaluation has been compelled by several factors. The first is the significant influx of
money specified for social and educational programs in the last 25 to 30 years (Rossi and
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Freeman, 1985). The second is the concurrent expenditure of funds from both the state
and federal levels designated for evaluative purposes relating to these new educational

proirams (Sanders, 1986).

The third reason is simply the lack of previous educational

evaluation methodology literature (Berk, 1981). This void has allowed different people in
the field to map a relatively new frontier in educational evaluation. People such as
Worthen and Sanders, Berk, Guba, Eisner, Scriven, has all added to the progression of
this field It is an area of methodology which has not completely identified its boundaries
and has yet to develop a solid, comprehensive defmition of purpose. Nevertheless much
thought and work has been expended on the field as it now stands.
THE PRACfiCE OF PROGRAM EVALUATION

Proeram Theory
A precondition to the implementation of any effective evaluation process is the
determination of the what, the who, and the why of the program being evaluated (Raizen
and Rossi, 1981). This is often considered the development, or use, of "theory" to
explain the context and substance of a program. Bickman (1987) states that program
theory is, "the construction of a plausible and sensible model of how a program is
supposed to work" (p. 6). Conrad and Miller (1987) call this same notion the "program
philosophy," which is intended to express the essence of the whole program (p. 19). By
developing a "theory" or "philosophy" of how the program works these authors believe a
premise is established which will guide the subsequent evaluation methodology. This
underlying goal directly influences social research methodologies used to evaluate and
modify program planning, program monitoring, and program effectiveness. In following

these methodologies the processes of evaluation are governed by the ethical ideology that
the activity itself will help improve the health, education, and welfare of the population it
serves.
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The purpose of developing a theory relating to a specific program is to draw all the
components of the program into single whole. This allows the evaluator(s) to ascertain the
scope and dimensions of the evaluation activity and to map processes which will achieve

accurate program evaluation (Hayman and Napier, 1975; AASA, 1982). In explaining the
concept of program theory, Conrad and Miller (1987) state:
Program philosophy is that system of theories and values that defines and
guides the structure, population, process, and outcomes of the program.
This definition assumes that the philosophy comes before the physical and
behavioral manifestations of the program, a deductive perspective. This
perspective enables experimental methods; that is, the· statement of
hypothesis and their subsequent testing. (p. 22)
The authors express that the developed philosophy is what gives the program and
related activities its meaning. This philosophy or theory will crystallize the perception of
what function the program exercises. The importance of theory clarification is further
related by Bickman (1987) in the following paralleled narrative:
The tenn "theory" as used by program developers and implementors
typically is used to mean a vague notion or hunch not usually based on
social science infonnation. Often the objectives, goals, and theory
underlying the program may be purposely ambiguous because of political
concerns; that is, it may be kept intentionally vague in order to gain support
from different groups. (p. 8)
Bickman explains in this passage that many times the purpose and intent of a
program is never really brought to light The goals, objectives, and activities of a program
are kept obscure in order to maintain acceptance and approval from both those supporting
and patronizing the program. This behavior will ultimately hinder any effective evaluation
process.
A prerequisite of the evaluation process is the identification of those program
components which illustrate what the program is all about ( Epstein and Tripodi, 1977).
This will require the definition of those elements pertinent to the processes associated with
a program, and will assist in relating their interdependence to the program as a whole
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(Cronbach, 1982; Wolf, 1979). Developing a program theory will achieve the prerequisite
activity.

Once the "program theory" or "program philosophy" has been identified and
developed the evaluation process can proceed forward to specifying the purpose of the
planned evaluation. This process will allow the evaluation activity to move into the
planning stage by relating abstract concepts to empirical indicants. This will ultimately
allow some process of systematic measurement to be implemented (Zeller and Cannines,
1980).
Fonnative and Surnmative Evaluation In the field of program evaluation it is first necessary to identify a purpose for

implementing the evaluation if the effort is to have any redeeming value at its conclusion
(Scriven, 1984). When a viable motive for an evaluation cannot be formally expressed at
the onset of an evaluation process, the infonnation gathered and any subsequent decisions
made from that infonnation will have meager constructive value (Anderson and Ball, 1978;
Apple, 1974). The most basic question which must be asked after first deciding to
implement a program evaluation is, "What is the general purpose of the study?" Once this
question has been answered the ensuing evaluation processes and functions will be more
intelligible at the initiation of the evaluation approach. This also allows for the evaluation
to be classified in either the "formative" or "summative" categories of evaluation.
Although these are two terms are inteiTelated in their procedural intentions, both terms are
descriptive of two fairly distinct concepts. The major difference is in how the results will
be used at the completion of the evaluation (Popham, 1975).
As previously discussed, evaluation is an activity or process which is used to
determine the value or caliber of effectiveness of some "thing." Formative and summative
evaluation are two the concepts of evaluation which are most universally recognized
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(DeRoche, 1981; Wonhen and Sanders, 1987, Anderson and Ball, 1978). DeRoche
(1981, p. 4)) describes the differences between the two concepts in the following narrative.
'Formative' evaluation refers to gathering and using information during the
process of doing something. It is on-going, requiring continual feedback
for decision making and change along the way. and 'Summative'
evaluation refers to gathering and using information at the end of
something. It is popular in research studies. It has been used in
detennining the effects of a program, project, or procedure. (p. 4)
Worthen and Sanders (1987) support these conceptual
definitions by differentiating between the two in the following statements:
Fonnative evaluation is conducted during the operation of a program to
provide program directors evaluative infonnation useful in improving the
program, and Summative evaluation is conducted at the end of a program to
provide potential consumers with judgements about that program's worth or
merit. (p. 34)
Through these definitions the similarities and differences of the two types of
evaluation are recognized as direct derivatives of the approach, or purpose, from which the
evaluation activity is based. The fonnative approach is based on the assumption that
infonnation gathered will be fed back into the program system in order that the quality or
function of the program improves (Tuckman, 1985). The summative approach is based on
the notion of gathering infonnation which detennines or documents the end-value of a
program (Sergiovanni and Starratt, 1983; Fitz-Gibbon and Morris, 1978). Once the
general purpose of the evaluation process has been identified as either summative or
formative, the next procedure is detennining the most appropriate evaluation methodology.
Evaluation Methodololdes
In relation to the historical perspectives touched on earlier, the field of program

evaluation in education is just now attempting to establish a solid foundation of theoretical
and practical application (Raizen and Rossi, 1981). A review of the literature indicates that
program evaluation is slowly separating itself from the "measurement" or comparative
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paradigm that has dominated educational evaluation for so long (Worthen and Sanders,
1987; Hayman and Napier, 1975). Built on the evaluation principles set decades earlier by
Ralph Tyler this newer perspective is more concerned with an internal perspective. Much
of what propels this newer paradigm of educational evaluation comes from the culmination

of techniques developed in the social, psychological, and educational fields of study over
that last century. The increased interest and funding of social and educational programs in
the 1960s and 1970s has highlighted the need for identifying commonalties in the
evaluation process. This has lead to the creation of a number of agencies, professional
organizations, and committees in the last two decades (i.e. National Institute of Education
and Evaluation Research Society and the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational

Evaluation). In conjunction with these groups many professional journals and
publications such as Evaluation Review, Evaluation, and Evaluation News have also
appeared. Aimed at establishing theoretical and practical applications to this field these
publications began to appear in the late 1970s and early 1980s (Williams and Bank, 1981;
Berk, 1981).
A major limiting factor for the infant field of program evaluation in education has
been the establishment of strict guidelines and definitions concerning evaluation practices.
Worthen and Sanders (1987) identify the "Standards for Evaluation of Educational
Programs (Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, 1981) and a parallel
publication by the Evaluation Research Society in 1982 as the first real standards set in the
field (p. 20). The ERS standards were developed with a much broader or comprehensive
scope in mind, as the evaluation standards didn't set limitations of study to a particular
field
The number of models and approaches proclaimed by different committees,
organizations, and individuals are numerous. The common factor though is the similarity
in function and pmpose of different methodologies. In order to illustrate these different
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methodologies it is necessary to touch upon purpose and content of general categories of
evaluation. Because of discrepancies associated to the infantile characteristics of program
evaluation field, the following descriptions will be suggestive instead of definitive in

nature.
Catee;ories and Purposes of Evaluation
At present there are six general categories of program evaluation recognized by the
Evaluation Research Society (ERS) Standards Committee (Evaluation Studies Review
Annual, 1982). These categories provide an excellent conceptual framework in which

other categorical descriptions can be clustered. As illustrated in subsequent narrative, the
categories and purposes of evaluation are somewhat lacking in specific boundary and often
overlap into one or more other categories. These general categories are defined by the
purpose of the evaluation mission and by the different types of evaluation techniques
which are used. It is the sole determination of the evaluator(s) which will judge the
intensity and specificity of the evaluation process. It is apparent that the approach,
processes, or methodologies which are selected are based on the purpose which drives the
evaluation process. The distinction between categories of evaluation is definitely subject to
the perspectives held by those implementing the evaluation procedure (Rossi, 1979;
Worthen and Sanders, 1987).
The ERS Standards Committee (Evaluation Studies Review Annual, 1982) lists
these six categories as: "Front-end analysis," "Evaluability assessment," "Fonnative
evaluation," "Impact evaluation," "Program monitoring," and "Evaluation of evaluation"
(p. 682).

"Front-end analysis" includes evaluation activities which take place antecedent to
the initial installation of a program. The goal of the evaluation process is to confirm and
estimate related needs, identify human and financial resources, and to establish possible
limitations in the operational functions of a future program. The outcome of this
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evaluation process should provide infonnation which will help in establishing the initial
worth and direction of a program. It will also·be beneficial in addressing the level or
amount of service which the program will be capable of effectively and efficiently
supporting.
''Evaluability assessment" refers to evaluation activities which are implemented to
determine whether other "types" of evaluation need to be introduced. The main concern
for this evaluation process is analyzing the evaluability of the program, with specific focus
on those characteristics that will help assist or repress the evaluation activity.
"Formative evaluation" is an evaluation activity which includes the systematic
testing or appraising of a continuing program. The results or conclusions of this
evaluation process are used to make decisions relating to program modifications. These
modifications are considered to be improvements in the structure or function of a program
and are sought out to strengthen the overall program's utility.
"Impact evaluation" is an evaluation exercise that focuses on how well a program is
working. The infonnation attained in an impact evaluation is usually used to make central
decisions about the continuation or level at which a program will be provided. Information
is most often gathered under the guise of "summative" evaluation, which by definition
concentrates on the outcome or effectiveness of a program. This end-result infonnation
can be very powerful in critiquing the effectiveness of a program and can be potent in the
decision making process.
"Program monitoring" includes those evaluation processes which monitor the
processes, structure, and functions of existing programs. These evaluations can include
traces of intended pmposes found in other types of evaluation, but differ in that they are

generally implemented as a continuous, periodic function of the program itself. In its
purest fonn program monitoring is used with the idea of keeping a regimented evaluative
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process working on existing program continually. The intent of this regimented process
can vary in intensity and scope, depending on the requirements of the evaluation.
''Evaluation of evaluation" deals mostly with the secondary evaluation of
previously gathered evaluation infonnation in order to derive or estimate the impact or
effectiveness of different programs. This approach of evaluation can also use many
different types of related evaluation approaches (metaevaluation) in an attempt to draw
some type of summative conclusion about a program. Although this particular evaluation
process shares many of the characteristics found in impact evaluation, it is secondary
evaluative techniques, and is generally much more broad in scope than the evaluations it
draws from.
Anderson and Ball (1978) fonnulate what they call "evaluation purposes," which
nearly correspond to the general evaluation categories identified by the ERS Standards
Committee (p. 14). The six evaluation purposes included in their work are: "1. To
contribute to Decisions About Program Installation, II. To Contribute to Decisions About
Program Continuation, Expansion, or Certification, ill. To Contribute to Decisions About
Program Modification, IV. To Obtain Evidence to Rally Support for a Program, V. To
Obtain Evidence to Rally Opposition to a Program, and VI. To Contribute to the
Understanding of Basic Psychological, Social, and Other Processes"(p. 3-4). Although
these categorical headings appear to be more narrowly focused tha.'l those defined by the
ERS Standards Committee, they do cover the vast spectrum of possible evaluation
directions.
Raizen and Rossi (1981) simply group the possible types of program evaluation
under the headings of, "Evaluations for Planning Programs" and ''Evaluations of Existing
Programs" (pp. 42-46). From these broad categories the researcher then sets the
limitations and depth of the particular evaluation program.
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Guba and Lincoln (1981) identify four evaluation models which they feel entertains
all the different evaluative intentions. The "countenance model" is rooted in the objectives

orientation first instigated by Ralph Tyler. It has been extended to be more procedurally
comprehensive and complex in recent years by people such as Robert Stake and James
Popham (Stake, 1983; Popham, 1975). The "context-input-process-product model"
which has definite similarities to "systems theory" focuses on the evaluative decisions to
make in relation to the context of the program (Stufflebeam, et al., 1985; Tuckman, 1985).
This model views the evaluation process as a function which is dependent on the decision-

making structure within the program. It also defmes the program as an entity which is in
constant change. The "goal-free" model, the third model, shares many similarities of the
"context-input-model." The main difference is that the focus of this model is on the effects
of the program in relation to the educational needs (Scriven, 1984). The last model
discussed is the "connoisseurship model" ftrSt introduced by Elliot Eisner as an alternative
to most standard models (Eisner, 1985). This model is based on the notions of
educational"connoisseurship" (the art of perceiving complexity of the situation) and
educational criticism. These concepts are internally derived processes from which all
evaluation processes are given value and worth in the analysis and judgement of some
activity. It is a more holistic way of perceiving and evaluating the world around oneself.
Worthen and Sanders (1987) steer away from identifying specific evaluation
models by identifying more general evaluation approaches (p. 145). These approaches
include: "objectives-oriented evaluation approaches," "management-oriented evaluation
approaches," "consumer-oriented evaluation approaches," "expertise-oriented evaluation
approaches," "adversary-oriented evaluation approaches," and "naturalistic and participantoriented evaluation approaches." Each of these approaches contain similar components of
evaluation models and approaches identified earlier. These authors develop the theme that
evaluators should not be confined to limitations set by assuming the paradigms of a certain
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evaluation model. That each evaluation activity has somewhat of a different focus and
serves a different purpose than any other evaluation activity.
Of interest to this investigation are the "consumer-oriented" and "management-

oriented" approaches (Wonhen and Sanders, 1987, p. 60). Consumer-oriented being
concerned with generating evaluative information related to educational products. In this
case the products are an educational service district's programs and services. The
management-oriented approaches are concerned with generating infonnation needed for
decision-making at the managerial level. Both approaches are based on the general notions
of an evaluation process including the identification of goals, objectives, or indicators, and
systematically determining whether they have been achieved or observed (Stufflebeam,
1985; Guba and Lincoln, 1981).
PERCEPTION AND PERCEIVING
The concepts of perception and manner in which perception is developed by the
individual person is of importance to this study. Understanding that perception is both a
physiological and psychological phenomenon helps one understand why differences in
perception occur among similar groups of people and individuals. A limited discussion of
this topic will expose the impact this concept has when research attempts are made to
ascertain perceptual differences.
Perception is a word that attempts to confine a somewhat borderless concept. The
meaning of perception deals with the internal activity of a person processing infonnation in
relation to synthesizing extemal environmental stimuli (Dember and Warm, 1979). It
includes the physiological and psychological actions and reactions of the body and mind
when acknowledging, processing, and interpreting infoimation. Depending on the vein of
particular interest, one can find several theoretical stances supporting different views as to
how and why perception happens (Michaels and Carello, 1981 ).
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The physiological stance primarily addresses the actions of body functions which
are either reactive or manipulated in the process of bringing infonnation into the body
(Metzger, 1974; Royce, 1974). The psychological stance primarily addresses the
functions of the mind in construing infonnation into sensible, organized knowledge
(Dember and Wann, 1979). Nevertheless both approaches are attempting to develop a
conceptual framework of what is happening during the process of perceiving. Michaels
and Corello (1981) distinguish between what they identify as two major categories of

theory found in the "perception" field of study in the following narrative:
Proponents of the ecological view argue that perceptions is, quite simply,
the detection of infonnation. This approach is labeled 'direct' because a
perceiver is said to perceive its environment. Knowledge of the world is
thought to be unaided by inference, memories, or representations.
Conversely, a second family of theories conceives of perception as
'mediated'-or, to contrast it with Gibson's theory, 'indirect'-and is so called
because perception is thought to involve the intervention of memories and
representations. (p. 1)
The theoretical approaches are then divided into two distinct theorem categories.
The direct approaches of perception which are built on the belief that perception is "reality"
at every instant of perceiving the multiple stimulations found in the environment These
theoretical approaches also believe that reality is not influenced by any secondary stimuli
found in the mind or body of the perceiver. The indirect approaches of perception believe
that any perception is mediated by psychological and physiological stimuli. These
mediating stimuli affect how we perceive the environment, and thus effect true reality
(Shaw and Bransford, 1977). These approaches rely heavily on the thought that
perception is best described as active visual cognition that entails perceiving, remembering,
and thinking about what was perceived from external stimuli.

Perception as an activity or process can be examined from a number of different
theoretical viewpoints. The viewpoints generally fall into the categories of direct and
indirect perception. The notable difference between the two theoretical stands is whether
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the process of perception is mediated with internal stimuli which distort or change true
reality. The tenninal function of either theoretical vein is to attempt to explain how the
perceiver attains a usable pattern of knowledge to construct reality. The merging of the
two fields of thought produces a more comprehensive, interactive approach which
integrates perception processes with cognitive process (Klien, 1970). In doing so
perception is an activity which functions as a dynamic component of the personality.

In relation to this study, which deals with perceptions of program effectiveness, it
is necessary to draw from those views which support more of the psychological
approaches to perception. Relating to the affective domain of feelings and emotions,
research interest will primarily focus the result of the process of perceiving. This result is
the culmination of pure thought which has been assimilated through the perceptual process
(Pufall, 1977). The emphasize will be the developed feelings of patrons toward the
programs and services of a specific educational service district These developed feelings
will be recognized as their "perception(s)."

ORGANIZATIONAL TIIEORY AND TilE EDUCATIONAL SERVICE DISTRICf
To develop a comprehensive perception of the existence any organization creates, it
is necessary to view the organization in a holistic manner. This means that all dependent

components within and outside of an organization have to be given consideration as to their
effect on how the organization actually works (Rapoport, 1986). This view perceives the
organization as an entity which exists within a larger environment, being a mere component
of a superior manifestation. This view also perceives the organization as a system which
creates its own unique environment and one which is governed by the same laws of action

and reaction found in the more comprehensive environment (Scott, 1987; Likert, 1967).
Bolman and Deal (1984) explain this phenomenon through paraphrase of earlier work
accomplished by Karl Weick on the subject of organizing:
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In translation (of Weick, 1969): Humans and human systems exist in an
enacted environment That is, the system's behavior continually influences
the environment that it perceives. (We experience ourselves in a particular
place only because our behavior led us there. Our own and others' past and
present behavior influences the nature of the place the we experience.)
There is always equivocality, or uncertainty, in the enacted environment,
since the outside world is always complex and always changing.
Organizing occurs whenever relationships (that is, patterns of interlocked
behavior) form and begin to reduce some of the uncertainty in the
environment (p. 228).
In further description of the existence of organizations, Gibson, lvancevich, and

Donnelly (1976) present the concept of "purpose" in organizations in the following
narrative:
The primary rationale for the existence of organizations is that certain goals
can be achieved only through the concerted action of groups of people.
Thus, whether the goal is profit, providing education, religion, or health
care, getting a candidate elected, or having a new football stadium
constructed, organizations are characterized by their goal directed behavior.
That is, they pursue goals and objectives that can be more efficiently and
effectively achieved by the concerted action of individuals (p. 4).
Taking from these assumptions on how and why organizations exist, it is then
necessary to focus on those conceptual descriptions that assist in defining both
organizational structure and behavior.
Service Organizations
As with 'any service oriented organization the impetus to provide a desired service is
of the upmost importance for its continuing health and survival. With constantly changing
needs, both clients and patrons demand that a service organization purvey the needed
service in direct relation to their immediate wants. These needs can range from the exigent
to the acquiescent but are, nevertheless, needs expressed by one entity and needs fulfilled
by another entity in the form of service.
The educational service district is an example of a service organization (Ginzberg,
1986). Its development and continued existence have been based on providing vital
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supplementary services needed by both public and private schools in the State of
Washington (Ruel, 1986, Rorher, 1989).
In order to provide services vital to another organization's functioning, an

educational service organization such as the educational service district must constantly
refocus on the essence of its existence. It is necessary to reestablish its organizational
purpose routinely in order to create a sense of organizational value, and initiate new goals.

This must be accomplished in terms of both knowing and understanding what needs are
desired from others, how can the organization internally assemble wanted solutions to
these needs, and finally, how is the organization going to proffer these services.
Systems Theory
A theory which supports this line of thought can be found in the "systems-theory"
(Kast and Rosenzweig, 1985). Through the use of abstract, descriptive analogies relating
to organizational behavior, the theory contrives the interactive processes indicative of an

organism functioning within a larger ecosystem (Bolman and Deal, 1987; Owens, 1981;
Laszlo, 1972b.). In theory, the organization is perceived as an organism which is
constantly moving and constantly changing in relation to its internal and external demands.

This developing theory is based on the notion that one can integrate concepts and
knowledge from the physical, biological, and social sciences in order to explain how any
organization or organism will exist within its environment (Katz and Kahn in Kast and
Rosenzweig 1978; Kramer and de Smit, 1977; von Bertalanffy, 1968).
An important concept which has emerged from the general systems theory is the

notion of "open systems." The concept of open systems is based on the perception that
many organizations, or systems, have permeable, fluctuating organizational boundaries.
These organizations are open in the sense that they interact with sub-systems (within) and
supra-systems (outside) in an organic existence. These organizations could not exist
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without the constant interaction and input of greater environment in which they operates
(Kast and Rosenzweig, 1985).
The ESP as an Qpen System
Systems theorists promote the notion that social organizations are viewed as "open"
systems. This is based on the fact that the organization has to constantly exchange
information, energy, and materials with the external environment (Benin, 1968; Laszlo,
1972c.). Since the educational service district is an organization which functions on the
processes of this exchange, it should subsequently be viewed as an open system-as it is by
this study.
One of the fundamental concepts held by the open systems theory refers to the
"Input-Transformation-Output Model" of understanding organizational processes (Kast and
Rosenzweig, 1985). This concept, though simple in structure, is indicative of the
processes found in a service organization such as the educational service district
Understanding this process easily leads to understanding why an organization must know
the perceptions its patrons have toward its services. Kast and Rosenzweig (1984) interpret
this concept as such:
The open system can be viewed as a transformation model. In a dynamic
relationship with its environment, it receives various inputs, transforms
these inputs in some way, and exports outputs. (p. 107)
Owens (1981) specifically addresses the concept of the "open system" by
describing how it relates to the educational organization in his diagram of the "inputprocess-output" system. He vividly diagrams the organizational process as one that
includes all levels of personnel in the entire educational process (see Figure 2.).
As fmther discussed by Kast and Rosenzweig (1985), the importance of the inputtransformation-output model relates well to the continued existence of an organization:
The survival of the system, in effect, would not be possible without the
continuous inflow, transformation, and outflow. In the biological or social
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system this is a continuous recycling process. The system must receive
sufficient input of resources to maintain its operation and also to export the
transformed resources to the environment in sufficient quantity to continue
the cycle. Every surviving system must provide some output acceptable
usually to a collateral or supra-system (p. 112).
This excerpt supports the notion that a service organization must be in constant

interaction with the larger environment in order to have the ability to survive at least at a
minimal level This interaction is necessary to produce the information or basic knowledge
required by the organization to evaluate past behaviors, present operations, and future

organizational actions.

INPUTS
FROM
SOCIETY

OUTPUTS
EDUCATIONAL PROCESS ---.-+TO SOCIETY

---~

Knovledge
Values
Goals
Money

Structure (for example~grade levels,
classes school levels departments,
organizational hei rarchy)
People (for example, teachers, bus
drivers, counselors, coaches,
custodians, supervisors, dieticians,
administrators, nurses)
Technology (for example, buildings,
class schedules, curricula,
laboratories, libraries, chalkboards
books, audio-visual equipment,
buses)
Tasks (for example, teach classes;
serve food; run buses;administer
tests; account for funds;
stewardsMp; supervise personnel;
conduct extracurricular program)
I

I

Individuals more
able to serve
themselves and
society because of
improved
'Intellectual and
manual skills
'Powers of reason
and analysis
'Values, attitudes,
motivation
'Creetivitll and
i nve nti ve ness
'Communication
skills
'Cultural
appreciation
'Understanding of
the world
'Sense ohocial
responsibility

Schooling as an Input-Process-Output System
Fi~re

2. Schooling as an input-process-output system. Adapted from
Robert G. Owens, Organizational Behavior in Education (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1981), p. 64.
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Another major concept of this theory, and one of specific interest to this study, is
the notion of"feedback" (Benin, 1968; Hanson, 1979). This concept pertains to any type
of information which enters the organization as an "input" and affects the "outputs" during
the internal processes (transformation) of a system (see Figure 3.). The infonnation cycle
works as the communication link between the organization and the environment within
which it functions. This cycle provides pertinent information to an organization in terms of
how successful its input, transformation, and output processes are functioning. More
importantly, feedback works as a guide for any future change within the organization
(Baumol, 1986). This function is a common component of all organizations and exists
with varying gradations of effort put into the accumulation and analysis of this information.

ORGANIZATION

INPUTS
Material
Monty
Human •ffort
Information

Transforming ruourcts
and adding utility

OUTPUTS
Products
Se,-vices
Human sa1isfaction
Organizational survival
and grow1h
Socia1 benefit

Feedback

Pi~ 3. The organization as a transformation system. Adopted from
Fremont E. Kast and James Rosenzweig, Organization and Management A
Systems and Contingency Approach (New York, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1985), p. 112.

From the theoretical view of organizational structure, and in particular the service
oriented organization, the importance of information, or feedback, is central to continuation
of the organization's existence (Czepiel, et al, 1987; Baumol, 1986; Stanback, et al, 1981 ).
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Feedback works as the stabilizing agent in any organizational processes. The amount,
variation, and focus of the feedback govern the deviation from the nonnal processes of the
organization, or what is most often referred to the homeostasis, or equilibrium, of the
organization (Mattessich, 1978; Berrin, 1968; Kast and Rosenzweig, 1985).
How the organization interprets and reacts to feedback will detennine subsequent
fluctuations in the organization's internal processes. The educational service district which
provides services and programs to patron school districts on a contractual or volunteer
basis needs to have constant, reliable infonnation in order to function in a progressive
fashion. The perceived effectiveness of its programs and services will have a definite effect
on the number and variety of services contracted (Fromhold 1989; Yule, 1989).
PROGRAM EVALUATION AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICE DISTRICfS
To effectively relate pertinent research regarding the content of this study, a
discussion of existing research in the general field of educational services districts will be
given first This will help develop a sense of where research in this area is at the present
time and what influences have directed this course of evolution. In the next section,
specific literature relating to educational service district program evaluation will be
covered. Narrative will cover the existing context and content of evaluations relating to the
educational service district Discussion regarding proposed evaluation components and
evaluation strategies by authorities in this field will then be reviewed. This will lead to the
discussion of a singular study on the same general topic of this study, and fmally some
concluding remarks.
Researeh on Educational Service Districts
As a result of the relative infancy of the educational service district in the State of
Washington and the rest of the nation, only limited research can be found in this field of
study (Turner, 1989; Ruel, 1986). A thorough review of the ERIC search, dissertation
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abstracts, and general library subject headings produced minimal literature pertaining to
educational service districts. This also includes information regarding district or state
collaboratives in the guise of a functional intennediate agency (Hughes and Achilles, 1976;
Yin and Gwalmey, 1981). The majority of reseuch and literature relating to educational
service agencies primarily discusses implementation and organizational characteristics
(Buchser, 1984; SW & WC ECSU, 1980). Outside of an individual study investigating
the effectiveness of educational service disbicts there is no related literature at this time
(Ruel, 1986). This lack of information can be attributed to the lack of interest in this field,
the newness of the educational service disbict concept, or the lack of credible approaches
to analyzing and evaluating this type of organization (MESA,

1979).

In conversation with Walter Turner, Executive Director of the American

Association of Educational Services Agencies (AAESA), a division of the American
Association of School Administrators, the notion that very little research on any area of
educational services agencies was discussed (Turner, 1989). Dr. Turner attributed this
fact to the newness of educational services agencies in most states, coupled with the
reduction in funds or grants for such studies during the last nine years. Although
educational service agencies had increased in numbers, funding, and scope during the
wave of general interest in education generated during the 1960s, most programs did not
include an evaluation component as a major function of their internal program (AAESA,
1979). Also, being an educational service organization which operates outside of direct
public view the educational service agency most often escapes the scrutiny local school
disbicts are accustomed. There simply has been no concern, or pressure, on the part of
many educational service disbic~ to. perform evaluations. Because of these reasons there
has been little information gathered on the effectiveness of this type of educational

organization.
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In conversation with Robert Stephens from the Department of Education, Policy,

Planning, and Administration at the College of Education, University of Maryland, the
disCussion of this same notion of organizational infancy and the lack of funds to study this
particular area were covered (Stephens, 1989). Determining which factor is most
influential in stagnating research in this area is hard to do. Regardless, the interest and
funds for research in this field of study have not been realized as of yet. Dr. Stephens has
produced several research products for the American Association of Educational Service
Agencies over the last decade. Dr. Stephens mentioned a few proposed projects
introduced in the early 1980s which were never followed through with due to the lack of
funding interest (Stephens, 1989). Nevertheless, a few of these proposed projects add
insight into possible evaluative processes and techniques directed at educational service
agencies. It was suggested that what is needed at the present time are exploratory
evaluative strategies which will work as examples for future evaluative activities. A few of
the reports issued by the American Association of Educational Service Districts have
specifically addressed evaluation topics. These will be discussed later in this section.
The state of donnancy in evaluation of educational service agencies can be
attributed to the environment which the majority of these organizations exist within. The
educational service agency is found in a precarious position, working as the middle agency
between the state education office and the local education agency (The Encyclopedia of
Education,l971; Hughes and Achilles, 1976). The perception of the educational service
agency being an office which gathers and disseminates infonnation between the local and
state education agencies is still prevalent The view of a limited scope in organizational
activity has fostered the notion that evaluation is not really necessary at this level, or at
least has become secondary to other needs found in the state. A major problem with
retaining this view relates to the changes being found in educational service agencies. A
rapid change toward instructional programs and services provided by most educational
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service agencies today rebuts the conservative view of past. This is especially true in the
State of Washington, as pennission to provide direct student services was given to
eduCational service districts in 1981 (Rorher, 1988).
Educational Seryice District Evaluation
The educational service agency is caught in a position of providing services to two
sets of clients: the state education agency and the local education agency. This is an
important concept since the service agency is equally dependent on the other for its
existence, either monetarily, in functioning, or both. These two agencies are inclined to
take different perspectives in what properties of the service agency should be evaluated
(AAESA, 1979). The local district would evaluate the service agency in tenns of
providing resources, services, and programs useful to their mission of educating the
individual student. This evaluation would be more oriented toward instructional
processes. The state education agency would most often evaluate the service agency in
tenns of exercising administrative functions regarding the management functions of
individual school districts. This evaluation would be more oriented toward administrative
processes.
With the inclusion of direct student services, as found in the State of Washington,
the evaluation orientation toward instructional processes is enhanced. These newer
services also dictates the inclusion of a larger, more diverse population being included in
the evaluation population. The complete realm of certificated professionals found in local
school districts are now more interactive with the educational service agencies service and
programs. This increased interaction enhances the grasp these individuals have on the
service agency functioning through multiples of prejudices influencing program
development and program modifications.
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Stephens, Perry, and Sanders (1989) in their paper, Desi~in& Ol:&anizational

Effectiveness Stusiies For Rural And Small School Distriexs, discuss the complexity of
developing evaluation activities for smaller educational units. They state:
This is largely because the measure of quality (no sharp distinction between
effectiveness and quality is being made here, even though the two terms

could have different meanings depending upon their use in different
contexts) of a rural school district is dependent on the theoretical approach
being used, the pmpose of the assessment, the perspective from which
effectiveness is being judged, and other important issues and value
judgements that must be made. (p. 7)
The authors describe the numerous variables which all effect the development,
implementation, and conclusions of an evaluation project in one manner or another. It
would be easy to apply this notion to most any evaluative process investigating the
effectiveness of a program or service. The key to executing an evaluative activity
investigating organizational effectiveness is in recognizing the evaluative criteria from
which standards of effectiveness can be developed.
The American Association of Educational Services Agencies (1979) identifies the
following characteristics as fundamental to the interest of a healthy service agency:
•an adequate legal framework in order to insure legitimacy of members of
the state system of education
•a reasonable degree of organizational stability in order to promote
continuity in programming and staffing
•a reasonable degree of organizational flexibility in order to respond to
regional differences
•a clear, unambiguous mission·
•ability to develop high quality programming
•ability to develop high quality staffing
•a reasonable degree of fiscal independence and fiscal stability (p. 25)
These are the major areas of interest the educational service agencies are concerned
with when evaluating the perfonnance of the overall organization. The agency is interested
in maintaining control of these components in order to interact with the external
environment in a self-sustaining manner. Keeping these views in mind it is necessary to
understand those concerns which will influence the point of view that local school district
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is going to take when evaluating the educational service agency. The American

Association of Educational Services Agencies (1979) state that during the evaluation of an
educational service district the local school district will judge different features of the
agency in terms of what services inhibit or facilitate the functioning of the district. The
AAESA (1979) list the following district needs as those which will be used as judging
criteria:
•the maintenance of a degree of autonomy in policy development
•flexibility in programming to meet locally determined priorities
•flexibility in staffing
•the best use of local resources for the achievement of locally established
priorities
•the provision of external support efforts that are based on the needs of the
local school districts
•the provision of external support efforts that are definite, reliable, and
accessible
•the provision of external support efforts that complement the districts'
activities and are not in competition with their functions
•the provision of external suppon efforts that are of equal or superior quality
in programming and staffmg than that possible by the districts
•the provision of mechanism that make possible the substantial involvement
of the districts in the decision processes of external support efforts (pp. 2425)
In attempting to understand the client and service provider relationship, it is
necessary to draw from the two different perspectives identified above. This is necessary
to adequately address the complexities of an evaluation of an educational service agency.
Understanding the perspectives of each organization will be instrumental in recognizing
values and prejudices effecting the evaluative process.
ESD Effectiveness Research
Nationally, the only research specifically related to the topic of this study has been a
statewide research project investigating the effectiveness of educational services districts in
the State of Washington (Ruel, 1986). Ruel (1986) conducted a study looking at the
perceived effectiveness of educational service districts from across the State of
Washington. The study investigated the differences found among different categories of
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Washington educators (teachers, administrators, ESD employees, etc.) throughout the nine
service districts now operating in the state. The survey was based on an inquiry strategy
using general topic questions dealing with all services and programs which the ESD
provides.
The emphasis of Ruel's study was to develop a sense of what the present status
was in relation to ESDs in Washington State at that time. The study was comprehensive in
terms that it surveyed all levels of educators on all services and programs offered by ESDs.

The programs and services were dealt with through identifying general categories of
services (i.e. business services) and developing a question pertaining to that particular
topic. This approach was used due to the variations of programs initiated and developed by
individual educational service units within the state. The survey questionnaire was based
on five demographic questions and fifty-eight effectiveness rating questions. These fiftyeight questions condensed the different general services and programs offered by all ESDs
in the state into common topic questions.
Several major fmdings of the study are discussed here briefly. The findings of the
study displayed that the majority of respondents felt the ESDs were effective in canying out
the majority of their programs and services. It was also found that teachers and educational
staff associates were most often unaware of a program or service offered by their ESD, or
were unable to rate these services. On the other hand, superintendents most often rated
ESD programs and services as being effective. The superintendents were also very
knowledgeable of almost all services. It was also found that as the size of the school
district increased the amount of services and programs used by the district decreased. In
conjunction with this, the smaller districts who patronized their ESD more often were
found to rate the ESD more effective. There was a large amount of variability in the
knowledge and effectiveness ratings found among central office personnel (Ruel, 1986,
pp. 222-224).
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In conversation with Gary Ruel, the areas of future research suggested in his study

were discussed as possible influences in the development of this investigation (1989). Dr.
Ruel expressed that although he did not specifically identify the investigation of a single
ESD unit in his study, he did feel that it could be extremely productive to pursue this line of
inquiry. This opinion was supported by the fact that the educational service district in the
State of Washington is quickly progressing toward a cooperative, service-oriented
organization, and that the role of the educational service district as solely a regulatory state
agency is fading. Through investigating a single ESD unit, the findings of a study may be
more relevant to providing pertinent infonnation about how patrons feel about individual
programs and services.
Conclusion
To reiterate, other than the study discussed previously, no past research related to
investigating the perceived effectiveness of an educational service district's programs and
services could be found (Ruel, 1986). Research and literature regarding the general study
of educational service districts is still in a stage of infancy (Stephens, 1989; Turner, 1989).
At present there is no common body of knowledge relating to educational service districts
from which to draw inferences, make related judgements, or develop fonnative and
summative evaluative strategies. This is especially true in the area of evaluating services
and programs offered by the individual organization. It may be said that this particular vein

of study is in the embryoitic stage and is in need of both research and appropriate research
methodology.
As the organizational objective of the educational service district moves away from

a regulatory agency structure toward the service-oriented organization as in the State of
Washington and across the Nation, the need to be more responsive to patrons will increase.
This will increase the need for decision making information relevant to educational service
organizations. It will also mean more interaction with patrons in tenns of evaluation
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activities focused on the effectiveness of different services and programs offered by the
educational service district

CHAYI'ERill
ME'IHODOLOGY
This research study investigated the perceptions of effectiveness concerning an

educational service district in the State of Washington. The intent of this study was to
ascertain what perceptions are presently held by public school educators towards the
programs and setvices provided by their regional educational service district. The
organization of focus was Educational Service District 112, located in Southwest
Washington State. The perceptions of effectiveness were drawn from certificated educators
and school board members who are employed or associated with the 30 public school
districts setved by ESD 112.
The narrative in this chapter will explain the methodology which was used for this
study. The chapter is divided into seven sections. The frrst section provides an
explanation of the study's conceptual framework. This section begins by identifying the
questions which provided the impetus for this study and discusses the general hypotheses
investigated. The second section discusses the sample (respondents) of the study. The
third section of the chapter extends discussion from the second section by providing the

reader with an overview of the survey respondents. The fourth section discusses the
survey instrument. The fifth section discusses the field testing routine used before the
initial survey distribution. The sixth section discusses the distribution and collection
processes used for the survey instrument. The seventh section provides the reader with an
explanation of the data analysis procedures used in Chapter IV.
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CONCEPI'UAL FRAMEWORK
To properly illustrate both the content and purpose of this study it is necessary to
identify the originating questions and discuss the concepts and academic work from which
the study was developed. This will clarify the intent of the researcher and the purpose and
structure of the study itself.

Ori&inatin& Questions
The thrust of this study was to answer the major questions: "What is the present
status of program and service effectiveness as perceived by the patrons of Educational
Service District 112?," and "Is ESD 112 perceived as a viable component of the educational
system in the State of Washington?" Supportive questions: "Are ESD 112's services and
programs perceived as effective by various educator groups?," "What programs are
perceived as effective and what programs are perceived as ineffective, and by whom?," and
''What characteristics, both personal and professional, might influence differences in
perceived program effectiveness?" Also of primary importance to this study is the
question: "What evaluative approach or research methodology can be used to productively
identify these perceptions of effectiveness?"
These questions evolved from the notion that as the organizational objective of the
educational service district increasingly departs from the regulatory agency of the past
toward a more comprehensive service-oriented organization, the need to be responsive to
patrons' needs will increase. This will demand more information regarding the
effectiveness of programs and services being offered. It will also demand evaluative
approaches applicable to generating useful information. Results from these inquiries will
aid in decision-making concerning program development, service implementation, and

service revision.
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StudY Hy_potbeses
For the pwpose of managing the data in the statistical analysis portion of this study,
several "general" hypotheses were developed. These were used to develop several
different groups of hypotheses concerned with specific lines of inquiry and different types
of statistical testing. The Primary, Secondary, and Demographic analysis sections found in
Chapter IV each identify the hypotheses used in those individual sections. These
hypotheses were that:
•No differences exist in the mean responSes of the various characteristic groups (by
position, years of experience in present district, years of experience in the State of
Washington, district size, county location, and degree level) on those question rating the
effectiveness of Educational Service District 112.
•No differences exist in the proportions of respondents, according to professional
position (teachers, principal, assistant principal, board member, and central office
personnel) falling into different response categories on questions regarding general
information topics.
•No differences exist in the proportions of respondents, according to profession
position (teachers, principal, assistant principal, board member, and central office
personnel) falling into different response categories on questions regarding demographic
topics.
•No differences exist in the mean responses of the position groups, while adjusting
for the affects of district size, county location, and degree level on those question rating the
effectiveness of Educational Service District 112.
Conce,ptua} Framework and Review of Literature
For the purpose of developing a foundation of knowledge from which to initiate
both an effective and efficient research procedure, a literature review encompassing four
topic areas prefaced the development of the final study methodology. These four areas of
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related literature included the topics of Educational Service Districts, Program Evaluation,
Perception, and Organizational Theory.
Educational Service Districts. The purpose for reviewing the literature regarding
educational service districts was an attempt to ascenain the volume and depth of any
academic or practical research related to this topic. It was assumed that it would be crucial
to review any infonnation relating to educational service districts which would effect the
expediency and effectiveness of this study.

Pro&J1llll Evaluation. Due to the relative newness of this study area a broad,
comprehensive approach was taken when developing the content and structure of this
study. Through reviewing the literature relating to educational service districts it was
evident that investigative approaches were either non-existent or were not wholly useful in
this particular setting. For this reason literature relating to the practical aspects and
techniques of evaluation and program evaluation were consulted.
Two main concerns prompted literature review in this area. First, in order for
relevant infonnation to be gathered in this educational setting a conceptual approach to the
evaluation process had to be developed. Second, evaluative techniques were needed in the
research process in order to create a substantive research methodology. Review of
historical, theoretical, and practical aspects of program evaluation assisted in developing the
research methodology used for this study. Understanding the conceptual notions
{

supporting varying evaluative approaches and methodologies was of primary interest in this
literature review.
Perce,ption and Perceivin~. It was necessary to review pertinent theoretical
literature concerning perception in order to arrive at major assumptions of the study. One
set of literature believing that the perceptions of individuals are uniquely personal and
uniquely different Another set of literature believing that perceptions have no greater or
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lesser value than the value attached by the individual through their personal knowledge
base.
There will be no argument in this study as to which of the two major theoretical
stands is more applicable, either "direct perception" or "indirect perception" (Klien, 1970;
Dember and Wann, 1979). This study, however, is consistent with the concept of
"indirect perception." This concept is based on the notion that our perceived reality is
always being mediated by feelings, emotions, and past experiences (Michaels and Corrello,
1981; Shaw and Bransford, 1977).
Organizational Themy. Literature pertaining to organizational theory was reviewed
in order to bring cOntextual relevance to the findings of the study. The educational service
district was identified as an "open system" organization (Kast and Rosenzweig, 1985).
The importance of information in the fonn of "feedback" was identified as a critical
component in the process of open system organizations such as the educational service
district (Scott, 1987; Benin, 1968). Most often considered fonnative infonnation, this
feedback works as the single major agent which redefines and reshapes the internal
processes and outputs or products of an organization (Hanson, 1979).
Conce.ptual Pem>ectives of the Smdy
This study should be viewed from several conceptual perspectives. First, the smdy
is most associated with the conceptual domain of descriptive research, and is considered to
be an endeavor in that vein of study (Ary, 1985). Second, although the primary intention
of this study was to yield descriptive infonnation (most often associated with "summative"
evaluations), it was also intended that information generated would be used for "fonnative"
purposes (Worthen and Sanders, 1987; DeRoche, 1981; ERS Standards Committee,
1982). Third, the general evaluative category would be best described as an impact
evaluation study based on "perceptions" ( ERS Standards Committee, 1982). Fourth, the
actual methodology used to gather information resulted in the gleaning of appropriate
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concepts and procedures from those models often associated with the "management" and
"consumer" approaches of evaluation (Worthen and Sanders, 1987; Guba and Lincoln,
1981; ERS Standards Committee, 1982; Scriven, 1981; Stephens, Perry, and Sanders,
1989). And finally, conceptually, the significance of the research findings lays in the
notion that educational service districts exist as an "open system," which are critically
dependent upon constant "feedback" from the surrounding environment (Kast and
Rosenzweig, 1985; Scott, 1987; Hanson, 1979).
Discussion of Conceptual Perspectives and Metho4oloey
Due to the newness and individual characteristics of the field of inquiry being
investigated, no single investigative model could be identified as the most befitting
procedure to adopt Therefore, the procedures used in this evaluative process are designed
to address the characteristics specific to this study. As identified by Worthen and Sanders

(1987), who discuss the importance of making the evaluation procedure match the situation
instead of the reverse:
It is ironic that in a field with such a rich array of alternative evaluation
approaches, there still exists a tendency to fall prey to the 'law of the
instrument' fallacy, rather than adapting or inventing evaluation methods to
meet our needs. {p. 53)
Pursuing a path from the general to the specific, the study methodology should be
considered along the line of thought discussed in the following narrative.
As the major intent of this investigation is to obtain information concerning the
cmrent status of a phenomenon, this study should be considered descriptive research (Ary,
1985). The summation of this research study, including the review of literature, the
methodology, and the reponing of the findings, was specifically used to identify "what
exists" in this line of inquiry at the present time.
The investigative view taken in this research is one of seeing the study as an
"impact" evaluation, based solely on the perceptions of individuals who use the services of
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Educational Service District 112 ( ERS Standards Committee, 1982). As an "impact"
evaluation, the research process examines the value of the programs and services through
assessing the effect they have on users, or patrons perceptions. Conceptually identified as
"utilitarian" by Wonhen and Sanders (1987), this study's approach is concerned with the
overall impact on the total group instead of just the individual (p. 48). The utilitarian
approach emphasizes the functioning of a program or organization in regards to the
"public" it serves and the program's or organization's effectiveness.
Subsequent to the utilitarian view assumed was the identification of the evaluative
approaches most appropriate to this research investigation (Worthen and Sanders, 1987).
Due to the situation and manner in which it was decided the infonnation would be gathered,
the conceptual notions supporting two approaches were adopted, i.e., the "managementoriented" and the "consumer-oriented"approaches (Worthen and Sanders, 1987, p. 60).
The consumer-oriented approaches are most often associated with generating evaluative
infonnation related to educational products. In this case, the products are an educational
service district's programs and services. The management-oriented approaches are
concerned with generating infonnation needed for decision-making at the managerial level.
Both types of approaches are based on the general notions of an evaluation process
including the identification of objectives or indicators and the systematic detennination of
whether they have been achieved or observed (Stufflebeam, 1985; Guba and Lincoln,
1981).
A specific evaluative approach which was the primary model used in this study was
Stufflebeam's CIPP (context-input-process-product) evaluation model (Guba and Lincoln,
1981). Of the four types of evaluations identified by Stufflebeam (i.e. context evaluation,
input evaluation, process evaluation, and product evaluation), the "product" evaluation
framework aligned with the needs of this research study. This component of the model is
based on the notion that ESD programs and services are considered products. Further
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applicable to the methodology of this study was Stufflebeam's proposed outline, or steps,
when approaching an evaluation activity. Worthen and Sanders (1987) identify these steps
as: (1) Focusing the Evaluation, (2) Collection of Information, (3) Organization of
Information, (4) Analysis of Information, (5) Reporting of Information, and (6)
Administration of Evaluation (p. 79).
Although no specific steps or procedures were adopted from the consumer-oriented
approaches, they did add conceptual insight into the study process. For example,
Scriven's product evaluation approach distinguishes several concerns which need to be
considered from the consumer's perspective when evaluating a product or program
(Worthen and Sanders, 1987). Through identifying the concerns which the consumer may
have in relation to the evaluation of a product, the evaluator may be better able to create a
more effective and productive evaluation activity (Scriven, 1981; 1984).
STUDY POPULATION
The population of this study included school board members, superintendents,
principals, assistant principals, central office personnel, and teachers and certificated
support personnel within ESD 112 service area. The survey was sent to all school board
members,- all superintendents, all principals, assistant principals, and all central office
personnel involved in curriculum, instruction, or special services. The survey was also
sent to all classroom teachers and certified support personnel found in those school districts
with 2000 or fewer students, and to a proportional random cluster sampling of those
teacher members found in districts with more than 2000 students. This sample was
obtained by random selection of school units (school buildings) and surveying of the entire
certificated staff of each of these units.
The sample included board members ( N = 150), district superintendents (N =30),
all building principals (N = 125), all assistant principals (N =54), and certificated central
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office personnel (N =55). The study sample also included: a) the entire teacher and
certificated support population of districts with 2000 or fewer students (N = 747), and b) a
proportional random cluster sample of teachers and certificated support personnel found in
those districts with more than 2000 ( N =346). The certificated support personnel
included staff such as reading specialists, math specialists, counselors, and resource room
teachers, among others.
The first portion of the teacher sample (which included support personnel) was
selected from all buildings in those districts with 2000 or fewer students. This teacher
sample comprised 22.0% of the teachers and support personnel in the ESD 112 service
area.

The proportional random cluster teacher sample (which included support personnel)
included those teachers found in districts with more than 2000 students. This sample was
drawn from 78.0% of the teacher population found in the ESD 112 service area. It was
decided to implement a proportional random cluster sample from those districts with more
than 2000 students due to the disproportionate amount of teachers found in this category

and the lack of accessibility to the individual respondent. A random sample of not less than
10.0%, or 250 teachers, was detennined to be representative of the teachers found in large
districts.
School buildings found in the large school district stratification were sub-divided
into high schools, middle schools, and elementary schools. A number of buildings from

each group were randomly selected. The number of buildings included in this sample was
based on estimating the average teaching staff of buildings within each of the three school
level categories and then selecting enough buildings from each category to generate a near
equal number (teachers from each school grade level category) of teachers or a proportional

random cluster sample (Table 1). Random selection was accomplished by writing each
building's name on a piece of paper and placing them by category in a small box, and then
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having a person not associated with the study randomly select two high schools, four
middle schools, and five elementary schools.
The actual number of smveys distributed to the schools selected for this category
included: 2 high schools (N =117), 4 middle schools (N =100), and five elementary
schools (N = 129). These numbers are based on the sum of actual teacher-to-student ratios
for each individual school selected at the state funding ratio of 50-to-1000.
TABLE I
TEACHER TO STUDENT RATIOS FOR lllGH SCHOOLS, MIDDLE SCHOOLS, AND
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS FOUND IN DISTRICTS WITil MORE
TIIAN 1WO-TIIOUSAND STUDENTS
Average Teacher
Staff at 50/1000

Range of
Student Po~.

Number of
Schools

Total Numbei Average
of Students Buildins Po~.

11

13,135

1194

60

760-1444

17

10,289

605

30

422-850

55

25,521

464

23

120-665

RESPONDENT OVERVIEW
From the 1507 people smveyed a total of769 people responded, for a 51.0%
overall response rate (Table II). The superintendent's and central office personnel's
response rate was 73.0%, with 62 of the 85 superintendents and central office personnel
responding. The principal's response rate was 88.0%, with 109 of the 125 principals
responding. The assistant-principal's response rate was 63.0%, with 34 of the 54
assistant-principals responding. The board member's response rate was 30.0%, with 45 of
the 150 board members responding. The teacher's and support personnel's response rate
was 47.0%, with 519 of the 1093 teachers and support personnel responding.
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Table mprovides further breakdown of these aggregate categories by illustrating
the numbers of respondentS found in the individual occupational groups identified on the
survey instrument
TABLE IT

SURVEY DISTRIBUTION AND RETURN RATES IN ACfUAL NUMBERS
AND PERCENTAGES BY AGGREGATE CATEGORIES
Position Gl'Oups

Total Surveys
Sent
150

Total Surveys
Returned

Total Percent
Returned

Central Office/Superintendent

85

62

73%

Principals

125

109

88%

Asst Principals

54

34

63%

Teachers/SuppOrt Personnel

1093

519

47%

TotalS

1507

769

51%

School Board Membei

45

3o%

The respondent return rates show that nearly 68.0% of the 769 respondents were
either teachers or certificated support personnel. Fourteen percent of the total respondents
were principals and 4.0% of the total respondents were assistant principals. It also showed
that a little over 8.0% of the respondents were central office personnel or superintendentS,
and 6.0% of the respondentS were board members.
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TABLE ill

RESPONDENT RETURN RATES IN ACfUAL NUMBERS AND PERCENT
OF TOTAL SURVEYS BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES
Position Groups
and
Sub-Grou2s

Teacher

Elementary
Middle School
HighSchool
District Support Personnel
ESD 112 Su2JX>rt Personnel
Principat
Elementary
Middle School
HishSchool
Assistant Principal
Elementary
Middle School
HifhSchool
Schoo BOii'd Membel"
School Board Member
central Office
Central Office Personnel
Superintendent
Totals

Number of
Surveys
Sent

1093

35
27

Group Percent of Total
Returned
Return
Rate
47.0%
26.4%
15.0%
17.7%
6.1%
2.3%
88.0%
8.6%
3.0%
2.6%
63.0%
0.0%
1.3%
3.1%
30.0%
5.9%
73.0%
4.6%
3.5%

769

51.0%

Numbeiof
Surveys
Returned
203
115
136
47
18

125
66
23
20

54
0
10
24

150

85

1507

45

100%

SURVEY INSTRUMENT
The content of the survey instrument was drawn from several sources. The
majority of the survey instrument items were drawn either from the ESD 112's Services
Matrix or the ESD 112's program and services pamphlet. The service matrix consisted of
a display of the general programs and services within the Instructional and Curriculum and
Special Services Divisions of ESD 112 (Appendix 1). The pamphlet consisted of a
comprehensive listing and description of programs and services offered. The Curriculum
Support Services are identified as a sub-division of the Instructional Services Division, as
are the Instructional Media services. The Special Services Division included the Special
Education Cooperatives as a sub-division of its programs and services.
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Opportunities were made for the administrative staff of ESD 112 to have input on
the content of the survey instrument These included individual and group meetings and
written solicitations requesting information and input regarding the instrument. Revisions
were made as appropriate.
Another source of information used in the construction of this survey instrument
was a similar survey developed for the pmpose of assessing the effectiveness of ESDs in a
statewide study recently perfonned in the State of Washington (Ruel, 1986).
A single, 62 item survey instrument was constructed and distributed to all
categories of respondents (Appendix 1). Concise directions explaining how to answer the
survey items were provided. Respondents answered the survey on the same sheet on
which the items were written. The entire survey was then returned through the ESD 112
Integrated Delivery Service. The survey instrument was structured in such a way that the
last item of the survey led into oversized printed directions on how to return the completed
instrument
The survey instrument was divided into two major sections. The fll'st section
included occupational and general infonnation items. The second section of the instrument
included effectiveness rating items pertaining to programs and services in the areas of
instruction and curriculum and special services, and also questions regarding the total ESD
organization. The questions pertaining to instructional and curriculum services and
programs were grouped into sub-sections on the second portion of the survey because of
shared personnel and resources at ESD 112.
The occupational infonnation portion contained in the first section of the survey
included six items. These items included the subjects of: (a) position, (b) employment
years in district, (c) teaching years in Washington, (d) size of district, (e) county location of
school district, and (f) level of education.
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The general infonnation portion contained in the first section of the survey included
eight items. These eight items inquired into the issues of: (a) understanding of purpose of
the ESD, (b) extent of involvement in the program, (c) knowledge of district's

involvement in ESD programs, (d) general orientation of the types of programs and
services used by district, (e) impact ofESD on personal worlc, (f) constraints and
difficulties in accessing ESD services, (g) responsiveness of ESD to individual's needs,
and (h) opinions concerning whether individual district should contract services.

The remaining 48 items asked the respondents to rate the effectiveness of the "total"
ESD organization and the effectiveness of individual programs and services. These 48
rating questions were divided into three distinct sections on the survey. The first
effectiveness rating question section was concerned with the "total" ESD 112 program.
This section consisted of 10 "general effectiveness" rating items. The last two sections of
items pertained to "Instructional and Curriculum" and "Special Services Division"
programs and services. Both the "Instructional and Curriculum" portion and the "Special
Services" portion of questions began by asking the respondent to identify whether she or
he had enough knowledge to rate the programs and services within each division by
marking either yes or no. Respondents marking "yes" continued through the instrument
item by item. Respondents marking "no" moved to the next section of questions.
The same items and response rating scale were used by all respondents on the
survey. The rating scale presented to the respondent was placed before the items being
rated (beginning with question 15). The scale ranged from "extremely effective" to
"extremely ineffective." Actual rating scale included: 1 =extremely effective, 2 =very
effective, 3 = effective, 4 =ineffective, 5 =very ineffective, 6 = extremely ineffective, and
0 =No Information/NA = Not Applicable. The responses were marked in a box
accompanying each rating item.
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In order to have a common concept of what "effectiveness" meant in relation to this

study, several descriptive indicators were developed. These indicators were developed
through discussion with ESD 112 staff members and through expanding on common
definitions of effectiveness found in the literature (Ruel, 1986; Stephens, Perry, and
Sanders, 1989). The indicators were listed on the survey instrument itself in the section
preceding the effectiveness rating items.
At the end of the instrument, gratitude for completing the survey was offered and
steps for returning the survey instrument were detailed.
A cover letter, which was signed by the author of this study, explained the purpose
of this study and was sent with all surveys (letter and questionnaire are found in Appendix
1).

FIELD TESTING
The survey instrument was field tested with four staff members from ESD 112, two
retired teachers, two retired principals, and one ESD 112 board member. All members of
this group were from the State of Washington. Each person involved in the field testing
exercise had a survey instrument delivered to them in a sealed envelope. A cover sheet
providing instructions for reviewing and critiquing the survey instrument was provided
with each survey instrument Each respondent was asked about the completion time, the
effectiveness of the cover letter, the clearness of survey directions, and the general structure
and content of the survey. All individuals involved in the field testing were then

interviewed on the content, structure, and appearance of the survey instrument Comments
were collected and minor revisions were made to the instrument
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DATA COLLECTION
The survey instrument was distributed during the second week of October, 1989.
The instruments were packaged into 30 different envelopes. One envelope was addressed
to each of the 30 public school districts in the ESD 112 service area. Each envelope

contained survey instruments for the superintendent, for all central office personnel
(identified as assistant superintendents, directors, and administrative assistants), for all
principals and assistant principals in the district, and for all school board members.
For those districts with 2000 or fewer students, an envelope containing survey
instruments for all certificated staff (teachers and certificated support personnel) was
addressed to each school building. For those buildings selected in the proportional random
cluster sample of districts with more than 20QO students, individually addressed envelopes
(by school building name) of survey instruments were enclosed in the district envelope.
Those envelopes addressed to individual school buildings, regardless of the size of the
district, included the principals, assistant principals, and all teacher and certificated support
personnel survey instruments.
All surveys were coded with an identification number on the bottom left-hand
corner of the last page. The surveys were coded sequentially by district, occupation, and
building (e.g. 9T-2). The district code was a number from one through 30, representing
the 30 individual districts (e.g. 9 = Ridgefield). The occupational code was a letter(s)
signifying the various professional occupations found within the district (e.g. T = teacher).
These occupational codes included; S for "superintendent," B for "board member," DO for
"district office personnel," P for "principal," VP for "assistant principal," and T for
"teacher" and all "certificated support personnel." The building number was determined by
the number of buildings found in the district and the order in which the building was
registered in the 1988-89 Washington Education Directory (e.g. 2 =the second building
found in the directory under that district).
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The surveys were delivered to each district through the use of ESD 112's Integrated
Service Delivery (mailing system) network. All envelopes were addressed and delivered to
the superintendent's office of each district for distribution to the employees of that district.
The district envelope was addressed specifically to the secretary of the superintendent of
each district. The district secretary was identified as the person who would distribute the
surveys to the proper persons and/or buildings. A cover letter explaining the contents of the
district envelope and the instructions for distributing and returning the surveys was
included. All surveys included in the envelopes were addressed to a position; no individual
names were used in this study.
Within each district envelope there was a series of packets and envelopes. Packets
of surveys were bundled for the appropriate number of people found in a job category.
Packets were included for board members, superintendents, and central office personnel.
Packets were also included for principals and assistant principals in those districts with more
than 2000 students, unless a specific principal or assistant principal of a building were

included in the proportional random cluster sample. The survey instruments for these
principals and assistant principals were then enclosed in the building envelope.
For those districts with 2000 or fewer students, individual building envelopes were
included in the district envelope. These envelopes included a cover letter explaining the
contents of the district envelope and the instructions for distributing and returning the
surveys was included. The building secretary was identified as the person who would
distribute the surveys to the proper persons. The building envelope contained a survey for
the principal, any assistant principals, and all teachers ~d certificated support personnel in
the building.
All survey respondents were instructed to return their instruments to their district
office (via their building or district office secretary) to be returned to the ESD mail room.
The ESD 112 delivery network consists of tWo vans which distribute and collect mail at
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every district in the service area three times dming a normal work week. Return envelopes
were included for each district and each school building included in the study. The return
envelopes were marked "Survey-To ESD 112."
The 1988-89 Washingto~ Education Directory was referenced in order to estimate
the number of teacher and support personnel surveys needed in individual buildings. The
same directory was also used to identify the number of all building principals, assistant
principals, and central office personnel in the areas of curriculum, instruction, and special
services.
Survey instruments were numbered for the pwpose of identifying return rates and
to send follow-up survey completion reminders. Group numbering by building was used
for teachers and support personnel and school board members. Individual numbering was
used for all other respondents. The Washington Education Directory was used to assign
and record individual and building/group numbers. Numbers marked on the survey
instrument only identified the position and location of the respondent and was not
connected to any individual name.
Each district superintendent was mailed two letters before the actual distribution of
the survey. The first letter was mailed two months before the distribution of the survey.
This letter presented a brief overview of the purpose of the study and also requested
support for the survey in the form of discussi-:tg the survey with staff. The second letter
was one month before the distribution of the survey. This letter included a reminder of the
study's implementation date and a "fact sheet" detailing the procedures of the study from a
district level perspective.
The district secretary was also contacted two months before sending the survey
instrument This letter outlined the routine and procedures for distributing and collecting
the instruments within his or her district.
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Each building principal received a letter one month before the study. This letter
included a request for support and included a "fact sheet" de~ling the procedures of the
study frOm a building level perspective.
The first reminder to complete the survey was sent seven days after the initial
distribution of the survey instrument. This consisted of a brief one page reminder to all
superintendents, central office personnel, principals and assistant principals. The
principals or contact persons of those schools included in the cluster sample were contacted
by phone to help remind the teaching staff through school bulletins and staff meetings.
A second reminder was sent fourteen days after the initial distribution of the survey
instrument This consisted of a modified reminder sent the first time, and several copies of
the survey instrument to replace lost or misplaced ones. The reminder included a message
of subtle urgency.
The final reminder was directed at all superintendents, central office personnel, and
building principals. Superintendents were asked to remind school board members for a
final time, while those building principals with. teaching staff being surveyed were asked to
remind their personnel. This reminder included a "thank you" for any time and effort given
to the study.
All instruments returned to the office were placed in large mailing envelopes,

marked "Survey-To ESD 112," and delivered to the ESD 112 mailing room. The
envelopes were placed in a sealed box located in the delivery service supervisor's office (so
it could be locked at night), and were picked up once each week for five weeks by the
investigator.
DATA ANALYSIS
In order to develop the findings from this investigation which would answer the

major questions put forth in this study, and also to answer supportive questions pertinent
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to this line of inquiry, the author adopted a sequential data analysis strategy. The following
narrative provides an outline of the data analysis sequence used in Chapter IV.
The first phase of this strategy is to present the reader with an overview of the study
sample and subsequent return rates. Actual counts and percentages are used in this section.
This information was presented earlier in the narrative of this chapter, whereas all
remaining data analysis is presented in Chapter IV.
To continue in this same line of inquiry, the reader is then presented with a
descriptive analysis of the demographic questions one through six. Since the major focus
of this study is to look at the differences in perceived effectiveness among educator groups,
each demographic question is supported by narrative detailing an analysis of the question
according the five position groups used in this study. General infonnation questions seven
through 14 are also presented as a total respondent group. Modes and percentages are used
in this section.
The narrative then presents three sections of descriptive analysis pertaining to the
effectiveness rating questions which comprise the remainder of the survey instrument.
Each of the general effectiveness questions is supponed by descriptive infonnation
regarding position groups, years of experience groups, district size groups, county location
groups, and degree level groups. Since more than two-thirds of all respondents did not
respond, or could not answer the specific program and service effectiveness rating
questions (questions 26 through 62), only the total group descriptive analysis will be given
for these thirty-six questions. In order to address the needs of the "most common" reader
of this study, the author has placed emphasis on the presentation of the effectiveness rating
questions by developing individual descriptive tables to supplement the narrative of each
question. Group response numbers, percentages, means, and standard deviations are used
in this section.
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The fourth component of the data analysis sequence, or the primary analysis, was
to investigate whether significant differences existed in the responses given on the

effectiveness rating questions according to different grouping variables. The mean
responses for position groups were tested for significant differences on all46 effectiveness
rating questions. The mean responses for years of experience groups, district size groups,
county location groups, and degree level group were tested for significant differences on
the 10 general effectiveness questions. For all those questions found to produce significant
differences in the mean responses, paired mean comparison tests were performed to
identify which groups differed significantly. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and pairwise
mean comparison (Tukey-Kramer) tests are used in this section.
The next stage of the data analysis sequence, or the secondary analysis, further
analyzes the position groups by investigating whether there are significant differences
among the proportions of respondents found in different categories defmed by the seven
"general infonnation" questions and two "gate" questions. Chi-square tests of significance
and group percentages are used in this section.
The fmal segment of the data analysis strategy was to provide a demographic
analysis on portions of the infonnation gathered from the survey instrument This first pan
of this analysis included an investigation into whether significant differences existed among
the proportions of respondents, according to position, found in the different categories
defined in the demographic questions two through six. Seeond, after fmding significant
differences it) position, district size, county location, and degree level group responses on
the general effectiveness questions through ANOVA te~ting, further data analysis was
performed. The purpose of this section was to investigate whether there were significant
differences in the mean responses of different position groups on the general effectiveness
questions, when adjusting for the possible effects district size, county location, and degree
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level may have. Chi-square tests of significance and analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
tests were used in this section.
Original data from the· first three questions of the survey instrument were collapsed
into fewer classifications before the analysis of the data was started. The 13 position group
classifications included in the first question were collapsed to include five group
classifications. Data from the second and thiid questions regarding years of experience in
district and years of experience in the State of Washington were collapsed to include three
group classifications. All response infonnation gathered by the survey instrument was
treated as discrete data.
Responses from all the effectiveness rating questions which indicated no
information/not applicable were altered from a zero ("0") to a no response (". ") in the data
set in order to delete an numeric value which would affect values of the mean responses of
the groups and categories studied. By retaining the zero value the mean responses given by
groups would have been inaccurately lowered.
The reporting of the mean responses on all effectiveness rating questions was
developed by rounding the response to the nearest whole number and assigning the
effectiveness rating definition given to that numeric response.
Probability levels for all statistical testing, except the multiple comparison tests,
were stated in the actual numbers as generated by the computer statistics software package.
The results of all multiple comparison testing performed on the mean responses of different
characteristics groupings are reported at the S-05 level.
The following chapter, Chapter IV, provides the reader with an analysis of the data
gathered from the 769 survey respondents. Chapter IV is divided into five sections: (1) A
descriptive demographic and general information question analysis, (2) A descriptive
analysis of the 46 effectiveness rating items, (4) A primary analysis of testing for
significance differences in group response means on different effectiveness rating
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questions, (5) A secondary analysis testing for significant differences in the proportions of
groups identifying with different categories on the general information questions, and (6) A
demographic analysis testing for significant differences in the proportions of groups
identifying with different categories on the demographic information questions and tests of
significance relating to the effects of different demographic characteristics on rating
responses.

CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS
The intent of this research project was to investigate the perceptions of effectiveness
concerning an educational service district in the State of Washington. The investigation
was designed to ascertain what perceptions are presently held by public school educators in
regards to the instructional, curriculum, and special services programs and services
provided by Educational Service District 112, in Southwest Washington. This chapter will
present the findings derived from the responses of a 62 item survey instrument developed
to investigate the perceived program and service effectiveness (Appendix 1). Of the 1507
survey instruments distributed for this study a total of 769 were returned, which resulted in
a 51% return rate (see Table II and Table III).
In order to present the results in a coherent, orderly fashion this chapter has been

written in five sections described in the following narrative. A results summary is provided
at the first of each of the following sections, briefly describing the findings for that section
of data analysis.
The first section will provide a descriptive overview of the data accumulated with
regard to the demographic and general information contained in the firSt 14 questions of the
survey. This will provide the reader with an understanding of the demographic
characteristics of the total group of respondents.
The second section will discuss the total group mean responses concerning the
remaining 46 effectiveness rating questions. This is divided into three sub-sections dealing
with both general and specific effectiveness rating questions. The first sub-section will
discuss the general effectiveness rating questions 15 through 24 which concerns ESD 112
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as a singular unit The general effectiveness questions will also provide descriptive
information pertaining to position, years of experience, district size, county location, and
degree level. The next two sub-sections will discuss the Instructional and Curriculum
effectiveness questions 25 through 43 and the Special Services effectiveness questions 45
through 62. The questions from these two sub-sections are concerned with the
effectiveness ratings of specific, or individual programs and services within these separate
divisions of the ESD.
The third section will provide the reader with a primary analysis of the data. The
data analysis in this section investigated whether any significant difference existed between
the various demographic groups and categories and their mean effectiveness ratings.
Primary emphasis will be directed at the comparison of different professional education

positions and all46 ESD effectiveness rating questions. There will also be a section
regarding years of experience, district size, county location, and degree in relation to the
general effectiveness rating questions 15 through 24.
The fomth section will furnish the reader with a secondary analysis of the data by
investigating whether significant differences existed between the proportions of position
groups responding to the eight general infonnation questions (7 through 14), and the two
"gate" questions (25 and 44).
The fifth section of this chapter will provide the reader with demographic analysis
of the data. The first portion of this section will investigate whether significant differences
existed between the proportions of position groups responding to the demographic
questions two through six. The second portion of this section will provide the reader with
a look at the effects different demographic variables had on position category responses to
the general effectiveness rating questions 15 through 24.
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DEMOGRAPillC AND GENERAL INFORMATION OVERVIEW OF RESPONDENTS
The first section of the survey consisted of two groups of questions. The first
group of questions are classified as occupational demographic questions. These six
questions deal specifically with professional educational job related topics. The second set
of questions, questions 7 through 14, are general information questions relating to
perceptions of program value, individual involvement, and organizational purpose. The
following section will detail the findings from each of these two groups of questions.
Analysis of the first question, present position, was discussed in Chapter ill (Respondent
Overview) and will not be discussed here.
As the major emphasis of this study is to investigate how various professional
educational positions perceive ESD 112 and its programs and services, analysis of the each
demographic questions will include a section describing "position" group percentages
found in different demographic categories.
Summar.y of Occupational DemofUDPhic and General lnfonnation Analysis

Occypational Demographics. The results of the occupational demographic
questions portray the survey respondents as having an average of 11 years experience in
their present school district and a little more than 14 years of experience in the State of
Washington. The majority of the respondents hold a master's degree of some type, while
all but a minor portion of the remaining respondents hold a bachelor's degree. Almost

three-fourths of the respondents are employed in either Clark County or Cowlitz County,
while the remaining one-fourth of respondents come from Klickitat County, Pacific
County, Skamania County, or Wahkiakum County. The largest portion of the respondents
presendy work in school districts which have more than 2000 students and which are
located in Oark County, Washington.
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General lnfonnation. While more than 95% of the total group responded that their
district uses some type of service provided by ESD 112, over half of the same group
indicated that they have moderate or minimal understanding of the functions of Educational
Service District 112. Nearly one-half of the respondents feel the ESD has somewhat of an
affect on their job, while one-third of the group said the ESD has very little or no effect on

their job.
Almost three-fourths of the respondent group implied that they have been involved
with five or fewer programs and services, with less than one-fifth of the respondent group
being involved in more than five programs or services. A full two-thirds of the respondent
group replied that they encountered some type of constraint when accessing ESD 112
services, with the largest percentage of that group identifying distance as the major
problem.
Nearly three-fourths of the respondents indicated that they felt ESD 112 provides
timely services, while nearly one-fifth of the respondents indicated the opposite. Lastly,
four-fifths of the respondents feel that their district should contract certain services and
programs from ESD 112 which their district cannot adequately supply, while a little more
than one-tenth of the respondents believe their district should not contract programs and
services from the ESD.

Years of Employment in Present District
Question two in the occupational demographic section requested that the
respondents indicate the numbers of years which they have been employed with their
present district. This question was included to help determine how balanced the overall
group was in terms of years of employment with their present school district The findings
reveal that 52.9% of the respondents had been with their present school district for less
than 10 years, while 47.1% had been with their school district more than 10 years. Also,
13.8% of the respondents indicated they had been with their present school district more
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than 20 years, while 1.0% of the total group had been with their present district for 30 or
more years.
Position Qroup. The largest percentage of all five position groups had been with
their present district for 10 years or less, with the majority of all groups except the
principal's group falling into this categOI)' (Table IV). The teacher and assistant principals
groups closely match each other in their percentage distributions among the three
classifications. Original data were collapsed into three different years of experience
groups, each based on 10 year intervals. Since only 1.0% of the respondents indicated
more than 30 years of experience in their present district, this group was included in the 21
or more years of experience group.
TABLE IV

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO FIVE POSmON GROUPS
AND 1HREE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN DISTRICf CATEGORIES

categories by Experience SubS!,2UES

Teacher

Principal

Assistant
Principal

Board
Member

District
Office

0-10 Years

52.2%

39.4%

52.9%

84.4%

59.6%

11-20 Years

35.8%

35.7%

29.4%

13.3%

24.1%

21 +Years

11.9%

24.7%

17.6%

2.2%

16.1%

no response

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

imi.o%

1m.n;;

iml.o%

100.0%

1mU1%

TotalS

Years of Emplqyment in State
The third question of the occupational demographic section requested the
respondents to indicate how many years they had been employed in education in the State
of Washington. This question was included to help determine how balanced the overall
group was in terms of years of employment in the State of Washington. The findings
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show that 63.2% of the respondents have been employed in the State of Washington for 10
or more years. The data also shows that 23.4% of the respondents have been employed in
Washington for more than 20·years, while 2.0% of the respondents indicated they had been
employed in the State of Washington for more than 30 years.
Position Oroqp As illustrated in Table V, the board member group reflects the

same pen:entages as they did in the years of experience in present district question (Table
IV). All groups except the boani member group had a large majority of their respondents

indicating 11 or more years of experience in the State of Washington, with the largest
TABLEV

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO FIVE POSmON GROUPS
AND TIIREE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN THE STATE
OF WASHINGTON CATEGORIES
Teacher

Princip31

Assistant
Principal

Board
Member

District
Office

0-10 Years

41.2%

11.0%

20.6%

84.4%

19.4%

11-20 Years

40.9%

44.0%

50.0%

13.3%

37.1%

21 +Years

17.9%

45.0%

29.4%

2.2%

43.5%

no response

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

categories by
Experience Sub~U2S

Totals

percentage of the principal's and district office's respondents indicated more than 20 years
experience. Original data were collapsed into three different years of experience categories,
each based on 10 year intervals. Since only 2.0% of the respondents indicated more than
30 years of experience, this group was included in the 21 or more years of experience
group.
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District Size
The founh question in the demographic section asked for a response identifying the
size of district the respondent is presently employed in. Thirty-three percent (33.4%) of the
survey responses came from districts with s~dent enrollments of more than 2000 students.
Ten percent (9.9%) came from districts with 1301 to 2000 students. Twenty-three percent
(23.0%) come from those districts with 801 to 1300 students. The findings also show that
16.4% of the respondents are from districts with 301 to 800 students. The remaining
13.3% of the respondents coming from those districts with 300 or less students. Four
percent (4.0%) of the respondents did not specify district size.
Position Groups. Table VI illustrates the percentage of respondents belonging to
the five different position groups identified in this study according to the size of district.
The size of district is based on the number of students enrolled (1988-1989 academic
school year). Whereas the teacher category can be seen to have a fairly even distribution of
TABLE VI
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO FIVE POSmON
GROUPS AND FIVE DIFFERENT DISTRICT SIZE CATEGORIES

Teachei'

Principal

Assistant
Principal

Board
Member

District
Office

0-300 students

14.3%

.9%

0%

35.6%

16.1%

301-800 students

20.6%

7.3%

2.9%

11.1%

8.1%

801-1200 students

26.2%

15.6%

11.8%

31.1%

9.7%

1200-2000 student

9.6%

13.8%

17.6%

4.4%

4.8%

23.5%

62.4%

64.7%

15.6%

61.3%

5.8%

0%

2.9%

2.2%

0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

categories by
District Size Sub~UES

2001 + students
no response
Totals
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respondents from all five classifications of district size, the majority of all the other
classifications, except board members, came from those districts with an enrollment of

moie than 2000 students. As expected, both principals and assistant principals percentage
increased with the size of district size categories representing larger districts.
County Distribution of Remoncients

Question five inquired into the county which the respondent's present school
district is located. Fifty-two percent (52.0%) of the survey responses came from Clark
County, which encompasses four of the six largest school districts surveyed in this study.
Seventeen percent (16.9%) of the responses came from Cowlitz County, which
encompasses two of the six largest school districts. Klickitat County accounted for 13.1%
of the surveys returned. Six percent (5.6%) of the surveys returned were from Pacific
County. Seven percent (6.5%) of the respondents were identified as from Skamania
County, and three percent (2.6%) of the surveys responses were from Wahkiakum. One
percent (0.5%) of the responses did not respond with a county response.
Position GfOUlls As Table VII depicts at least half or more of all the position
groups, except the board member group, identified themselves as coming from Clark
County. The next largest percentage of all groups, except the board members again,
identified themselves as being employed in Cowlitz County. Pacific, Skamania, and
Wahkiakum Counties accounted for 16.0% or less of all groups except the board member
group.
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TABLEVTI

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO FIVE POSmON
GROUPS AND SIX DIFFERENT COUNTY CATEGORIES
categories by
County Sub-

Teachef

Principat

Assistant
Principal

Board
Member

District
Office

1!2UJ!S
Oark

49.7%

62.4%

70.6%

24.4%

62.9%

Cowlitz

19.7%

23.9%

20.6%

17.8%

12.9%

Klickitat

13.9%

4.6%

5.9%

31.1%

12.9%

6%

4.6%

0%

11.1%

3.2%

Skamania

6.7%

3.7%

2.9%

13.3%

6.5%

Wahkiakum

3.3%

.9%

0%

2.2%

1.6%

no response

.8%

0%

0%

0%

0%

mo.o%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Pacific

ToiatS

F.ducation Levels of Respondents
The last question of the occupational demographic section, question six, inquired
into the level of education presently held by the respondent Fifty-three percent (53.2%) of
the respondents identified themselves as holding a master's degree. Thirty-nine percent
(38.8%) of the responses specified that they held a bachelor's degree. Four percent (4.2%)
of the respondents indicated they possessed a doctorate's degree of some type. Three
percent (3.1 %) recognized themselves as having a high school diploma, while 0.8% of the
respondents did not specify their educational level.
Position Groups Table VIII illustrates that the majority of the principal, assistant
principal, and district office personnel groups responded that they held a master's degree,
with the entire assistant principal's group indicating having a master's degree. The board
member group indicated the majority of that group had at least a bachelor's level degree.
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The central office group responded that almost one-third (29.0%) of their group had a
doctorate level degree.
TABLEVIH

·PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO FIVE POSmON GROUPS
AND FOUR DIFFERENT DEGREE LEVEL CA1EGORIES
categories by
Degree Sub-J2:0UES

Assistant
PrinciEal

Board
Member

District

.9%

0%

46.7%

1.6%

53.4%

0%

0%

37.8%

6.5%

44.5%

91.7%

100%

11.1%

62.9%

.8%

7.3%

0%

4.4%

29.0%

1.2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Teacher

Principat

.2%

Bachelor's
Master's

HSDiploma

PhD/EdD
no response
ToiiiS

Office

Respondent's Understanding of ESP's Pur,pose
The first question in the general information section of the questionnaire, question
seven, inquired into how well the person felt they understood the functions and purposes
of ESD 112. The respondent was given the option of five responses ranging from
"complete understanding" to "no understanding."
The largest percentage o~ the respondents, 40.8% of the people returning the survey
felt that they had a moderate understanding of the functions and purpose of ESD 112. The
findings also showed that 38.8% of the respondents felt that they possessed good
understanding ofESD 112 functions and purpose. Fifteen percent (15.0%) of the returned
surveys specified only minimal understanding of the ESD 112 functions. Four percent
(4.4%) of the respondents indicated complete understanding of the ESD 112 functions.
One percent (0.5%) did not respond to this question.
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ESD 112 Promro Involvement
Question eight on the survey instrument asked how many ESD 112 programs and
services the educator thought they had been involved with over the last two years of
employment The respondent was presented six response options ranging from "no
programs/services" involvement to "all programs" involvement
Seventy-two percent (72.0%) of the survey responses specified that they had been
involved with one-to-five programs or services provided by ESD 112. Thirteen-percent
(13.4%) of the respondents indicated that they had been involved with 6 to 10 programs.
Nine percent (9.4%) of responses specified that they had not been involved with any
programs or services provided by ESD 112. Three percent (3.0%) of the respondents
recognized that they had been involved with eleven-to-twenty programs, and 0.8% of the
groups specified involvement with more than 20 programs. One percent (1.3%) did not
respond to this question, and a single respondent specified that he/she had been involved
with all the ESD 112 programs and services.
Knowled" of District Usin& ESD 112 Services
Question nine requested that the respondent acknowledge whether or not they knew
that their district used any of the services provide by ESD 112. The respondent was given
three response options that include: "yes," "no," or "unknown."
Ninety-six percent (95.8%) of the survey respondents specified that they had
knowledge of their district using one or more of the services provided ESD 112. The
findings also showed that 4.0% responded. that they did not know if their district was using
any of the ESD 112 services, while 0.4% responded that they knew that their district did
not use any ESD 112 services. Less than one percent (0.1%) of those surveyed did not
respond to this question.
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Ty,pes of Seryice and Pro&mJllS Used by Districts
Question 10 asked the respondent to specify the type or orientation of the programs
their district contracted or used from ESP 112. The four possible response categories
given on the smvey instrument included: "mostly student oriented," "mostly teacher
oriented," "mostly administrative oriented," or "some combination of those above."
Sixty-five percent (64.5%) of the respondents surveyed felt that their district uses
some combination of student, teacher, and administrative oriented programs provided by
ESP 112. Sixteen percent (15.6%) felt that most of the ESP 112 programs used by their
district was student oriented. Twelve percent (12.0%) felt that most of the programs were
teacher oriented, while 3.3% felt that their district used most administrative oriented
services.
Effect of ESP 112 on Present Position
The fifth question in the general infonnation section, question 11, was interested in
finding out how much the respondent felt ESP 112 affected their present "position". The
respondent was given five possible responses which included: "very much," "somewhat,"
very little," "not at all," and "don't know."
Forty-six percent (46.0%) of the respondents specified that the ESP somewhat
affected their present position within their school district Thirty-percent (29.9%) said that
the ESP affected their position very little. Fourteen percent (13.8%) specified that the ESD
affected their present position very much. Six percent (5.7%) of the respondents felt that
the ESP did not affect their position at all. One percent (1.4%) specified they did not know
how much affect the ESP had on their position. Three percent (3.1%) did not responded to
this particular question.
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Access constraints to ESP 112 Seryices
Question twelve asked the respondents to identify what constraints they
encountered in accessing ESD 112 services and programs. The respondent was given
seven possible responses ranging from "none" to a "combination of reasons."
Twenty-seven percent (26.5%) of the survey responses specified that there were no
constraints to accessing ESD 112 services. Twenty-five percent (24.6%) of the
respondents felt that distance constrained their access to the ESD. Nineteen percent
(18.9%) felt there were a combination of reasons which acted a constraints in accessing
ESD 112 services. Fifteen percent (15.0%) of the respondents felt that the lack of
infonnation was the major constraint Four percent (4.0%) of the respondents specified
that conflicting working hours constrained their access to ESD 112. Four percent (3.6%)
of the respondents identified reason associated with their district as the constraining factor.
Two percent (2.0%) identified fmances as the factor constraining access to ESD 112. Six
percent (5.5%) of the respondents elected not to answer this question.
Timely Seryices Provided By ESD 112

Question 13 asked the respondents to express whether or not they felt ESD 112
provided timely services to districts, teachers, and students. The survey instrument
provided either a "yes" or "no" response on this question.
Seventy-two percent (72.0%) of the surveys returned indicated that ESD 112
provides timely services in distributing materials, providing communications, and
executing services and programs. Eighteen percent (17 .6%) of the respondents felt that
ESD 112 did not provide timely services to schools districts. Ten percent (10.4%) of the
respondents did not respond to this question.
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District Contractin& ofESD 112 Pro&JjllllS and Services
The last question on the general infonnation section, question 14, requested that the
respondent specify whether they felt their district should contract services from ESD 112.
The survey instrument provided either a "yes" or "no" response on this question.
Seventy-nine percent (79.2%) of those people responding specified that their
district should contract with ESD 112 for certain services and programs. Eleven percent
(11.4%) of the people responding felt that their district should not contract with ESD 112
for certain services and programs. Nine percent (9.4%) of the respondents did not respond
to this question.
GENERAL EFFECTIVENESS RATING QUESTIONS
The following section will provide the reader with a descriptive analysis of each of
the primary effectiveness rating questions included in the survey instrument. This
discussion will focus on the findings from question 15 through 24, which consist of
general effectiveness rating questions concerning ESD 112 as a single, or whole,
organization. These questions were developed directly from the effectiveness indicators
which were developed and placed on the survey instrument at the beginning of the
effectiveness rating questions. These indicators were included for the purpose of assisting
the respondent fonnulate a concept of effectiveness in relation to the ESD 112's
effectiveness as a service organization.
The results for this section will be presented by first providing the reader with a
brief description regarding the topic of the survey question and a short explanation of the
intent of the question. Then the total group responses will be given. Each question will be
supplemented with a table describing the percentages of respondents falling into the
different effectiveness rating categories. The table also presents the reader with the mean
response and standard deviation for each individual question, along with the total
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percentages of respondents on the "effective" and "ineffective" ends of the effectiveness
continuim. The effectiveness rating scale included six possible responses other than
indicating a "no information/not applicable" response, or just not responding at all. These
included the following categories: One meaning "extremely effective," Two meaning "very
effective," Three meaning "effective," Four meaning "ineffective," Five meaning "very
ineffective," and Six meaning "extremely ineffective." All mean responses were rounded
to the nearest whole number and reported by the value definition given to the nearest

numeric response discussed in the previous sentence.
Each table will be followed by brief statement regarding how the respondents
answered according to position groups, years of educational experience in present district
groups, years of educational experience in the State of Washington groups, district size
groups, county groups, and educational degree level of the respondents. Extended
discussion regarding how these subgroups responded will only be given if two or more of
the subgroups provided a different mean response on the question being examined.
Position group data analysis will be based on the five groups of: teacher, principal,
assistant principal, board member, and central office personnel. Years of experience data
analysis will be based on the three groups of: 0-10 years of experience, 11-20 years of
experience, and 21 or more years of experience. District size data analysis will include the
five groups of: 0-300 students, 301-800 students, 801-1200 students, 1201-2000 students,
and 2000 or more students. County location data analysis will include the six groups of:
Clark County, Cowlitz County, Klickitat County, Pacific County, Skamania County, and
Wahkiakum County. The degree level data analysis will be based on: High School
Diploma, Bachelor's degree, Master's degree, and PhD/EdD.
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Summaty of General Effectiveness Ratin& Questions
The respondent group as a whole, gave ESD 112 an effective rating on all1 0 of the
general effectiveness questions. Nearly two-thirds to three fourths of the total group
responded with one of the three effective rating responses on every general effectiveness
question except one, question 23, pertaining tO useful evaluation practices. Still, one-half
of the respondents responded with one of the three effective rating responses on this
question. In contrast, only one-tenth to one-fifth of the total groups of respondents
responded with an ineffective rating on any one of the 10 general effectiveness questions.
When asked to rate ESD 112's overall program, almost three-fourths of the respondents
rated the ESD as effective to extremely effective, while one-tenth of the group responded
with one of the three ineffective ratings.
For supplementary infonnation pertaining to specific responses according to
demographic grouping (by position, years of experience in present district, years of
experience in the State of Washington, district size, county location, and degree level) the
reader is asked to refer to response tables found in Appendix 2.
Proyidin& Satisfactoty Services
Question 15 asked the respondent to rate the effectiveness ofESD 112 in providing
satisfactory and relevant services to its district patrons. This question was meant to imply
whether ESD 112 provided programs and services that the respondent felt were useful and
relevant to their needs as professional educators.
The total group of respondents gave an effective rating to ESD 112 on this
question, with a mean response of three (2.870) on the effectiveness rating scale of one to
six. Approximately 80.0% of the respondents responded with an effective rating, while
less than 10.0% responded with an ineffective rating. A little more than 10.0% of the total
group did not respond to this question (Table IX).
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Remonse by Position Grogps. The largest peiCentage of all position groups
indicated that they felt the ESD was effective in providing relevant services to its patrons,
with each categocy having a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness ~ting
scale (Appendix 2, Table LXIX).
Response by Years of Experience Groups. The three different years of experience
groups (for both Years of Experience in Present District and Years of Experience in State of

Washington) indicated that ESD 112 was effective in providing satisfactocy and relevant
services to its patrons. Each years of experience categocy indicated a mean response of
three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Tables LXXll and LXXV ).

TABLE IX
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD
112 AND THE EFFECfiVENESS OF PROVIDING SATISFACfORY
AND RELEVANT SERVICES
Mean Response = 2.870
Rating Scale
Value
Definition

N=769

1

2

Extremely
Effective

Vecy
Effective

Effective

3.1%

17.6%

58.5%

6.6%

450

51

3

4

Standard Deviation = .766
5
6
0

Extremely
Very
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NAJNo
Response

Response
Percentage

Numbers
Totals

24
135
Effective= 79.2%

<------------------->

1.2%

1.3%

10
9
Ineffective= 9.1%

11.7%
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Remonse by District Size Groyps. All five position groups rated ESD 112 as
effective in providing satisfactocy and relevant services to its patrons, with each categocy
having a mean response of three on the effectiveness rating scale of one to six (Appendix 2,
Table LXVIll).
Remonse by County Location Groups. The six county groups rated the ESD as
effective in providing satisfactocy and relevant services to its patrons. All six county
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groups had a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix
2, Table LXXXI).
Response by De&ree I:.evel Groups. The "high school diploma" group rated the
ESD as "very effective" in providing satisfactory and relevant services to patrons, with a

mean response of two on the effectiveness rating scale of one to six. All the other degree
level groups indicated an effective rating, with a mean response of three on the six point
effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXXIV).
Deroonstratin& Useful Knowled&e and Infonnation
Question 16 asked the respondent to rate how effective ESD 112 is when
"demonstrating useful knowledge and information" to the professional educator and to
disnicts. This question was meant to convey whether the respondent felt ESD 112
provided practical knowledge and infonnation to them in their professional educator role.
The total group response reflected an effective rating to ESD 112 on this question,
with a mean response of three (2.767) on the effectiveness rating scale of one to six.
Approximately 80.0% of the total group responded with an effective rating, while a little
more than 10.0% responded with an "ineffective rating" (Table X).
TABLE X
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING
TO ESD 112 AND THE EFFECI'IVENESS OF DEMONSTRATING
USEFUL KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION
Mean Response =2.767
Rating Scale
Value
Definition

1

2

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

3
Effective

4

Standai'd Deviation - .828
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

Response

NNNo

Response
Ptltenlage

Numbers
Totals

5.6%

22.1%

43
170
Effective 77.6%

49.9%

8.2%

1.4%

0.7%

13.0%

377

63

11

5

100

<-------------------> Ineffective= 10.3%
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Response Jnt Position Group. The board member and central office personnel
groups both responded that ESD 112 was "very effective" in demonstrating useful
knowledge and information to educators and local school districts. Both groups had a
mean response of two on the six point effectiveness rating scale. The teacher, principal,
and assistant principal groups all indicated the ESD was effective in demonstrating useful

knowledge and information with a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness
rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXIX).
Response by Years Experience Groups. The three different years of experience
groups (for both Years of Experience in Present District and Years of Experience in State of
Washington) indicated that ESD 112 was effective in demonstrating useful knowledge and
infonnation to educators and local districts. All three groups had a mean response of three
on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXII and LXXV).
Response by District Size Groups. The five district size groups indicated that
ESD 112 was effective ~ demonstrating useful knowledge and infonnation. All five
groups had a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix
2, Table LXXVffi).
Response by County Location Groups. All six county groups responded that they
felt ESD 112 was effective in demonstrating useful knowledge and infonnation, with each
of the six groups having a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale
(Appendix 2, Table LXXXI).
Response by De&ree Level Groups. The four degree level groups each indicated an
effective rating of ESD 112 in demonstrating useful knowledge and information, with each
category having a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale
(Appendix 2, Table LXXXIV).
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Timeliness fashion of Services
Question 17 asked the respondent to rate the ESD 112 when "providing services in
a timely fashion." The purpose of this question was to ascertain whether ESD 112
provided services to the respondent in a timeframe which allowed for the service to be an
effective and efficient component of their work.
An effective rating was given to ESD 112 on this question, with the total group

replying with a mean response of three (2.918) on the effectiveness rating scale of one to
six • A little more than 70.0% of the total group responded with some fonn of effective
reply, while close to 20.0% of the total group indicated an "ineffective" reply. Right at
13.0% of the group did not respond to this question (Table XI).

TABLE XI
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND EFFECTIVENESS OF PROVIDING SERVICES IN A TIMELY FASIDON
Mean Res~nse = 23}1R
Rating Scale
1
Value
Defmition

i

N=7~

3

4

Standard Deviation = ,g()6
6
0

5

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Very
Extremely
Effective Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

3.9%

21.3%

45.1%

13.8%

347

106

NAJNo
Response

Response
Pen:entage

Numbers
Totals

30
164
Effective = 76.3%

<------------------>

1.6%

1.7%

12
13
Ineffective = 17.1%

12.6%
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Remonse by Position Groups. The central office personnel groups indicated that
they felt the ESD was very effective in providing services in a timely fashion to school
district patrons, having a mean response of two on the six point effectiveness rating scale
(Appendix 2, Table LXIX). All four other groups indicated ESD 112 was effective in
providing services in a timely fashion, with each group having a mean response of three
on the six point effectiveness rating scale.
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Response lzy Years of Experience Groups. The three different years of experience
groups (for both Years of Experience in Present District and Years of Experience in State of
Washington) indicated that ESD 112 was effective in providing services in a timely fashion
to its patrons. All three groups had a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness
rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXII and LXXV).
Remonse by District Size Groups. The five different district size groups all
indicated that they felt ESD 112 was effective in providing services in a timely fashion to its
patrons. All five groups had a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating
scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXVlll).
Remonse by County Location Groups. The six county groups rated ESD 112 as
effective in providing services in a timely fashion to its patrons. Each of the six groups had
a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table
LXXXI).
Response ey De~ Level GI'OUJ)s. The high school diploma category rated ESD
112 as "very effective" in providing services in timely fashion to its patrons, with a mean
response of two on the six point effectiveness rating scale. All three other groups indicated
that the ESD was effective in providing services in a timely fashion. Each of these groups
had a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table
LXXXIV).

Meetin& Nee<is tbroueh Resources and Skills
Question 18 inquired into how effective the respondent felt ESD 112 was in
"having the resotirces and skills to meet the needs of students, teachers, and districts." The
intent of this question was to let the respondent rate how effective they felt ESD 112 was in
having effective resources and skills in order the meet the demands or needs of their
patrons.
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The respondents gave ESD 112 an overall effective rating to ESD 112 on this
question by indicating a mean response of three (2.826) on the effectiveness rating scale of
one to six. Close to 75.0% of the respondents indicated an effective rating, while a little
more than 10.0% of the total group gave an "ineffective" rating. Almost 15.0% of the total
group did not respond to this question (Table Xll).
Response lzy Position Groups. The board member group indicated that they felt
ESD 112 was "very effective" in having the resources and skills to meet the needs of the
students, teachers, and districts, by responding with a mean response of two on the six
point effectiveness rating scale. The teacher, principal, assistant principal, and central
office personnel groups all rated ESD 112 as effective on this same question, with each of
these groups having a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale
(Appendix 2, Table LXIX).
TABLE XU

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND 11IE EFFECTIVENESS OF :MEETING THE NEEDS OF PATRON
DISTRICI'S THROUGH RESOURCES AND SKIT..LS

Mean Res:e2nse = i.Ri6
Rating Scale
1
2

3

Value
Definition

Exlremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Effective

Response
Pen:enlage

3.5%

21.3%

49.3%

Numbers
ToraJs

. Standard Deviation = .7SR

N=76~

4

5

6

Very
Exlremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

9.4%

0.9%

0.8%

27
164
6
379
72
7
Effective = 74.1% <:-------------------~ Ineffective =11.1%

0

NAJNo
Response

14.8%
114

Response by Years of EXl)erience Groups. The three different years of experience
groups (for both Years of Experience in Present District and Years of Experience in State of
Washington) indicated that ESD 112 was effective in having the resources and skills to
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meet the needs of students, teachers, and districts. All three groups had a mean response
of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Tables LXXII and LXXV).
Remonse by District Size Groups. The five different district size groups all
indicated that they felt ESD 112 was effective in having the resources and skills to meet the
needs of students, teachers, and districts. All five groups had a mean response of three on
the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXVIll).

Re$l?Onse by County Location Groups. The six county groups rated ESD 112 as
effective in having the resources and skills to meet the needs of students, teachers, and
districts. Each of the six groups had a mean response of three on the six point
effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXXI).

Response by Dew;e Level Groups. The high school diploma category rated ESD
112 as "very effective" in having the resources and skills to meet the needs of students,
teachers, and districts, with a mean response of two on the six point effectiveness rating
scale. All four other groups indicated that the ESD was effective on this same question.
Each of these groups had a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating
scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXXIV).
Hayin~ the Resources and Skills to Adjust

Question 19 inquired into how effective the respondent felt ESD 112 was in
"having the resources and skills to adjust to the individual needs of students, teachers, and
districts." This question was designed to inquire into how effective the respondent felt
ESD 112 was in adjusting to, and providing for, the individual needs of the students,
teachers, and districts.
The total group of respondents indicated an effective rating when replying to this
question, with an overall mean response of three (3.031) on a rating scale of one to six.
Around 60.0% of the respondents gave an effective rating on this question, while almost
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20.0% responded with an "ineffective" rating. A little more than 20% of the total group did
not respond to this question (Table Xlll).
TABLE XIII
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND THE EFFECfiVENESS OF RESOURCES AND SKILLS TO ADJUST TO
INDIVIDUAL NEEDS OF STUDENTS, TEACHERS, AND DISTRICI'S

Mean Response- 3.031
1
2

Rating Scale

N=769
3
4

Standafd Deviation = .822
5
6
0

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Effective

Percentage

3.1%

13.5%

45.1%

Numbers
Torals

104
108
13
24
347
12
Effective= 61.7% <-------------------> Ineffective -17.3%

Value

Dermition

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NAJNo
Response

Response

14.0%

1.6%

1.7%

20.9%
161

RespOnse by Position Groups. Every position category indicated that they felt the
ESD was effective in having the resources and skills to adjust to the individual needs of
students, teachers, and districts. Each of the five position groups had a mean response of
three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXIX).
Response by Years of Experience Groups. The three different years of experience
groups (for both Years of Experience in Present District and Years of Experience in State of
WashingtOn) indicated that ESD 112 was effective in having the resources and skills to
adjust to the individual needs of students, teachers, and districts. All three groups had a

mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXll
and LXXV).
Response by District Sjze Groups. The five different district size groups all
indicated that they felt ESD 112 was effective in having the resources and skills to adjust to
the individual needs of students, teachers, and districts. All five groups had a mean
response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXVITI).
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Response by County Groups. The Pacific County category rated ESD 112 as
"ineffective" in having the resources and skills to adjust to the individual needs of students,
teachers, and districts, with a mean response of four on the six point effectiveness rating
scale. All other county groups rated the ESD as effective on this same question, with each
of these five groups having mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating
scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXXI).
Response by Pew:e Level Groups. The High School Diploma category rated ESD
112 as "very effective" in having the resources and skills to adjust to the individual needs
of students, teachers, and districts. This group had a mean response of two on the six
point effectiveness rating scale. The other three groups all rated the ESD as effective on
this same question, with each these three groups having a mean response of three on the six
point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXXIV).

ESP 112 Intexpersonal Skills
Question 20 asked the respondent how effective they felt the ESD was in "having
the interpersonal skills to work effectively with teachers and administrators in schools."
The motive for this question was find out how effective the respondent felt ESD 112's
interpersonal skills were when working with teachers and administrators in socially
interactive situations.
The total group of respondents gave ESD 112 an effective rating on this question,
with a mean response of three (2.811) on the effectiveness rating scale of one to six. A
little more than 70.0% of the respondents replied with an effective rating response, while
10.0% of the total group of respondents gave an ineffective response. Almost 20.0% of
the respondents did not respond to this question (Table XIV).

Response by Position Groups. Each of the five different position groups indicated
that they felt the ESD was effective in having the interpersonal skills to work effectively
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with teachers and administrators in schools. All five position groups had a mean response
of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXlX).
TABLE XIV

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO
ESD 112 AND 1liE EFFECllVENESS OF INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

Mean Response =2.811
1
2

Raling Scale
Value
Def"milion
Response
Percentage
Numbers
Totals

Exlremely
Very
Effective Effective

4.6%

19.0%

35
146
Effective = 10.1%

N=769

3

Effective

Standard Deviation =.808

4

5

6

Extremely
Very
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

47.1%

8.6%

362

66

<------------------->

1.3%

0.5%

0

NNNo
Response

19.0%

4
10
Ineffective =10.4%

146

ResPOnse by Years of Experience Groups. The three different years of experience
groups (for both Years of Experience in Present District and Years of Experience in State of
Washington) indicated that ESD 112 was effective in having the inteq>ersonal skills to
work effectively with teachers and administrators in schools. All three groups had a mean
response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXII and
LXXV).

ResPOnse by District Size Groups. The five different district size groups all
indicated that they felt ESD 112 was effective in having the interpersonal skills to work
effectively with teachers and administrators in schools. All five groups had a mean
resjJonse of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXVIIT).
Resmnse by County Groyps. The six different county groups rated ESD 112 as
effective in having the interpersonal skills to work effectively with teachers and
administrators in schools. Each of the six groups had a mean response of three on the six
point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXXI).
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Response by De&J'5* Level GroUJls. The High School Diploma categol-y rated ESD
112 as "very effective" in having the interpersonal skills to work effectively with teachers
and administrators in schools~ This group had a mean response of two on the six point
effectiveness rating scale. The other three groups all rated the ESD as effective on this
same question, with each these three groups having a mean response of three on the six
point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXXIV).
Promotin~ Teachin~ in Classroom

Question 21 inquired into how effective the respondent felt ESD 112 was in
"providing services which ultimately promote the teaching processes found in the
classroom." As the primary impetus having the educational system is to educate children,
this question inquired into how effective the respondent felt ESD 112 was in providing
services which promote classroom instruction.
The total respondent group rated ESD 112 as effective on this question, with a
mean response of three (2.962) on the effectiveness rating scale of one to six (Table XV).
TABLE XV

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND 1HE EFFECTIVENESS OF PROVIDING SERVICES WHICH PROMOTE
TEACHING PROCESSES IN CLASSROOM

Mean Response= 2.962
Rating Scale

Value
Dermition
Response
Pestemage
Numbers
TOials

1

2

Exttemely
Vezy
Effective Effective

3.8%

18.2%

29
140
Effective= 66.1%

N=769

3

Effective

4

Standard Deviation

5

6

=.925
0

Extremely
Vezy
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

Response

2.1%

17.0%

44.1%

13.0%

339

100

<--------------->

1.8%

14
16
Ineffective= 16.9%

NA/No

131
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Two-thirds of the respondents replied with an effective rating, while a little less than 20.0%
of the respondents replied with an ineffective rating. Seventeen percent of the respondents
did not reply to this question.·

Response by Position Groups. All five of the different position groups indicated
that they felt the ESD was effective in providing services which ultimately promote the
teaching processes found in the classroom. Each of the five different position groups had a
mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table
LXIX).

Response by Years of Experience Groyps. The three different years of experience
groups (for both Years of Experience in Present District and Years of Experience in State of
Washington) indicated that ESD 112 was effective in providing services which ultimately
promote the teaching processes found in the classroom. All three groups had a mean
response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXII and
LXXV).

Response by District Size Groups. The five different district size groups all
indicated that they felt ESD 112 was effective in providing services which ultimately
promote the teaching processes found in the classroom. All five groups had a mean
response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXVIll).
ReSPOnse by CountY Groups. The Pacific County category rated ESD 112 as
"ineffective" in providing services which ultimately promote the teaching processes found
in the classroom, with a mean response of fo~ on the six point effectiveness rating scale.
The other five county groups rated the ESD as effective on this same question, with each of
these five groups having mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale
(Appendix 2, Table LXXXI).
· Remonse by Deme Level Groups. Each of the four degree level groups rated
ESD 112 as effective in providing services which ultimately promote the teaching processes
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found in the classroom. Each of the four degree level groups had a mean response of three
on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXXIV).
Admjnisttation of Proaams and Seryices
Question 22 asked the respondent to rate the effectiveness of the ESD in "having the
resources to productively administer programs and services" within their organization. The
purpose of this question was to inquire as to whether the respondent felt ESD 112
efficiently and effectively executed programs and services provided to educators and school
districts.
An overall effective rating was given by the total respondent group, with a mean
response of three (2.870) on the effectiveness rating scale of one to six. A little less than
70.0% of the respondents replied with an effective rating, while around 15.0% of the
respondents replied with an "ineffective" rating. Twenty percent of the respondents did not
respond to this question (Table XVI).
TABLE XVI

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
HAVING RESOURCES AND SKILLS TO PRODUCfiVELY
ADMINISTER PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
Mean ResEonse = 2.S70
Rating Scale
Value
Definition

1

Standard Deviation = .8~2

N=769
2

3

4

Very
Extremely
Effective Effective

Effective

19.4%

43.6%

10.5%

335

81

5

6

Extremely
Very
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

0
NNNo
Response

Response
Pen:entage

Numbels
TOiaJs

3.4%

149
26
Effective = 66.4%

<---------------->

1.7%

0.7%

13
5
Ineffective = 12.9%

20.8%
160

Response bs Position Groups. All five of the position groups indicated that they
felt the ESD was effective in having the resources to productively administer programs and
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services within their organization. Each of the five different position groups had a mean
response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXIX)
ReSJKIDse lzy Years of Experience Groups. The three different years of experience
groups (for both Years of Experience in Present District and Years of Experience in State of
Washington) indicated that ESD 112 was effective in having the resources to productively
administer programs and services within their organization. All three groups had a mean
response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXII and
LXXV).

Response by District Size Groups. The five different district size groups all
indicated that they felt ESD 112 was effective in having the resources to productively
·· administer programs and services within their organization. All five groups had a mean
response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXVlll).
Res.ponse by County Groups. The six different county groups rated ESD 112 as
effective in having the resources to productively administer programs and services within
their organization. Each of the six county groups had a mean response of three on the six
point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXXI).
Response by Deme l&vel Groups. Each of the four degree level groups rated
ESD 112 as effective in having the resources to productively administer programs and
services within their organization. Each of the four degree level groups had a mean
response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXXIV).
Providin~ Useful Evaluations

Question 23 inquired into how effective the respondent felt ESD 112 was in
"providing useful evaluations of students and personnel involved in programs and
services" which they provided to school districts. The intent of this question was to have
the respondent rate how effective they feel ESD 112 is providing evaluations of students
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(i.e. in special education, speech therapy) and personnel (i.e. teaching special eduction,
motor therapy} which enhance the productivity of the educational process.
The total respondent group indicated an effective rating toward ESD 112 on this
question, with a overall mean response of three (3.155) on the effectiveness rating scale of
one to six. Almost 50.0% of the respondents replied with an effective rating, while almost

17.0% of the respondents replied with an ineffective rating. More than one-third of the
respondents did not reply to this question (Table XVll).
Response by Position Groups. All five of the position groups indicated that they
felt ESD 112 was effective in providing useful evaluations of students and personnel
involved in programs and services they provide to school districts. Each of the five
different groups had a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale
(Appendix 2, Table LXIX).
TABLEXVH

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
PROVIDING USEFUL EVALUATIONS OF STUDENT AND PERSONNEL
INVOLVED IN PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

=

~ean R:es2onse l155
Rating Scale
1
Value
Definition

2

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

N=769

3

Effective

4

Standard Deviation =.S47
5

0

6

Extremely
Very
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NA/No
Response

Response
Patenlage

Numbers
Totals

1.6%

8.5%

38.0%

13.3%

2.6%

1.0%

289
12
102
65
20
8
Effective - 4S.1% <:-------------------:> Ineffective= 16.9%

35.5%
273

Remonse by Years of Experience Groups. The three different years of experience
groups (for both Years of Experience in Present District and Years of Experience in State of
Washington) indicated that ESD 112 was effective in providing useful evaluations of
students and personnel involved in programs and services they provide to school districts.
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All tluee of these groups had a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating
scale (Appendix 2, Tables LXXll and LXXV ). .
Response by District Size Groups. The five different district size groups all
indicated that they felt ESP 112 was effective in providing useful evaluations of students
and personnel involved in programs and services they provide to school districts. All five
district size groups had a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale
(Appendix 2, Table LXVlll).
Response by County Groups. The Pacific County category rated ESP 112 as
"ineffective" in providing useful evaluations of students and personnel involved in
programs and services they provide to school districts. This category had a mean response
of four on the six point effectiveness rating scale. The other five county groups rated the
ESP as effective on this same question, with each of these five groups having mean
response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXXI).
Response by Deuee l&vel Groups. Each of the four degree level groups rated
ESP 112 as effective in providing useful evaluations of students and personnel involved in
programs and services they provide to school districts. Each of the four degree level
groups had a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix
2, Table LXXXIV).
ESP 112's Overall Promro
Question 24 requested that the respondent to respond to how effective they felt ESP
112 was in "its overall program."· The purpose of this question was to give the respondent
the opportunity to give a single rating response on their general feeling towards the
effectiveness of the total ESP 112 organization.
The overall ESP 112 program was rated as effective on this question, with the total
group having a mean response of three (2.913) on the effectiveness rating scale of one to
six. Seventy-five percent of the respondents replied with an effective rating, while a little
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more than 10.0% of the total group responded with an "ineffective" rating. Around 15.0%
of the respondents did not reply to this question (Table XVlll).
Response by Position Groups. All five of the different position groups indicated
that they felt ESD 112 was effective in its overall, or total, program. Each of the five
different position groups had a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating
scale (Appendix 2, Table LXIX).

Response by Years of Experience Groqps. The three different years of experience
groups indicated that ESD 112 was effective in its overall, or total, program. All three
groups had a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix
2, Tables LXXn and LXXV).
TABLEXVlll

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND THE EFFECI'IVENESS OF THE ORGANIZATION'S OVERALL PROGRAM
Mean Response =2.913
Rating Scale
Value
Defmition

N=769

1

2

3

4

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Effective

2.5%

16.4%

55.5%

8.6%

427

66

Standard Deviation =.748
5
6
0

Extremely
Very
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NAJNo
Response

Response
Percentage

Numbers
Torals

19
126
Effective =74.4%

<----------------->

1.3%

0.9%

14.8%

7
10
Ineffective - 10.8%
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Remonse by District Size Groups. The five different district size groups all
indicated that they felt ESD 112 was effective in its overall, or total, program. All five
groups had a mean response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix
2, Table LXXVlll).

Response by County· Groups. The six different county groups rated ESD 112 as
effective in its overall, or total, program. Each of the six county groups had a mean
response of three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXI).
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Response ey Deme Leyel Groups. The High School Diploma category rated ESD
112 a8 "very effective" in its overall, or total, program. This group had a mean response of
two on the six point effectiveness rating scale. The other three groups all rated the ESD as
effective on this same question, with each these three groups having a mean response of
three on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Appendix 2, Table LXXXIV).

SPECIFIC PROGRAM AND SERVICE RATING QUESTIONS
This portion of the chapter will discuss the two remaining sections of the survey
instrument which deal with specific programs and services. First, questions regarding
programs and services found in the Instructional and Curriculum Services will be
examined. This will include questions 2~ through 43 from the survey instrument. Second,
questions concerning programs and services from the Special Services Division will be
examined. This will include questions 45 through 62.
Questions 25 and 44 were developed as "gate-questions" for the purpose of
allowing the respondent to indicate whether or not they had enough knowledge of the two
different service divisions to answer groups of subsequent questions. These two questions
will be discussed before the curriculum and instruction and special services effectiveness

questions discussion.
The results for this section will be presented by first providing the reader with a
sentence regarding the topic of the survey question and the overall, or total group response.
Then a table describing the percentages of respondents falling into the different
effectiveness rating groups will be presented. The effectiveness rating scale included six
possible responses other than indicating a "no information/not applicable" response, or just
not responding at all. These included the following categories: one meaning "extremely
effective," two meaning "very effective," three meaning "effective," four meaning
"ineffective," five meaning "very ineffective," and six meaning "extremely ineffective." All
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mean respon~s were rounded to the nearest whole number and reported by the value
definition given to the nearest numeric response discussed in the previous sentence. The
table also presents the reader With the mean response and standard deviation for each
individual question.
Since the majority of respondents indicated that they did not have enough
knowledge to rate any of the specific programs and services provided by ESD 112 in the
areas of instruction and curriculum and special services, all supplementary infonnation
pertaining to position, years of experience, district size, county location, and degree level
will be provided in the appendices.

Overall Knowled1e of Specific Promms and Services
Questions 25 and 44 were developed as "gate questions" for the last two
effectiveness rating sections of the survey. These questions allowed the respondent to
answer either "yes" or "no" on his or her ability to rate the section of questions immediately
following the gate question. If the respondent answered "yes" he or she could continue on
by answering the subsequent question section, or answer "no" and ignore the subsequent
question section.
Summey of Overall Knowledl' of Specific Prowuns and Services
Nearly two-thirds of the respondents indicated that they did not know enough about
the Instructional and Curriculum programs and services to adequately rate their
effectiveness. Nearly two-thirds of the respondents indicated that they did not know
enough about the Special Services programs and services to adequately rate their
effectiveness.
Knowledle About Curriculum and Instruction
Question 25 asked the respondent whether they felt he or she knew "enough about
any of the curriculum and instructional services" to properly rate them. Almost two-thirds
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of the respondents felt that they did not know enough about the curriculum and
instructional services to adequately rate them A little over one-third of the respondents felt
they possessed enough knowledge about the curriculum and instruction programs to rate
them More than two percent of the respondents elected not to respond to this question

(Table XIX).
TABLE XIX

TOTAL GROllP'RESPONSE PERCENTAGES TO OVERALL KNOWLEOOE OF
SPECIFIC ESD 112 PROGRAMS AND SERVICES IN TilE AREAS OF
INSTRUCTION AND CURRICULUM AND SPECIAL SERVICES

N=769
Gate Questions by Topic
25. Adequate Knowledge to Rate
Effectiveness of ESD 112
Cmriculum and Instruction
Services
44. Adequate Knowledge to Rate
Effectiveness of ESD 112
SJ!£ial Services

Percent of Group
Resoonding Yes
34.9%

Pen:ent of Group
Resoonding No
62.8%

Pen:ent of Group
With No Resoonse
2.3%

n=268

n=483

n= 18

32.4%

63.2%

4.4%

n=249

n=486

n=34

Knowlm About Special Services
Question 44 a5ked the respondent whether they felt they had knowledge "enough
about any of the special services division's" programs to adequately rate them Again,
almost two-thirds of the respondents felt that they did not have enough knowledge of the
special services division of ESD 112 to adequately rate them. Close to one-third of the
respondents felt that they did have enough knowledge to rate the special services division
of the ESD. A little over four percent chose not to respond to this question (Table XIX).
Summary of Szcitic Pmmro and Services Effectiveness Ratin& Questions
The total group of respondents gave an effective rating response on all the
Instructional and Curriculum services effectiveness rating questions with the exception of
one very effective rating response. The very effective rating was given on question 41,
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which pertained to the Instructional Media Cooperative Staff. Nearly two-thirds or more of
the respondents either did not respond or were not able to adequately rate each of the 18
Instructional and Curriculum programs and services questions.
The total group of respondents gave an effective rating response on all the Special
Services Division's effectiveness rating questions. Again, at least two-thirds or more of
the respondents either did not respond or were not able to adequately rate each of the 18
Special Services Division questions.
Total Curriculum and Insnuctional Pmwun
Question 26 asked the respondents to rate the total curriculum and instructional
program offered by ESD 112. The pwpose for this question was to inquire into how
effective the respondent felt the curricular and instructional programs and services offered
by ESD 112 were by rating them as a single program.
The total group rated the curriculum and instructional services of ESD 112 as
effective, with a mean response of three (2.987) on the six point effectiveness rating scale
(Table XX). Almost 30.0% of the respondents replied with an effective rating, while 5.0%
gave an ineffective rating. Two-thirds of the respondents did not respond to this question.
TABLE XX
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND 1HE EFFECfiVENESS OF TIIE TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL
AND CURRICULUM PROGRAM

Mean Res~nse = lR~
Rating Scale

Value
Definition

1

2

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

N=769

3

4

Standaid Deviation = .R11
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Effective Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NA/No

Response

Response
Pm:entage
Numbers
Totals

1.0%

8.3%

19.9%

4.0%

0.5%

0.5%

4
4
7
64
153
31
Effective- 29.2% <:-------------------:> Ineffective 5.0%

65.8%
506
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Curriculum and Instruction Staff
Question 27 requested that the respondents rate the effectiveness ofESD 112's
curriculum and instructional staff. The purpose for this question was to have the
respondent rate how effective the ESD curriculum and instructional staff is when providing
services to the school district The respondents rated the curriculum and instructional staff
as effective when providing services, with a mean response of three (2.876) on the six
point effectiveness rating scale (Table XXI). A little less than 30.0% of the respondents
TABLE XXI

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND TilE EFFECTIVENESS OF TilE INSTRUCTIONAL AND
CURRICULUM DMSION'S STAFF

Mean Res;e2nse = ~.S76
Rating Scale
Value
Defmition

1

~

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

N=769

3

Effective

4

Standard Deviation = .954
6
0

5

Extremely
Very
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NA/No
Response

Response
Petcenlage

Numbers
Totals

2.0%

8.5%

15
65
Effective = ~7 .9%

17.4%

4.0%

134

31

<------------------>

0.9%

0.8%

7
6
Ineffective- 5.7%

66.4%
511

indicated an effective response on this question, while less than 6.0% of the total group
gave an ineffective reply. A little more than 66.0% of the respondents did not reply to this
question.

Curriculum and Instruction Communication Deyices
The 28th question on the survey requested the respondent to rate the ESD 112
communication devices which pertained to curriculum and instructional services.
The total group gave the communications devices regarding the curriculum and
instructional programs and services an effective rating, by indicating a mean response of
three (2.873) on the six point effectiveness rating scale. Twenty-seven percent of the
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respondents replied with an effective rating, while less than 6.0% gave an ineffective reply.
More than 67.0% of the respondents did not indicate an answer on this question (Table
XXll).
TABLExxn

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE COMMUNICATION DEVICES CONCERNING CURRICULUM AND INS1RUCfiONAL PROORAMS AND SERVICES

Mean Response = 2.873

N=769

Standafd Deviation= .916
5
6
0

1

2

3

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Effective

Pelteruage

1.7%

8.5%

16.6%

Numbers
TotaJs

. 65
13
128
4
5
36
Effective= 26.8% <-------------------> Ineffective= 5.7%

Rating Scale
Value
Definition

4

Extremely
Very
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

Response

0.5%

67.4%

NA/No

Response

4.7%

0.5%
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Curriculum and Instructional Resources
Question 29 asked the respondents to rate the "ESD as an infonnation and resource
center for Curriculum and Instructional matters."
An overall effective rating was indicated by the total group of respondents. The
mean response for the total group was three (2.886) on the six point effectiveness rating
scale. Almost 28.0% of the respondents responded with an effective rating, while less than
7.0% responded with an ineffective rating. More than 67.0% of the respondents did not
reply to this question (Table XXIll).
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TABLEXXDI

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF ESD 112 AS AN INFORMATION AND RESOURCE
CENTER FOR INSTRUCTIONAL AND CURRICULUM MATTERS

Mean Response - 2.886
1
2

N=769
3
4

Rating Scale
Value
Definition

Response
Pm:entage
Numbers
Totals

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

2.1%

Standard DeViation =.962
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Effeclive Jneffeclive Ineffeclive Ineffective

8.6%

16.9%

5.3%

0.4%

0.9%

16
41
130
3
66
7
Effective = 27.6% <:-------------------:> Ineffective - 6.6%

NA/No
Response

65.8%
506

Curriculum and Instruction Inservices
The 30th question asked the respondents to rate the effectiveness of inservices
provided by ESD 112 in the areas of curriculum and instruction.
The total group rated the curriculum and instructional inservices provided by ESD
112 as effective, with a mean response of (2.845) on the six point effectiveness rating scale
(Table XXIV). Twenty-nine percent of the respondents replied with an effective rating,
TABLE XXIV

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INSERVICES PROVIDED IN THE
AREAS OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

&lean Res:e2nse =2.843
Rating Scale
Value
Defmilion

1

2

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

N=7~

3

4

Standard Deviation - .942
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Effective Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NA/No
Response

Response
Pea:entage

Numbers
Totals

2.5%

8.8%

17.4%

5.3%

0.5%

0.7%

4
19
41
68
134
5
Effective- 28.7% <:-------------------:> Ineffective = 6.5%

64.8%
498
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while less than 7.0% responded with an ineffective rating. Nearly 65.0% of the
respondents did not indicate an answer on this question.
Educational Technolo&Y Services
Question 31 requested the respondents to rate the effectiveness of the services
provided by the Educational Technology Center (ESD 112 Computer Lab).
The total group of respondents indicated that they felt the services provided by the
Educational Technology Center as being effective. The mean response for the total group
was three (2.682) on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Table XXV). More than
TABLE XXV
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND THE EFFECI'IVENESS OF THE SERVICES PROVIDED BY
THE EDUCATIONAL 1ECHNOLOGY CENTER

Mean Response = 2.682
1
2

Rating Scale

Value
Defmition

N=769

3

4

Standard Deviation = .885
5
6
0

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Effective

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

Percentage

2.5%

6.4%

13.5%

Numbers

19
49
104
17
0
3
Ineffective
=
2.6%
Effective= 22.4% <------------------>

NAJNo

Response

Response

Totals

2.2%

0.0%

0.4%

75.0%
577

22.0% of the respondents gave an effective rating on this question, while less than 3.0%
responded with an ineffective rating. Seventy-five percent of the respondents did not reply
to this question.
lnseryice Grant Committee
Question 32 requested that the respondents rate the effectiveness of the Inservice
Grant Committee in allocating funds for staff development and inservice projects.
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The lnservice Grant Committee was rated as being effective by the total group of
respondents, with a mean response of three (2.823) on the six point effectiveness rating
scale (Table XXVI). Twenty percent of the total group responded with an effective rating
on this question, while less than 5.0% replied with an ineffective rating. Seventy-five
percent of the respondents did not respond on this question .
TABLE XXVI

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND TilE EFFECTIVENESS OF TilE INSERVICE GRANT COMMITIEE
Mean Response - 2.823

N -769

1

2

3

Value
Definition

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Effective

Response
Pm:entage

2.1%

6.2%

12.0%

Rating Scale

Numbers
Totals

4

Stanaard Deviation =.971

5

6

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

3.9%

0.3%

0.5%

48.
16
92
30
2
4
Erlecdve =2«5.~% <:-------------------:> Inerlecdve =4.7%

0

NA/No
Response

75.0%
577

Swdent Ic&ih~r Pilat Prgwun
Question 33 requested the respondent to indicate how effective they felt the Student
Teacher Pilot Program was in the public school systems in the ESD 112 service area.
The total group indicated they felt the Student Teacher Pilot Program was effective,
having a mean response of three (2.776) on the six point effectiveness rating scale. Nearly
17.0% of the respondents replied with an effective rating, while a little more than 3.0% of
the respondents gave an ineffective rating. Close to 80.0% of the respondents did not

indicate an answer on this question (Table XXVII).
Icachcr Assistance Prowun
Question 34 asked the respondents to rate the effectiveness of ESD 112's Teacher
Assistance Program.
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The overall group rated ESD 112's Teacher Assistance Program as effective, with a
mean response of three (2.831)) on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Table XXVIll).
TABLEXXVll
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING
TO ESD 112 AND mE STUDENT TEACHER PILOT PROORAM

Mean Response = 2.776
Rating Scale
Value
Definition

1

2

Very
Extremely
Effective Effective

N=769

3

Effective

4

stanaard Deviation = 1.000
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NAJNo
Response

Response

Pen:enrage
Numbels
TotaJs

1.8%

5.6%

9.5%

2.6%

0.3%

0.5%

43
14
73
20
2
4
E?recdve =t(t~% <:-------------------:> Ineffective = ~.4%

79.7%
613

TABLEXXVlll
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND niE EFFECTIVENESS OF1HE TEACHER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Mean Response= 2.H31
Rating Scale
Value
Defmition

1

2

Very
Extremely
Effective Effective

N=769
4
3
Effective

Standard Deviation = 1.025
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NAJNo
Response

Response

Pen:enrage
Numbers
TotaJs

1.7%

6.2%

9.1%

4.0%

0.1%

0.7%

48
70
29
1
13
5
Effective =17.0% <:-------------------:> Ineffective = 4.8%

78.4%
603

Seventeen percent of the respondents responded with an effective rating to this question,
with nearly 5.0% of the total group replying with an ineffective rating. More than 78.0%
of the respondents did not respond to this question.
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Whole Lanm&e Swpon Groyp
The 35th question of the survey requested that the respondents rate the effectiveness
of the Whole Language Support Group.
The total group of respondents indicated that the Whole Language Support Group
program was felt to be effective. The mean response for the total group was three (2.727)
on the six point effectiveness rating scale. More than 14.0% of the total group responded
with an effective rating on this question, while less than 3.0% responded with an
ineffective rating. Almost 83.0% of the respondents did not respond to this question
(Table XXIX).
TABLE XXIX
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
THE EFFEC11VENESS OF THE WHOLE LANGUAGE SUPPORT GROUP
Mean Response = 2.727
Rating Scale
Value
Defmition

1

2

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

N=769

3

Effective

4

Standard Deviation - .974
5

6

0

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NNNo
Response

0.1%

82.8%

Response
Percenlage

Numbers
Totals

1.8%

4.7%

7.7%

2.3%

0.3%

2
59
14
20
1
36
Effective =14.2% <:-------------------:> Ineffective =2.7%

637

Smdsmt Inyolved Prowuns
Question 36 asked the respondents to rate the effectiveness of student involved
programs, which ESD 112 provides to the school districts in its service area.
The total group indicated that they felt that the student involved programs were
effective, with a mean response of three (2.858) on the six point effectiveness rating scale.
More than 19.0% of the respondents replied with an effective rating on this question, while
less than 4.0% of the total group responded with an ineffective rating. Seventy-seven
percent of the respondents did not respond to this question (Table XXX).
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TABLE XXX

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND Tim EFFECTIVENESS OF STUDENT INVOLVED PROGRAMS

Mean Response= 2.858
Rating Scale
Value
Definition

2

1

Very
Extremely
Effective Effective

N-769

3

Effective

4

Stand3Id Deviation = .873
6
0

5

Extremely
Very
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NA/No
Response

Response
Petcenlage

1.2%

5.7%

Numbers
Totals

44
9
Effective =19.1%

12.2%

3.0%

94

23

<··········-·····-·>

0.5%

0.3%

77.1%
593

4
2
Ineffective = 3.8%

Traffic Safety Cooperative
Question 37 requested that the respondents indicate how effective they felt the ESD
112 Traffic Safety Cooperative was in providing effective services and programs in this
area.

The total respondent group indicated that the Traffic Safety Cooperative was
considered effective. The mean response for the total group was three (2.879) on the six
point effectiveness rating scale (Table XXXI). A little more than 11.0% of the respondents
TABLE XXXI

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
Tim EFFECTIVENESS OF TilE TRAFFIC SAFETY COOPERATIVE

Mean ResE!!nse = 2.879
Rating Scale
Value
Defmition

R=7~

4

1

2

3

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Effective

0.5%

2.9%

7.7%

1.6%

59

12

Standard Deviation = .824
6
0
5

Extremely
Very
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NA/No
Response

Response
Percenlage

Numben
Totals

4
22
Effective = 11.1%

<------------------>

0.0%

0.3%

2
0
Ineffective =1.9%

87.1%
670
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replied with an effective response, while less than 2.0% responded with an ineffective
response. Eighty-seven percent of the respondents did not respond to this question.
Substance-Abuse Prowuns
Question 38 on the survey instrument asked the respondents to rate ESD 112's
Substance-Abuse programs.
The total group of respondents indicated that they felt the Substance-Abuse
programs provided by the ESD were effective, with a total group mean response of three
(3.036) on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Table XXXII). Sixteen percent of the
respondents indicated and effective rating on this question, while less than 6.0% replied
with an ineffective rating. Seventy-eight percent of the respondents did not respond to this
question.
TABLE XXXII

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SUBSTANCE-ABUSE PROGRAMS
Mean Response = 3.036

N=769

1

2

3

Value
Defmition

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Effective

Response
Pm:enlage

1.0%

4.3%

10.7%

4.7%

82

36

Rating Scale

Numbers
Totals

8
33
Effective= 16.0%

4

Standard Deviation = .965
6
0

5

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

.<----------------->

0.3%

0.7%

2
5
Ineffective= 5.7%

NA/No
Response

78.4%
603

fmi=lYnte
Question 39 requested that the respondents rate the effectiveness of the Project
Write program offered by ESD 112.
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The total group of respondents indicated that they felt the Project Write program
provided by the ESD was effective, with a mean response of three (2.947) on the six point
effectiveness rating scale (Table XXXDI). Eighteen percent of the respondents replied
TABLEXXXIll

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD
112 AND TilE EFFEcriVENESS OF TilE PROJECf WRITE PROGRAM

Mean Res2,2nse = :BJ4'7
Rating Scale
Value
Definition

N=769

1

2

3

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Effective

0.9%

5.7%

11.2%

4

Standard Deviation = 1.002
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NAJNo
Response

0.4%

78.0%

Response
Pen:entage

Numbels
Totals

2.9%

0.9%

22
3
7
44
86
7
Effective = 17.8% <:-------------------:> Ineffective = 4.2%

600

with an effective rating, while a little more than 4.0% responded with an ineffective rating.
Seventy-eight percent of the respondents did not respond to this question.
Practitioners' Worksho.ps
Question 40 solicited a rating response from the respondent pertaining to the
practitioners' Workshops.
The total group response indicated that the Practitioners' Workshops were felt to be
effective. The total group mean response was three (2.785) on the six point effectiveness
rating scale. Eighteen percent of the respondents replied with an effective rating on this
question, while a little less than 3.0% replied with an ineffective rating. Close to 80.0% of
the respondents did not reply to this question (Table XXXIV).
Instructional Media Cooperative Sta{f
Question 41 asked the respondents to rate the effectiveness of the staff of the
Instructional Media Cooperative.
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A very effective rating was given to the staff of ESD 112's Instructional Media
Cooperative by the total group of respondents. The mean response for the total group was
two (2.429) on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Table XXXV). More than 27.0%
TABLE XXXIV

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD
112 AND THE EFFECI'IVENESS OF THE PRACfiONERS' WORKSHOP

Mean Response= 2.785
Rating Scale
Value
Defmition

1

2

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

1.7%

4.6%

N=769

3

4

Standard Deviation= .891
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Effective Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NNNo
Response

Response
~

Numbels
Totals

11.7%

2.0%

0.4%

0.3%

13
15
3
2
35
90
Effective = 18.0% <------------------> Ineffective = 2.7%

79.5%
611

of the respondents responded with an effective rating to this question, while 2.0% replied
with an ineffective rating. Over 70.0% of the respondents did not respond to this question.
TABLE XXXV

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INSTRUCflONAL MEDIA STAFF
Mean Res~nse- 2.429
Rating Scale
1
Value

Definition
Response
Pen:entage

Numbels
Totals

2

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

4.9%

9.9%

N-7~

3

Effective

12.6%

4

Standard Deviation- ,gal
6
0

s

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NNNo
Response

0.3%

70.6%

1.3%

0.4%

38
2
3
10
76
97
Effective = 27.4% <-------------------> Ineffective = 2.o%

543
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Seconda[y Instruction Media Services
The 42nd question on the survey requested that the respondents rate the
effectiveness of services other than the films and videos they receive from ESD 112's
Instructional Media Cooperative.
An effective rating was given by the total group of respondents pertaining to the

services other than films and videos given by this Cooperative, with a total group mean
response of three (2.605) on the six point effectiveness rating scale. A little more than
24.0% percent of the group replied with an effective rating, while less than 2.0% replied
with an ineffective rating. Seventy-four percent of the respondents did not reply to this
question (Table XXXVI).
TABLE XXXVI

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INS1RUCTIONAL MEDIA SERVICES

Mean Response =2.605
1
2

Rating Scale

Value
Definition
Response
Peltentage

Numbers
Totals

Very
Extremely
Effective Effective

3.0%

6.9%

N=769
3
4
Effective

14.3%

Standard Deviation - .873
5
6
0

Extremely
Very
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

1.4%

0.0%

0.4%

NNNo
Response

74.0%

23
53
110
11
3
0
Effective =24.~% <:-------------------:> Ineffective =t.§%

569

loatructionD} Media Coo.Rmliv~·~ Film~ and Yid~
The last question of the Instructional and Curriculum services portion of the survey,
question 43, asked the respondents to rate the effectiveness of the films and videos they
receive from the Instructional Media Cooperative.
The total group of respondents indicated that the films and videos received from the
cooperative were effective, with the total group mean response of three (2.550) on the six
point effectiveness rating scale. Nearly 30.0% of the total group responded with an
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effective rating on this question, while 3.0% of the respondents replied with an ineffective
rating.

~ore

than 67.0% of the respondents did not respond to this question (Table

XXXVll).
TABLEXXXVll

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND THE EFFECilVENESS OF 1HE FILMS AND VIDEOS PROVIDED
BY THE INS1RUCTIONAL MEDIA COOPERATIVE

Mean Response= 2.550
Rating Scale

Value
Defmition
Response
Percentage

Numbers
Totals

1

2

Very
Extremely
Effective Effective

4.8%

10.7%

82
37
Effective= 29.7%

N=769
3
4

Stanaard Deviation =1.047
5
6
0

Extremely
Very
Effective Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

14.2%

1.2%

109

9

<------------------->

1.0%

0.8%

6
8
Ineffective = 3.0%

NNNo
Response

67.4%
518

Total Special Seryices Prowun
The firSt question in the Special Services Division effectiveness rating section,
question 45, requested that the respondents rate the effectiveness of the Special Services
programs as a total program.
This question was interested in assessin~ how effective the whole Special Services
division of ESD 112 was perceived. An effective rating by the total group of respondents
was given to the total Special Services program, with the total group mean response of
three (2.634) on the six point effectiveness rating scale. More than 30.0% of the

respondents responded with an effective rating on this question, while a little more than
3.0% responded with an ineffective rating. Nearly 67.0% of the respondents did not
respond to this question (Table XXXVlll).
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Special Service Staff

Question 46 of the survey instrument asked that the respondents rate the
effectiveness of the Special Services division's staff members.
An overall effective rating was given by the total group of respondents, with the
total group mean response of three (2.523) on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Table
XXXIX). More than 30.0% of the total group responded with an effective rating, while

TABLEXXXVlll
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND TIIE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TOTAL SPECIAL SERVICE'S PROGRAM
Mean Response = 2.634

N=769

1

2

3

Value
Defmition

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Effective

Response
Percentage

2.3%

11.8%

16.0%

Rating Scale

Numbers
Totals

4

StandaTd Deviation = .842
5
6
0

Extremely
Very
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

2.5%

0.5%

0.3%

2
4
18
91
123
19
Effective = 3o.I% <:-------------------:> Ineffective = 3.3%

NNNo
Response

66.6%
512

TABLE XXXIX
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND TilE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SPECIAL SERVICES DIVISION'S STAFF
Mean Response = 2.523
Rating Scale

Value
Defmition

N=769

1

2

3

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Effective

4.2%

11.7%

14.3%

4

StandaTd Deviation = .907
6
0

5

Extremely
Very
Jneffeclive Ineffective Ineffective

NNNo
Response

Response
Percenlage

Numbers
Totals

2.2%

0.8%

0.1%

1
32
llO
17
6
90
Effective= 30.2% <:-------------------:> Ineffective = it%

66.7%
513

more than 3.0% responded with an ineffective rating. Nearly 67.0% of the respondents
did not reply to this question .
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Special Services Communication Devices
The third question of the Special Service's section on the questionnaire, question

47, requested that the respondentS rate the effectiveness of the ESD communications
devices concerning different Special Service's programs.
An overall effective rating was given by the total group of respondents, with a total

group mean response of three (2.875) on the six point effectiveness rating scale. Oose to

25.0% of the total group replied with an effective rating to this question, while less than
7.0% of the respondents responded with an ineffective rating. Nearly 69.0% of the
respondents did not respond to the this rating question (Table XL).
TABLE XL

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD
112 AND niE EFFEcTivENESS OF COMMUNICATION DEVICES
CONCERNING SPECIAL SERVICE'S PROGRAMS
Mean Response= 2.875
Rating Scale

Value
Defmition
Response
Pen:entage

Numbers
Totals

1

2

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

2.1%

7.7%

16
59
Effective= 24.9%

N=769

3

Effective

4

Standard Deviation= .947

5

6

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

15.1%

5.5%

116

42

<------------------->

0.3%

0.7%

2
5
Ineffective - 6.5%

0

NNNo
Response

68.8%
529

Special Services Resources

Question 48 requested that the respondents rate the effectiveness of the Special
Serviees division of the ESD as a resource center for special education matters.
An overall effective rating was given by the total group of respondents, with a total

group mean response of three (2.700) on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Table
XLI). Nearly 26.0% of the respondents replied with an effective rating to this question,
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while less than 6.0% responded with an ineffective rating. Sixty-nine percent of the
respondents did not respond to this question.
TABLE XLI

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND TilE EFFECTIVENESS OF TilE SPECIAL SERVICES DMSION AS
A RESOURCE CENTER FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION MATIERS

Mean Response = 2.700
1

Rating Scale
Value
Defmition
Response
Percentages
Numbers
Totals

2

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

3.5%

9.1%

27
70
Effective= 25.7%

N=769
3
4
Effective

Stanaard Deviation = .995
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NAJNo
Response

0.3%

68.8%

13.1%

4.7%

101

36

<------------------->

0.5%

2
4
Ineffective - 5.5%

529

Special Services lnseryices

Question 49 of the survey instrument requested the respondents to rate the
effectiveness of the inservices provided by the Special Services division in the area of
special education.
Table XLll shows than an effective rating was given to the special education
inservices provided through. the ESD's Special Services division by the total group of
respondents. The total group mean response was three (2.913) on the six point
effectiveness rating scale. Twenty-one percent of the total group responded with an
effective rating, while 6.0% replied with an ineffective rating. More than 73.0% of the
respondents did not reply to this question.
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TABLEXLll

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING
TO ESD 112 AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INSERVICES
PROVIDED BY 1HE SPECIAL SERVICES DMSION

Mean Response - 2.913
1
2

N -769

3

Rating Scale
Value
Definition

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

Effective

4

Standal'd Deviation - 1.037
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NA/No
Response

Response
Patentages

Numbers
Totals

2.2%

6.0%

17
46
Effective- 2o.8%

12.6%

4.8%

97

37

<------------------>

0.3%

0.9%

73.2%

2
7
Ineffective =6.0%

563

Special Eciucation Pmmm Reyiew

Question 50 asked the respondents to rate the effectiveness of the Special Education
Program Review service which monitors a district's compliance to federal and state rules

and regulations.
An effective rating was given by the total group of respondents, with a total group

mean response of three (2.768) on the six point effectiveness rating scale. Twenty-one
percent of the respondents gave an effective rating on this question, while a little more than
3.0% responded with an ineffective rating. Seventy-five percent of the respondents did not
reply to this question (Table XLill).
A~eucy and Community Liaison

The 51st question of the survey instrument asked the respondent to rate the
effectiveness of the Agency and Community Liaison services provided by ESD 112.
An overall effective rating was given by the total group of respondents, with a total

group mean response of three (3.068) on the six point effectiveness rating scale. Fourteen
percent of the total group responded with an effective rating, while more than 5.0% of the
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respondents responded with an ineffective rating. Over 80.0% of the total group did not
respond to this question (Table XLIV).
TABLEXLIIT

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING
TO ESD 112 AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SPECIAL
EDUCATION PROGRAM REVIEW SERVICE
Mean Response = 2.768
Rating Scale
Value
Defmition

1

2

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

2.1%

6.4%

N-769
3
4

Standard Deviation = .942
5

6

Extremely
Very
Effective Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

0

NNNo
Response

Response
Pen:entages

Numbers
Totals

16
49
Effective= 21.4%

12.9%

2.3%

0.7%

0.4%

75.3%

99

18

5

3

519

<----------------->

Ineffective = 3.4%

TABLE XLIV

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING
TO ESD 112 AND THE FILMS AND 1HE EFFECTIVENESS OF
TilE AGENCY AND COMMUNITY LIAISON SERVICES
Mean Response = 3.068
Rating Scale

Value
Definition

1

2

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

1.3%

3.4%

N=769

3

4

Standald Deviation =1.067
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Effective Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NA/No
Response

Response
PeltenlageS

Numbers
Totals

10
26
Effective= 14.2%

9.5%

3.6%

73

28

<---------------->

0.7%

0.8%

5
6
Ineffective= 5.1%

80.8%
621

Preschool Screenin&
Question 52 requested that the respondents to rate ESD 112's Preschool Screening
services which screens preschool children for possible developmental problems.
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An effective rating was given to the Preschool Screening services by the total group

of respondents, with total group mean response of three (2.532) on the six point
effectiveness rating scale. More than 23.0% of the respondents responded with an
effective rating, while less than 2.0% of the respondents gave an ineffective rating on this
question. Seventy-five percent of the respondents did not reply to this question (Table
XLV).
TABLE XLV

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND THE EFFECI'IVENESS OF THE PRESCHOOL SCREENING SERVICES

Mean Response = 2.532
Rating Scale
Value
Defmition

Response
Perceruages
Numbers
Totals

1

2

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

2.9%

8.1%

22
62
Effective= 23.4%

N=769

3

Effective

4

Standafd Deviation= .865
6
0

5

Extremely
Very
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

12.4%

0.9%

95

7

<------------------->

0.3%

0.3%

2
2
Ineffective =1.5%

NA/No
Response

75.3%
579

Audiolo&ical Services
Question 53 requested that the respondents rate the effectiveness of ESD 112's
audiological and hearing services.
The response from the total group of respondents indicated an effective rating, with
a total group mean response of three (2.561) on the six point effectiveness rating scale.
Twenty-nine percent of the respondents replied with an effective rating on this question,
while less than 3.0% of the respondents replied with an ineffective rating. More than
68.0% of the respondents did not respond to this question (Table XLVI).
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TABLE XLVI
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING
TO ESD 112 AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
AUDIOLOGICAL AND HEARING·SERVICES

Mean Response= 2.561
Rating &:ale
Value
Definition

1

N=769

2

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

3

Effective

4

Standai'd DeViation = .837
6
0

5

Extremely
Very
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NA/No
Response

Response
Pacallages

3.9%

9.0%

30
69
Effective = 29.2%

Numbers
Totals

16.3%

2.5%

125

19

<:-------------------:>

0.0%

.1%

68.3%
525

0
1
Ineffective = 2.6%

Relional Early Childhood Coordination.
Question 54 asked the respondents to rate the effectiveness of the regional early
childhood coordination services.
An overall effective rating was given by the total group of respondents concerning
ESD 112's regional early childhood coordination service. The total group mean response
was three (2.640) on the six point effectiveness rating scale (Table XLVll). Nineteen
TABLEXLVll
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING
TO ESD 112 AND TilE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE REGIONAL
EARLY CHILDHOOD COORDINATION SERVICES

Mean Response= 2.640
1
2

Rating &:ale
Value
Definition

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

N=769

3

Effective

4

Standafd Deviation = .959
6
0

s

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NA/No
Response

0.4%

79.1%

Response
Pelanlages

Numbers
Totals

2.3%

6.1%

18
47
Effective= 18.8%

10.4%

1.3%

80

10

<:-------------------:>

0.4%

3
3
Ineffective - 2.1%

608
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percent of the respondents replied with an effective rating on this question, while a little
more than 2.0% of the total group responded with an ineffective rating. Seventy-nine
percent of the respondents did not reply to the this question.
Seriously Behavior Disabled Promm
The 55th question of the survey instrument asked the respondents to rate the
effectiveness of ESD 112's Seriously Behavior Disabled Program.
The total group response indicated an effective rating for the Seriously Behavior
Disabled Program, with a total group mean response of three (2.993) on the six point
effectiveness rating scale. Nearly 17.0% of the total group replied with an effective rating
on this question, while less than 2.0% responded with an ineffective rating. Eighty percent
of the respondents elected not to respond to this question (Table XLVIII).
TABLEXLVIn
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING
TO ESD 112 AND 1HE EFFECTIVENESS OF 1HE SERIOUSLY
BEHAVIOR DISABLED PROORAM
Mean Response - 2.993
Rating Scale

Value
Defmition

1

2

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

N -769

3

Effective

4

Standafd Deviation - 1.131
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NA/No
Response

Response
Pen:enlageS

Nurnbas
Totals

1.6%

4.9%

7.7%

3.9%

1.0%

0.7%

5
12
30
38
59
8
Effective= 14.1% <:---------------------:> Ineffective = 5.5%

80.2%
617

Scbool Psycholo~cal Seryjces
Question 56 requested that the respondents rate the effectiveness of the ESD's
school psychological services.
The overall rating indicated by ·the total group of respondents was effective , with
an total group mean response of three (2.901) on the six point effectiveness rating scale.
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Over 21.0% percent of the respondents replied with an effective rating on this question,
while a little more than 6.0% replied with an ineffective rating. Seventy-two percent of the
respondents did not respond to this question (Table XLIX).
TABLE XLIX

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND TilE EFFECTIVENESS OF TilE SCHOOL PSYCHOLOOICAL SERVICES

Mean Response = 2.901
Rating Scale
Value
Defmition

1

N=769

2

3

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

Effective

4

Standard Deviation = 1.095
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NNNo
Response

Response
Percentages

Numbers
Totals

2.3%

7.2%

18
55
Effective= 21.3%

11.8%

4.3%

91

33

<------------------->

1.0%

.9%

8
7
Ineffective = 6.2%

72.4%
557

Communications Disorders Seryices

Question 57 requested that the respondents rate the effectiveness of ESD 112's
communications disorders services.
An overall effective rating was given by the total group of respondents concerning
the communication disorders services, with a total group mean response of three (2.764)
on the six point effectiveness rating scale. Twenty-one percent of the respondents
responded with an effective rating on this question, while more than 4.0% of the
respondents responded with an ineffective rating response. Seventy-five percent of the
respondents did not respond to this question (Table L).
Motor Ther.my Services
The 58 question on the survey instrument asked the respondents to rate the
effectiveness of the motor therapy services provided by ESD 112.
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An overall effective rating was indicated by the total group of respondents, with a

total group mean response of three (2.770) on the six point effectiveness rating scale.
Twenty percent of the total group responded with an effective rating on this question, while
a little more than 3.0% responded with an ineffective rating response. Seventy-seven
percent of the respondents elected not to respond to this question (Table Ll).
TABLEL
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING
TO ESD 112 AND nm EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
COMMUNICATIONS DISORDERS SERVICES
Mean Response= 2.764
Rating Scale

Value
Defmition

1

2

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

N=769

3

Effective

4

Standafd Deviation = .956

5

6

Very Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

0

NA/No
Response

Response
Pen:entages

Numbers
Totals

2.0%

7.5%

15
58
Effective= 21.3%

11.8%

3.0%

91

23

<------------------->

0.7%

0.4%

74.6%
574

5
3
Ineffective = 4.1%

TABLELI
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING
TO ESD 112 AND THE FILMS AND THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF THE MOTOR TIIERAPY SERVICES
Mean Res22nse- 2. 770
Rating Scale

Value
Definition

1

2

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

N-769

3

4

Standard Deviation - .86~
0
5
6

Very Extremely
Effective Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NA/No
Response

Response
Pen:entages

Numbers
Totals

1.6%

6.0%

12
46
Effective= 19.6%

12.0%

2.5%

92

19

<------------------>

0.5%

0.1%

4
1
Ineffective = 3.1%

77.4%
595

~
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Preschool HandicBPJHXI Services
Question 59 of the survey instrument requested the respondents to rate the
effectiveness ofESD 112's preschool handicap services.
An effective rating was indicated by the total respondent group, with a total group

mean response of three (2.600) on the six point effectiveness rating scale. Fifteen percent
of the total group of respondents responded with an effective rating on this question, while
less than 2.0% of the respondents gave an ineffective rating response. Eighty-three percent
of the respondents did not respond to this question (Table Lm.
TABLELll

TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING
TO ESD 112 AND TIIE EFFECTIVENESS OF TIIE
PRESCHOOL HANDICAP SERVICES
Mean Response -

2.600

N-769

1

2

3

Value
Dermition

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Effective

Response
Percentages

2.1%

4.8%

8.5%

1.0%

65

8

Rating Scale

Numbers
Totals

16
37
Effective- 15.4%

4

Standard Deviation - .920
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NNNo
Response

0.4%

83.1%

<----------------->

0.1%

3
1
Ineffective = 1.5%

639

SESARAPro~

Question 60 of the survey instrument requested the respondents to rate the
effectiveness of the ESD's SESARA program which trains special education support
assistants in rural areas.
The total group indicated an effective rating of the SESARA program, with a total

group mean response of three (2.862) on the six point effectiveness rating scale. Nine
percent of the respondents replied with an effective rating response on this question, while
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more than 2.0% of the respondents responded with an ineffective rating response. Almost
89.0% of the respondents did not respond to this question (Table Llll).
TABLELill
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SESARA PROGRAM

Mean Response = 2.862

RMmg~e

Value
Defmition

1

2

Extremely
Very
Effective Effective

N-769
3
4
Effective

staildai'd Deviation - 1.()()2
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NA/NO
Response

Response
PercenlageS

0.8%

3.0%

Numbels
Totals

6
23
Effective= 9.3%

5.5%

1.4%

42

11

<········---------->

0.4%

0.3%

2
3
Ineffective - 2.1%

88.7%
682

Special Education Direct Services
The 6lst question requested the respondents to rate the Special Education Direct
instruction Staff services, which are those services that include ESD 112 special education
teachers and specialists that as "quasi-employees" of the individual district.
The total group response gave an effective rating to the Special Education Direct
Services (Table LIV), with a total group mean response of three (2.804) on the six point
TABLELIV
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING TO ESD 112
AND mE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SPECIAL EDUCATION DIRECI' SERVICES

Mean Response = 2.804
1
2

Rating Sc:ale

Value
Definition

N=769
3
4

Standafd Deviation = .974
5
6
0

Very
Extremely
Ineffective Ineffective Ineffective

NNNo
Response

0.5%

78.8%

Extremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Effective

1.7%

5.3%

11.2%

2.0%

86

15

Response
PercenlageS

Numbers
Totals

13
41
Effective- 18.2%

<------------------>

0.5%

4
4
Ineffective - 3.6%

606
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effectiveness rating scale. Eighteen percent of the respondent group responded with an
effective rating response, while 3.0% of the total group replied with an ineffective rating
response. Nearly 79.0% of the respondents did not reply to this question.

Direct Instruction Service Staff
The last question on the survey instrument, question 62, asked the respondents to
rate the Special Education Direct Instruction Staff. Whereas question 61 was more
concerned with the program's content and structure, this question was directed at the Direct
Instruction staff members.
The total group gave an effective rating to the Special Education Direct Instruction
staff, with a total group mean response of three (2.542) on the six point effectiveness rating
scale. Twenty-one percent of the respondents responded with an effective rating on this
question, while 2.0% of the total group responded with an ineffective rating. More than
76.0% of the respondents elected not to respond to this question (Table LV).
TABLE LV
TOTAL GROUP RATING RESPONSE PERCENTAGES PERTAINING
TO ESD 112 AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SPECIAL
EDUCATION DIRECI' INS1RUCTION STAFF
Mean Res:e2nse = 2.542

N=76~
~

Standard Deviation - .9~7

1

2

Exlremely
Effective

Very
Effective

Pen:enlageS

3.3%

7.0%

Numbers
Totals

2
25
54
10
85
3
Effective= 21.4% <------------------> Ineffective - 2.6%

Rating Scale
Value
Definition

4

5

6

Extremely
Very
Effective lneffeclive Inefl'ective Ineffective

0

NA/No
Response

Response

11.1%

1.3%

0.4%

0.3%

76.7%
590
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PRIMARY ANALYSIS
This section of the chapter will provide the reader with a primary analysis of the

data. The intent of this section is investigate whether there are significant differences in the

mean responses of different grouping categories in regaids to the general effectiveness
questions from the survey instrument. The groups which are analyzed in this section are
position, years of experience in present school district, years of experience in Washington
State, district size, county location, and degree or level of education.
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) statistical test has been perfonned on the mean

responses from the general effectiveness rating questions 15 through 24 for each of these
groups. The same statistical test has been performed on question one, position, and the
effectiveness rating questions 26 through 43 (Instructional and Curriculum Services) and
45 through 62 (Special Services Division). All ANOVA testing in this section is based on
the assumption of the null hypothesis-that no difference existed in the mean responses of
the various groups on those questions rating the effectiveness of ESD 112. The Bartlett
test for homogeneity of variance produced significant results on all but three of the
ANOVAs testing in the following section.
Each section of analysis of variance testing is followed by a paired comparison table
illustrating the group mean response comparisons and the probability level. The TukeyKramer paired comparison test of significance was used for each of these questions. The
direction for each of the paaed comparisons (less than < or greater than >) is given for
those group means found to be significantly different.
SullliJlaly of Primey Analysis
Position Groups. Effectiveness rating questions 26 through 43 were found to
indicate significant differences among two or more of the position groups' mean responses.
Paired comparison testing on the mean responses revealed that the teacher position group
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always had a significantly higher mean response than any other group in which they
differed. Thus, the teacher position group always indicated the ESD was less effective than
any other position group on these effectiveness rating questions. With the exception of
three specific program and service effectiveness rating questions, none of the other position

groups were found to differ significantly from each other. Also, the teacher and district
office and teacher and principal groups were found to most often have a significant
difference on their compared mean responses. Concurrently, the teacher and assistant
principal group never differed significantly on any of the effectiveness rating questions.

Years of Experience. Analysis of variance testing on the years of experience in
present district and years of experience in the State of WashingtOn groups' mean responses
did not produce significant results on any of the 10 general effectiveness questions.
Size of District Groups. Analysis of variance testing on the district size groups'
mean responses indicated a significant difference among two or more of the groups on five
of the 10 general effectiveness questions. Paired comparison testing indicated the 0-300
student size district and the 301-800 student size district most often differed significantly
with another group in their response. Whereas the 0-300 student size district always had a
significantly lower mean response than the other compared group, the 301-800 student size
district always had a higher mean response. Thus, the 0-300 student size district rated the
ESD as more effective than any other group in which they significantly differed, and the
301-800 student size district rated the ESD as less effective than any other group in which
they significantly differed.
County Location Groups. Analysis of variance testing on the county location
groups' mean responses indicated a significant difference among two or more of the groups
on eight of the 10 general effectiveness questions. Paired comparison testing on the mean
responses of these questions showed that the Pacific County group had a significantly
higher mean response than any other group from which they were found to differ. The
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Oark County, Klickitat County, Skamania County, and Wahkiakum County groups
always had significantly lower mean responses than any other group from which they were
found to differ. No significant difference was found among any of the mean responses of
any of these four groups on the 10 general effectiveness questions. Thus, Pacific County
indicated the ESD was less effective than the groups in which they significantly differed,
and the Oark County, Klickitat County, Skamania County, and Wahkialrum County
groups indicated the ESD was more effective than the groups in which they differed
significantly.
De~P"ee Level Groups.

Analysis of variance testing on the degree level groups'

mean response~ indicated a significant difference among two or more of the groups on
seven of the 10 general effectiveness questions. The High School Diploma group had a
significantly lower mean response than the Bachelor's degree and Master's degree group
on all seven questions. The Bachelor's degree and Master's degree groups had
significantly higher mean responses than the PhDIEdD degree group on three of these
questions. The Bachelor's degree group and master's degree group did not significantly
differ from each other on any of these seven questions. Thus, the High School Diploma
group indicated the ESD was more effective than any other group in which they
significantly differed , and the Bachelor's degree and Master's degree group indicated the
ESD was less effective than any other group in which they differed.
Position and General Effectiveness Ratin&s
The first set of analysis of variance testing was performed for the purpose of
determining whether any significant difference existed between the group response means
given by different position groups on the general effectiveness questions. This placed
question one of the survey instrument, present position, as the independent variable and
questions 15 through 24, general effectiveness rating questions, as the dependent
variable(s). Original data were collapsed within question one to include the following five
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position groups: teacher, principal, assistant principal, board member, and district office
personnel. Questions 15 through 24 included a rating scale of one through six, with
response one being extremely effective and response six being extremely ineffective. All
questions in the general effectiveness rating section appeared to indicate a significant
difference among two or more of the groups' mean responses (Table LVI ).
TABLE LVI
A SUMMARY TABLE OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TESTS PERFORMED ON
GENERAL EFFECfiVENESS QUESTIONS FIFTEEN TIIROUGH
TWENTY-FOUR BY POSmON GROUPS
Teaiu
lion Number

Position Groups and Mean Response
District
Principal AssisL
Bald
Princi
Member Office

F-ratio

p

15. Relevant services

2.996

2.697

2.767

2.512

2.583

9.167

.001

16. Useful
Knowledge and
lnfonnation

2.905

2.580

2.643

2.341

2.417

10.425

.001

17. Timely Services

3.086

2.714

2.871

2.595

2.379

11.416

.001

18. Meeting Needs
of Patrons

2.909

2.753

2.733

2.359

2.705

5.425

.001

19. Adjusting to
Individual Needs

3.127

2.935

2.889

2.658

2.842

4.045

.003

20. Interpersonal Skills

2.930

2.561

2.828

2.595

2.557

6.916

.001

21. Promoting Teachingprocess

3.060

2.796

2.633

2.541

2.982

4.952

.001

22. Productive Service
Administration

2.995

2.729

2.690

2.622

2.517

6.910

.001

23. Useful Evaluations

3.267

2.907

3.077

2.871

3.041

4.239

.002

24. ESD 112 Total
Pro

3.045

2.727

2.857

2.558

2.567

11.141

.001

Paired Comparisons on General Effectiveness Questions
After finding that significant differences existed between the response means of two
or more of the position groups on all 10 of the general effectiveness questions, paired
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comparisons tests were perfonned for each question. The intent of the paired comparison
testing was to ascertain which groups differed significantly in their responses, and to also
identify what direction the groups answered comparatively-more effective or less effective.
The findings reveal that in all paired comparisons on the general effectiveness
questions, the teacher position group was found to have a significantly higher mean
response than all other compared groups (Table LVll). The assistant principal group was
TABLELVll
POSIDON GROUP MEAN RESPONSE PAIRED COMPARISONS AND
COMPARISON PROBABll..ITY LEVEL ON GENERAL EFFECTIVENESS QUESTIONS FIFI'EEN THROUGH TWENTY-FOUR
~·
~OOiC

Question Number and

Direction of Position Groups Mean Responses Found to Differ Significantly and
Proba''Lel
bihtv ve
p
p Grouos
p
p
Grouos
Grouos
Grouos

lS. Relevant Services

T>P

.OS

T>BM

.OS T>DO

.OS

-

-

16. Useful Knowledge
and Information

T>P

.OS

T>BM

.OS T>DO

.OS

-

17. Timely Services

T>P

.OS T>BM

.OS T>DO

.OS

-

18. Meeting Needs of
Patrons

T>BM

.OS

-

-

-

-

-

-

19. Adjusting to
Individual Needs

T>BM

.OS

-

-

-

20. Interpersonal SkiDs T > P

.OS

T>DO

.OS

-

-

-

-

21. Promoting Teaching
T>BM
Processes

.OS

-

-

-

-

-

22. Productive Service
Administration
T>P

.OS T>DO

.OS

-

-

23. Useful Evaluations T>P

.OS

-

-

-

-

-

-

24. ESD 112 Total
Program

.OS T>BM

.OS

-

-

T=Teacher

T>P

P=Principal

VP=Vice Principal

.OS T>DO
BM=Board Member

-

DO=District Office
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the only group that did not differ significantly from the teacher group on any of the 10
questions. As Table LVII illustrates, the principal, board member, and district office
groups all had significantly lower means on seven of the 10 general effectiveness qqestions
than did the teacher group. Also, there appeared to be no other significant differences
among the mean responses of any of the other position groups on any of the 10 general
effectiveness questions.
The results represent the fact that on all the general effectiveness questions the
teacher group was found to have a significantly higher mean response than at least one of
the other position groups. The principal, board member, and district office groups
consistently had a lower mean response on all of the general effectiveness questions. This
indicates that these three groups perceived ESD 112 as being more effective on these
questions than did the teacher group.
Position and Instructional and Curriculum Ratio& Questions
The second set of analysis of variance testing was performed for the purpose of
determining whether any significant difference existed between the group response means
by different position groups on the Instructional and Curriculum questions. This placed
question one of the survey instrument, present position, as the independent variable and
questions 26 through 43, Instructional and Curriculum rating questions, as the dependent
variable(s). Original data were collapsed within question one to include the following five
position groups: teacher, principal, assistant principal, board member, and district office
personnel Questions 26 through 43 included a rating scale of one through six, with
response one being extremely effective and response six being extremely ineffective.
Those questions in the Instructional and Curriculum rating section which appear to indicate
a significant difference between the responses of two or more of the position groups are
presented in the following table <rable LVIII ).
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TABLE LVIII
A SUMMARY TABLE OF ANALYSIS OFVARIANCE TESTS PERFORMED ON
SPECIFIC PROGRAM AND SERVICE QUESTIONS 1WENTY-FIVE
THROUGH FORTY-THREE BY POSmON GROUPS
Teaclu
on Number

Position Groups and Mean Response
Principal AssisL
District
Bald
Princi
Member Office

F-ratio

p

31. Ed Tech. Center
Services

2.900

2.512

3.000

2.625

2.349

3.758

.006

32.1nservice Grant
Committee

3.131

2.512

2.727

2.333

2.667

4.404

.002

33.StudentTeacher
Pilot Program

3.094

2.562

2.667

2.250

2.622

3.174

.015

34. Teacher Assistance
Program

3.100

2.522

2.750

2.500

2.794

2.581

.039

41. Instructional Media
Staff

2.565

2.375

2.727

2.500

2.024

2.979

.020

42 Films and Videos

2.737

2.575

2.727

2.900

2.200

3.206

.014

Paired Comparisons on Instructional and Curriculum Questions
After finding that significant differences existed between the response means of two
or more of the position groups on six of the Instructional and Curriculum questions, paired
comparisons tests were perfonned for each question. The intent of the paired comparison
testing was to ascertain which groups differed significantly in their responses and to
identify what direction the groups answered comparatively-more effective or less effective.
The findings show that in all of the paired comparisons on the six Instructional and
Curriculum questions were found to have a significant difference in the response means,
the teacher position group was found to have a significantly higher mean response than all
other compared groups. The assistant principal and boanl member groups were the only
groups which did not differ significantly from the teacher position group on any of the six
questions. As Table LIX illustrates, the principal and district office position
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groups each had significantly lower mean responses on three of the six Instructional and
Cmriculum questions. Also, there appeared to be no other significant differences among
the mean responses of any of the other position groups on any of the six questions tested.
TABLELIX
POSIDON GROUP MEAN RESPONSE PAIRED COMPARISONS AND COMPARISON PROBABILITY LEVEL ON SPECIFIC PROORAM AND SERVICE
QUESTIONS 1WENTY-FIVE THROUGH FORTY-TIIREE
Question Number and
Tooic

Direction of Position Groups Mean Responses Found to Differ Significantly and
Probab'.
ihtv Level
p
p Group
p
p
GrQup
Group
Group

31. Ed Tech Center
Services

T>OO

.OS

-

-

-

-

-

-

32. Inservices Grant
Committee

T>P

.OS

-

-

-

-

-

-

33. Smdent Teacher
Program

T>P

.OS

-

-

-

-

-

-

34. Tea:her Assistance
Program
T>P

.OS

-

-

-

-

-

-

41. lnsbUctional Media
Staff
T>OO

.OS

-

-

-

.OS

-

-

-

42. Films and Videos

-

-

-

T=Teacher

T>OO

P=Principal

VP=Vice Principal

-

BM=Board Member

OO=District Office

The results indicate that on these six Instructional and Curriculum effectiveness
rating questions the teacher group was found to have a significantly higher mean response
than at least one of the other position groups. The principal and district office groups were

found to have significantly lower mean responses than the teacher group-indicating these
two groups perceived ESD 112 as being more effective than did the teacher group.
Posjtiop and Special Services Djyisiop Ratio~ Questions
The second set of analysis of variance testing was performed for the purpose of
determining whether any significant difference existed between the group response means
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given by different position groups on the Special Services Division rating questions (Table
LX). This placed question one of the survey instrument, present position, as the

independent variable and questions 45 through 62, Special Services Division rating
questions, as the dependent variable(s). Original data were collapsed within question one
to include the following five position groups: teacher, principal, assistant principal, board

TABLE LX
A SUMMARY TABLE OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TESTS PERFORMED ON
SPECIFIC PROGRAM AND SERVICE EFFECI'IVENESS RATING
QUESTIONS FORTY-FIVE TIIROUGH SIXTY-TWO
BY POSmON GROUPS
Teacher
tionNwnber

Position Groups and Mean Response
Principal AssisL
Disbict
Bald
Princi
Member Office

F-ratio

p

45. Total Special
Services Program

2.845

2.460

2.333

2.643

1.971

9.622

.001

46. Special Services
Staff

2.724

2.237

2.500

2.455

1.944

6.727

.001

47. Special Services
Communications

3.161

2.532

2.667

2.846

2.176

11.()61

.001

48. ESD 112 as SPED
Resource Center

3.007

2.444

2.000

2.538

1.886

12.518

.001

49. SPED lnservice

3.195

2.744

2.667

2.900

2.125

8.118

.001

SO. SPED Program
Review

3.076

2.526

2.500

2.500

2.182

7.921

.001

3.122

2.529

2.333

2.909

2.240

5.274

.001

2.933

2.579

2.500

2.556

2.346

2.785

.028

Staff Cooperative

3.061

2.621

2.333

2.700

2.000

6.769

.001

62. ~t ~ttuctional
Staff

2.703

2.467

2.333

2.727

1.833

4.818

.001

56. Psychological

Services
57. Communications
Disordels
61.~t~ttuctiorud
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member, and district office personnel. Questions 45 through 62 included a rating scale of
one through six, with response one being extremely effective and response six being
extremely ineffective. Table LX presents those questions in the Special Services Division
rating section which appear to indicate a significant difference between the responses of
two or more of the position groups.

Paired Comparisons on Instructional and Curriculum Questions
After finding that significant differences existed between the response means of two

or more of the position groups on 10 of the 18 Special Services questions, paired
comparisons were perfonned on the means for each these questions. The intent of the
paired comparison testing was to ascertain which position groups differed significantly in
their responses and to identify what direction the groups answered comparatively-more
effective or less effective.
The results of the mean comparison testing indicate that in all10 of the 18 Special
Services questions tested, the teacher group was found to have a significantly higher mean
response than either/or the principal or district office groups (Table LXI). It was also
found that on two of the 10 Special Services questions tested, the principal group was
found to have significantly higher mean responses than the district office group. Finally,
the board member group was found to have a significantly higher mean response the
district office group on one question. There appeared to be no other significant differences
among the mean responses of any of the other position groups on any of the 10 questions.
The results show that on alllO of the Special Services questions tested, the teacher
group was found to have a significantly higher mean response than the principal or district
office group. This indicates that these two groups perceive ESD 112 as being more
effective than the teacher group on these questions. The results also showed that the
principal group was found to have a significantly higher mean response than the district
office group on two of the Special Services questions, and the board member group having
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a significantly higher response than the district office group. This indicates that the district
office group perceives ESD 112 as being more effective than the principal group on these
two questions, and the board member group perceiving the ESD as less effective on this
one question.
TABLE LXI
POSmON GROUP MEAN RESPONSE PAIRED COMPARISONS AND
COMPARISON PROBABILITY LEVEL ON GENERAL EFFECTIVENESS QUESTIONS FORTY-FIVE THROUGH SIXTY-1WO
Question Number and
Tor!ic

Direction of Position Groups Mean Responses Found to Differ Significantly and
ve
Probabilitv Lei
p
p
p
p Grouo
Grou_g
Grouo
Grouo

45. Total Special
Services Division

T>P

.OS

46. Special Services
Staff

T>P

.OS T>DO

.OS

47. Special Services
Communications

T>P

.OS T>DO

48. ESD 112 as SPED
Resoun:e Center
T>P

.OS

49. SPED lnservice

T>DO

SO. SPED Program
Review
56. School
Psychological
Services
51. Communications
Disorders

.OS

-

-

-

-

-

.OS

-

-

-

T>DO

.OS

-

-

-

-

.05

P>DO

.05

-

-

-

-

T>P

.05

T>DO

.05

-

-

-

-

T>P

.OS

T>DO

-

-

-

-

T>DO

.OS

-

-

-

-

-

-

T>DO

.05

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

61.~t~ctional

Staff Cooperative
62.~t~ctional

T>DO

.OS P>DO

.05

Staff
T>DO
.OS BM>DO .OS
T=Teacher P=Principal
VP=Vice Principal
BM=Board Member

DO=District Office
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Years of Experience in Present Disttict and General Effectiveness Ratin&s
The fourth set of analysis variance testing was perfonned for the purpose of
determining whether any significant difference existed between the group response means
given by different years of experience in present school district groups on the general
effectiveness questions. This placed question two of the survey instrument, years of
experience in present district, as the independent variable and questions I5 through 24
(general effectiveness rating questions) as the dependent variable(s). Question two
included the following three categories of years of experience: 0-IO years, II-20 years,
2I +years. Questions IS through 24 included a rating scale of one through six, with
response one being extremely effective and response six being extremely ineffective.
An analysis of variance test on each of the means given by the three years of

experience groups produced no significant results on the general effectiveness questions IS
through 24.
Years of Experience in State of Washin&«>n and General Effectiveness Ratings
The fifth set of analysis variance testing was perfonned for the purpose of
determining whether any significant difference existed between the group response means
given by different years of experience in the State of Washington groups on the general
effectiveness questions. This placed question three of the survey instrument, "years of
experience in the State of Washington" as the independent variable and questions IS
through 24 (general effectiveness rating questions) as the dependent variable(s). Question
three included the following three categories of years of experience: 0-IO years, II-20

years, 2I + years. Questions IS through 24 included a rating scale of one through six, with
response one being extremely effective and response six being extremely ineffective.
An analysis of variance test on each of the means given by the three years of
experience in the State of Washington groups produced no significant results on the general
effectiveness questions IS through 24.
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District Size and General Effectiveness Ratin~s
The fourth set of analysis variance testing was perfonned for the pwpose of
determining whether any significant difference existed between the group response means
given by different district size groups on the general effectiveness questions. This placed
question four of the survey instrument, district size, as the independent variable and
questions 15 through 24, general effectiveness rating questions, as the dependent
variable(s). Question four included the following five groups of district size according to
the number of students enrolled in the district: 0-300, 301-800, 801-1300, 1301-2000, and
2001 or more. Questions 15 through 24 included a rating scale of one through six, with
response one being extremely effective and response six being extremely ineffective.
Those questions in the general effectiveness rating section which appear to indicate a
significant difference between the responses of two or more of the district size groups are
presented in the following table (Table LXm.
TABLE LXII
A SUMMARY TABLE OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TESTS PERFORMED ON
GENERAL EFFECTIVENESS RATING QUESTIONS FIFI'EEN
THROUGH 1WENTY-FOUR BY DISTRICf-SIZE GROUPS
Disbict Size Groups and Mean Response
0-300 301-800 801-1300 1301-2000 2001+

F-ratio

p

uestion Number
15. Relevant services

2.742

2.918

3.006

2.864

2.805

1.566

.043

11. Timely Services

2.781

3.055

3.066

2.758

2.788

4.071

.003

18. Meeting Needs of
Pattons

2.573

2.860

2.909

2.857

2.835

2.793

.026

21. Promoting Teachingprocess

2.865

3.131

3.084

2.968

2.819

3.004

.018

24. ESD 112 Total
Pro

2.759

2.991

3.025

2.938

2.833

2.706

.030
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Paired Comparisons on General Effectiveness Questions
After finding that significant differences existed between the response means of two
or more of the district size groups on five of the general effectiveness questions, paired
comparisons were performed on the means for each question. The intent of the paired
comparison testing was to ascertain which groups differed significantly in their responses
and to identify what direction the groups answered comparatively-more effective or less

effective.
The findings show that in all paired comparisons on the general effectiveness
questions, the 0-300 district size group was found to have a lower mean response on all
those questions in which they differed significantly from another group (Table LXIIT). The
TABLELXIll
DISTRICf SIZE GROUP MEAN RESPONSE PAIRED COMPARISONS AND
COMPARISON PROBABll..ITY LEVEL ON GENERAL EFFECfiVENESS QUESTIONS FIFTEEN 1HROUGH TWENTY-FOUR
Question Number and

IS. Relevant Services

Direction of District Size Group Mean Responses Found to Differ Significantly
l ilV LeveI
and Probab"li
p
p
p
p
Group
Gl'QW_
Group
GroJm
0801301- 1301
300 < 1300 .OS 800 > 2000 .OS
-

17. Timely Services

301- 1301
800 >2000 .OS

~l"OPlC
.

18. Meeting Needs of

Patrons

0301300< 800

.OS

301800 > 2001 .OS

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

21. Promoting Teaching 0301801301Processes
300< 800 .OS 800> 2001 .OS 1300> 2001 .OS
24. ESD 112 Total
Program
0-300 students

0301300< 800

301-800 students

.OS

0801·
300 < 1300 .OS

801-1300 students

8011300> 2001 .OS

1301-2000 students

2001 +students

301-800 district size group was found to have a higher mean response on all those question
in which the differed significantly from another group. The 801-1300 district size group
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was found to have a higher mean response than the 2001 + district size group on two of
the general effectiveness questions.
The results indicate that the 0-300 district size group pereeived ESD 112 as more
effective than any of the other district size groups in which the differed significantly, and
the 301-800 district size group perceived ESD 112 as less effective than any to the other
district size groups in which the differed significantly (Table LXTII). Besides the 0-300

e

district, the smaller sized school district group which was found to differ significantly

from a larger size district group tended to perceive the ESD as less effective by having a
higher mean response.
County Location and General Effectiveness Ratinp
The fifth set of analysis variance testing was perfonned for the purpose of
determining whether any significant difference existed between the group response means
given by different county groups on the general effectiveness questions (Table LXIV).
This placed question five of the survey instrument, county location of district, as the

independent variable and questions 15 through 24 (general effectiveness rating questions)
as the dependent variable(s). Question five included the following six county location
categories: Oark, Cowlitz, Klickitat, Pacific, Skamania, and Wahkiakum. Questions
fifteen through twenty-four included a rating scale of one through six, with response one
being extremely effective and response six being extremely ineffective. Table LXIV
presents those questions in the general effectiveness rating section which appear to indicate
a significant differences between the mean responses of two or more of the county location
groups.

Paired Comparisons on General Effectiveness Questions
After finding that significant differences exis~ between the response means of two
or more of the county location groups on eight of the general effectiveness questions,
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paired comparisons were perl'onned on the means for each question. The intent of the
paired comparison testing was to ascertain which groups differed significantly in their
responses and to identify what direction the groups answered comparatively-more effective
or less effective (Table LXV).
TABLE LXIV
A SUMMARY TABLE OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TESTS PERFORMED ON
GENERAL EFFECITVENESS RATING QUESTIONS FIFTEEN
1HROUGH TWENTY-FOUR BY COUNTY GROUPS
Clark

County Groups and Mean Response
Cow- Klick- Pdcific Skarn- Wahkiakum
litz
itat
ania

F-ratio

p

15. Relevant services

2.835

3.052

2.670

3.308

2.804

2.750

5.829

.001

17. Timely Services

2.845

3.037

2.813

3.410

2.864

3.000

3.571

.003

18. Meeting Needs of
Patrons

2.860

2.938

2.551

3.054

2.667

2.737

3.927

.002

19. Adjusting to
Individual Needs

3.010

3.186

2.852

3.600

2.883

2.842

5.240

.001

20. Interpersonal SkiDs

2.789

2.943

2.652

3.206

2.732

2.722

3.231

.007

21. Promoting Teaching process

2.885

3.102

2.924

3.629

2.905

2.632

5.452

.001

uestion Number

'"

23. Useful Evaluations

3.126

3.242

3.063

3.677

3.029

2.938

3.267

.007

24. ESD·l12 Total
Program

2.894

3.008

2.733

3.400

2.842

2.737

4.883

.001

The results indicated that in all paired comparisons on the general effectiveness
questions the Clark County, Klickitat County, Skamania County, and Wahkiakum County
groups had a significantly lower mean response on those questions in which they were
found to differ significantly from another group. On the other hand, the Pacific County
group was found to have significantly higher mean responses on those questions in which
they were found to differ significantly from another group. Cowlitz County was the only
county group found to have both significantly lower mean response than Pacific County
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when they differed, and a significantly higher mean response in comparison with all other
groups.
TABLE LXV
COUNTY GROUP MEAN RESPONSE PAIRED COMPARISONS AND
COMPARISON PROBABILITY LEVEL ON GENERAL EFFEcriVE
-NESS QUESTIONS FWI'EEN TIIROUGH 1WENTY-FOUR
Question Numbez and

·

~fODiC

Direction of CoWlty Group Mean Responses Found to Differ Significantly and
Probabu·1tv Leve1
p
p
p
p
Grouo
Grouo
Grou~t
Grolllt

1S. Relevant
Services

CL<PA

.OS

KL<PA

.OS PA>SK

.OS

PA>WA

.OS

17. Timely
Services

CL<CO

.OS

CL<PA

.OS CO<PA

.OS

KL<PA

.OS

PA>SK

.OS

-

-

-

-

-

-

18. Meeting Need
of Patrons

PA>SK

.OS

-

-

-

-

-

-

19. Adjusting to
Needs

CL<PA

.OS

KL<PA

.OS

PA>SK

.OS

PA>WA

.OS

20. Interpersonal
Skills

CL<PA

.OS KL<PA

.OS

PA>SK

.OS

PA>WA

.OS

21. Promoting
Teach Process

CL<PA

.OS

.OS CO>WA

.OS

KL<PA

.OS

21. ConL

PA>SK

.OS PA>WA

.OS

23. Useful
Evaluations

CO<PA

.OS

KL<PA

.OS

PA>SK

.OS

PA>WA

.OS

24. ESD 112
Total Program

CL<PA

.OS

KL<PA

.OS

PA>SK

.OS PA>WA

.OS

17. ConL

CL=Clark

CO=Cowlitz

KL=Kiickitat

CO<PA

PA=Pacific

-

SK=Skamania

-

-

-

WA=Wabkiakum

The results show that of all the county groups, the Pacific County group
consistently gave a higher mean response than any of the county groups in which they were
found to significantly differ. This would indicate that the Pacific County group perceives
ESD 112 as less effective than any other county groups on these eight general effectiveness
rating questions. The Pacific County group made up more than 95.0% percent of the
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significantly different paired comparisons. The results would also indicate that the Clark
County, Klickitat County, Skamania County, and Wahkiakum County groups all
perceived ESD 112 as more effective than any of the other county groups in which they
were found to significantly differ.
Educationall&vel and General Effectiveness Ratinp
The last set of analysis variance testing was performed for the purpose of
determining whether any significant difference existed between the group response means
given by different educational level groups on the general effectiveness questions (Table
LXVI). This placed question six of the survey instrument, highest educational level

TABLE LXVI
A SUMMARY TABLE OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TESTS PERFORMED
ON GENERAL EFFECTIVENESS RATING QUESTIONS FIFfEEN
1HROUGH 1WENTY-FOUR BY DEGREE LEVEL GROUPS

estion Number

Degree Level Groups and Mean Responses
H.S.
Bachelor's
PhD or
Master's
Di lorna
EdD
De
De

F-ratio

p

15. Relevant services

2.286

2.951

2.876

2.643

5.969

.001

16. Useful Knowledge
and Information

2.096

2.794

2.797

2.679

5.048

.002

17. Timely Services

2.333

3.066

2.881

2.571

6.971

.001

18. Meeting Needs of
Patrons

2.100

2.790

2.896

2.750

7.011

.001

19. Adjusting to
Individual Needs

2.400

3.030

3.067

3.074

3.650

.012

23. Useful Evaluations

2.684

3.253

3.131

3.043

3.016

.030

24. ESD 112 Total
Pro

2.318

2.976

2.930

2.643

6.642

.001

reached as the independent variable and questions 15 through 24 (general effectiveness
rating questions) as the dependent variable(s). Question six included the following four
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categories of educational level: H.S. Diploma, Bachelor's, Master's, and PhD or EdD.
Questions 15 through 24 included a rating scale of one through six, with response one
being extremely effective and response six being extremely ineffective. Those questions in
the general effectiveness rating section which appear to indicate a significant difference
between the responses of two or more of the educational level groups are presented in the
preceding table.

Paired Comparisons on General Effectiveness Questions
After finding that significant differences existed between the response means of two
or more of the degree level groups on seven of the general effectiveness questions, paired
comparisons were perfonned on the means for each question. The intent of the paired
comparison testing was to ascertain which groups differed significantly in their responses
and to identify what direction the groups answered comparatively-more effective or less
effective (Table LXVll).
The fmdings of the paired comparisons reveal that seven general effectiveness
questions were found to have a significant difference in the mean responses. Tiie High
School Diploma group had a significantly lower mean response than the Bachelor's Degree
and Master's Degree groups on every question. Those paired comparisons that found a
significant difference between the Bachelor's Degree or Master's Degree groups and the
PhD degree group revealed that the PhD degree group had a significantly lower mean
response than either of the other two groups. On the other hand, whenever a significant
difference was found between the High School Diploma group and the PhD degree groupthe PhD degree group had a significantly higher mean response. The Bachelor's Degree
and Master's Degree group did not differ significantly on any of these seven general

effectiveness questions.
The results show that the High School Diploma group consistently had a lower
mean response, which indicates the high school diploma group perceives ESD 112 as more
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effective on these seven general effectiveness questions than any other compared group.
The results also show that although the PhDIEdD Degree group perceives ESD 112 more
TABLELXVll
DEGREE LEVEL GROUP MEAN RESPONSE PAIRED COMPARISONS AND
COMPARISON PROBABD..ITY LEVEL ON GENERAL EFFECTIVENESS
QUESTIONS FIFTEEN THROUGH 1WENTY-FOUR
Question Number and
Tooic

Direction of Degree Level Groups Mean Responses Found to Differ
Sismificantly and Probabilijy Level
p
p
p Groups
Groups
Grogps
Grouns

p

15. Relevant Services

HSD<BA

.OS

HSD<MA .OS

MA>PhD

.OS

-

-

16. Useful Knowledge
and Information

HSD<BA

.OS

HSD<MA .OS

HSD<PhD .OS

-

-

17. Timely Services

HSD<BA

.OS

HSD<MA .OS

BA>PhD

HSD<BA

.OS

HSD<MA .OS

HSD<PhD .OS

-

-

HSD<BA

.OS

HSD<MA .OS

HSD<PhD .OS

-

-

23. Useful Evaluations HSD<BA

.OS

HSD<MA .OS

-

-

24. ESD 112 Total
Prolll'3m
HSD<BA
HSD=High School Diploma

.OS HSD<MA .OS
BA=Bachelor's

-

-

.OS MA>PhD

18. Meeting Needs of

Patrons
19. Adjusting to
Individual Needs

-

-

MA>PhD .OS
MA=Master's

.OS

PhD=PhD/EdD

effective than the Bachelor's Degree or Master's Degree group on some of these general
effectiveness questions, the group still does not perceive the ESD as effective as does the
High School Diploma group.

SECONDARY ANALYSIS

This section of the chapter will provide the reader with a secondary analysis of the
data. The intent of this section was to investigate whether there were significant differences

among the proportions of respondents, according to their professional position, falling into
different response categories as defined by the seven general information questions and two
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"gate" questions contained on the survey instrument. The respondents were organized into
position groups as identified by question one on the survey instrument. Original data
identifying the 13 types of positions were collapsed into five position groups. These five
position groups included: teacher, principal, assistant principal, board member, and central
office personnel. A chi-square test of significance was performed in order to investigate
whether any significant difference existed between the various positions held and the
:response of those questions mentioned above.
The general infonnation questions included questions seven through 14. These
questions dealt with understandings of ESD 112, program involvement, program and
service access, and opinions towards ESD services. The two "gate" questions we:re number
25 and 44. These two questions were placed at the beginning of the specific service and
program rating questions regarding the Instructional and Curriculum and Special Services
Division services. This allowed the respondent to state whether they had enough
knowledge of these ESD divisions to answer the subsequent rating questions iii that
section.
The following narrative will first present an overview of the each question topic,
along with a description of the categories for each question. The hypothesis will then be
stated, along with the results of the chi-square significance test used for each question. The
mode percentage response for each position group will be then presented for discussion.
SutJllllal:y of Secondary Analysis
To examine whether there were significant differences found in the proportions of
position groups falling into different response categories on the eight general infonnation
questions, Chi-square tests of significance were performed. The fmdings indicate
significant results on all but two of the general information questions tested.
There was a signific~t difference found between the various position groups and
their understanding of the functions and purposes of ESD 112. Although the largest
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percentage of each group indicated "good" or "moderate" understanding ofESD 112's
functions and purpose, nearly one-fourth of the "district office" group indicated "complete
understanding" and one-fourth of the teacher group indicated "minimal" understanding.
Significant differences were also found between the position groups and their
involvement with ESD 112 programs and services. The majority of every group except the
district office group indicated they had been involved with "five or fewer'' ESD programs
in the last two years. Nearly half of the district office group indicated they had been
involved with "six or more" ESD programs.
There were significant differences found among the various position groups and
the types of programs services felt to be used by the respondents district Although the
largest percentage of each position group indicated that the "orientation of programs used
by their district" was a "combination of orientations" (teacher, student administrative,
etc.), one-fifth of the teacher group indicated a "student orientation" response and nearly
one-fifth of the assistant principal group indicated a "teacher orientation."
Significant differences were found between position groups and the respondents'
feelings concerning how much ESD 112 affected them in their present position. Whereas
the largest percentage of respondents indicated the ESD affects their job "somewhat," over
one-third of the teacher and assistant principal groups indicated a "very little" response, and
over one-third of the district office group indicated a "very much" response.
Also, significant differences were found among position groups and the different
constraints encountered when accessing services of the ESD. The largest percentage of the
principal, board member, and district office groups indicated "no constraints," while onethird of the teacher group indicated "distance" as the major access constraint

Lastly, significant differences were found between the various position groups, and
whether they felt ESD 112 was providing "timely services" to its patrons. The teacher
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group had one-fourth of their group indicate that the ESD did not provide "timely" services,
while one-tenth or less of every other position group gave this same response.
There were no significant differences found among the position groups and their
personal knowledge as to whether their district used ESD 112 services. Nearly all
respondents in each group responded that their district used at least some service provided
by the ESD. Also, no significant differences were found among the position groups and
whether they felt their district should contract services from ESD 112, with close to ninetenths of every group responding that their district should contract certain services.
Personal Understandin~ ofESD 112
Question seven on the survey instrument requested the respondent to rate his or her
personal understanding of the functions and purposes of ESD 112. The respondent was
given five different choices from which to respond. These five choices included: complete
understanding, good understanding, moderate understanding, minimal understanding, and
no understanding. The position groups included: teacher, principal, assistant principal,
board member, and district office personnel.
The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference between the various groups of educational positions held by the respondents and
their understanding of the functions and purposes of ESD 112's programs and services."
A significant difference was found in the educationally-related position the respondent held
and his or her understanding of the functions and purposes of ESD 112. Therefore, the null
hypothesis was rejected on the basis of the following results:

x2(16) = 143.81; p ~ .01.

The teacher (45.4%) and assistant principal (47.1%) respondent groups most often
indicated that they had a "moderate understanding" of the functions and purposes of ESD
112. The principal (60.4%), board member (46.7%), and district office (58.0%) groups
indicated most often that they had a "good understanding" of these functions and services.
While the central office personnel (25.8%) indicated they had "complete understanding,"
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less than 5.0% of all others groups gave this same answer. One-fifth of the teacher group
(20.3%) indicated that they had "minimal understanding" of ESD 112's functions, while
less than 10.0% percent of all other position groups responded this way.
lnyolyement With ESD 112 Promms
Question eight on the survey instrument requested the respondent to respond to
their actual involvement with programs and services provided by ESD 112 in the last two
years. The respondent was given six choices from which to respond. These six choices
included: no programs/services, 1-5 programs/services, 6-10 programs/services, 11-20
programs/services, more than 20 programs/services, and all programs. The position
groups included: teacher, principal, assistant principal, board member, and district office
personnel.
The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference between the various groups of educational positions held by the respondents and
their involvement with programs and services provided by ESD 112 in the last two years."
A significant difference was found in the position held by the respondent and their
involvement with programs or services provided by ESD 112 in the last two years.
Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected on the basis of the following results: x2(20) =
102.26; p ~ .01
All groups (teachers-76.9%, principals-69.4%, assistant principals-81.8%, board
members-67 .5%, district office personnel-45.2%) indicated that they were most often
involved with "1-5 programs and services" provided by ESD 112. Twelve percent or less
of the teachers (9.3%) and assistant principals (12.1%) indicated they were involved in "610 programs and services," while 25.0% percent or more of the board members (25.0%)
and central office personnel (33.9%) indicated they were involved in "6-10 programs and

services." Not 1.0% or more of any group indicated that they had been involved with all
programs and services offered by ESD 112.
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Knowledec; ofESD 112 Use by District
Question nine requested the respondent to answer to his or her knowledge of
whether their district presently used any of the services provided by ESD 112. The
respondents were given three choices from which to respond. These three choices
included: yes, no, and unknown. The position groups included: teacher, principal,
assistant principal, board member, and district office personnel.
The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference between the various groups of educational positions held by the respondents and
their knowledge as to whether their district used any services provided by ESD 112" No
significant difference was found in the position held by the respondent and their knowledge
as to whether their district used any services provided by ESD 112. Therefore, the null
hypothesis was accepted on the basis of the following results: x2(8) =5.00; p .s .76.
More than ninety-five percent of all position groups (teachers-95.2%, principals96.3%, assistant principals-97.0%, board members-1 00.0%, district office personnel98.4%) responded that they knew their district used at least some type or another of service
or program provided by ESD 112. Less than 5.0% of all groups responded with an
"unknown" response.
Jyjzes of Pro~ams Used
Question 10 of the survey instrument requested the respondent to identify what
types of ESD 112 programs and services their district most used. The respondents were
given four choices from which to respond. These four choices included: mostly student
oriented, mostly teacher oriented, mostly administrative oriented, and some combination of
those above. The position groups included: teacher, principal, assistant principal, board
member, and district office personnel.
The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference between the various groups of educational positions held by the respondents and
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the orientation of ESD 112 programs and services they feel their district uses most." A
significant difference was found in the position held by the respondent and the orientation
of ESD 112 programs and services they feel their district uses most. Therefore, the null
hypothesis was rejected on the basis of the following results: x2(12) = 54.84; p s .01.
The majority of all position groups (teachers-61.68%, principals-80.19%, assistant
principals-69.70%, board members-88.89%, and central office personnel-77.05%)
indicated that they felt the programs and services used by their district were a
"combination" of student, teacher, and administrative orientation. Whereas 20.3% of the
teacher group felt the services used by their district were "mostly student oriented," 10.0%
or less of all the other groups indicated this same response. Also, the teacher group
(15.78%) and the assistant principal group (18.18%) indicated that the types of programs
and services used by their district was "mostly teacher oriented," while less than 6.0% of
all other groups indicated the same response.

ESD 112 Effect on Position
Question 11 of the survey instrument requested the respondent to indicate how
much ESD 112 affects them in their present working position. The respondents were given
five choices from which to respond. These five choices included: very much, somewhat,
very little, not at all, don't know. The position groups included: teacher, principal,
assistant principal, board member, and district office personnel.
The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference between the various groups of educational positions held by the respondents and
their feeling as to how much ESD 112 affects them in their present working position." A
significant difference was found in the position held by the respondent and their feeling as
to how much ESD 112 affects them in their present working position. Therefore, the null

hypothesis was rejected on the basis of the following results: x2(16) =69.94; P s .01
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All position groups (teachers-44.6%, principals-59.3%, assistant principals45.5%, board members-58.1 %, and district office personnel-44.3%) groups indicated
most often that ESD 112 had "somewhat" of an affect on their present position. In contrast
to the "somewhat" response, 37.7% of the central office position group indicated that ESD

112 affected their job "very much," while 16.0% or less of all the other groups responded

this same way. A large portion of the teacher group (36.4%) and the assistant principal
group (39.4%) indicated that ESD 112 had "very little" effect on their position. Less than
7.0% of all groups indicated that they did not know how much the ESD affected them in
their position.
Constraints In Accessin~ ESD 112
Question 11 of the survey instrument requested the respondent to identify what
constraints he or she encountered in accessing ESD 112 services. The respondents were
given seven choices from which to respond These seven choices included: none, distance,
conflicting working hours, fmances, lack of information about ESD 112, reasons
associated with local school district, and combinations of reasons. The position groups
included: teacher, principal, assistant principal, board member, and district office
personnel.
The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference between the various groups of educational positions held by the respondents and
those constraints encountered when accessing ESD 112 services." A significant difference
was found in the position held by the respondent and constraints encountered when
accessing ESD 112 services. Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected on the basis of the
following results: x 2(24) =78.91; p s .01
The principals (42.1%), assistant principals (28.1% ), board members (51.2%), and
central office personnel (45.9%) groups indicated "none" most often in regards to the
possible constraints they encountered when accessing ESD 112. The teacher position
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group (30.9%) indicated "distance" as the most consttaining factor encountered when
accessing the ESD. Disregarding the board member group, around one-fifth (teacher19.1 %, principal-24.3%, assistant principal-21.8%, central office personnel- 21.3%) of
all the other position groups indicated that a "combination of reasons" were encountered

when accessing ESD 112. Less than 10.0% of all groups indicated that "reasons
associated with their local school district" as an access constraint.
Providin& Timely Services

Question 13 of the survey instrument requested the respondent to state whether they
felt ESD 112 provided timely services, in regards to materials distribution, efficient
communications, and executing services and programs. The respondents were given two
choices from which to respond. These two choices included: yes and no. The position
groups included: teacher, principal, assistant principal, board member, and district office
personnel.
The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference between the various groups of educational positions held by the respondents and
whether they feel ESD 112 provides timely services." A significant difference was found
in the position held by the respondent and whether the felt ESD 112 provided timely
services. Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected on the basis of the following results:

x2(4) =24.32; P ~ .o1.
The majority of all position groups (teachers-75.2%, principals-92.0%, assistant
principals-90.3%, board members-93.0%, central office personnel-87.3%) responded that
they felt ESD 112 provided timely services by responding "yes" to question 13. Onefourth of the teachers (24.8%) and a little more than one-tenth (12.7%) of the central office
personnel indicated that they felt ESD 112 did not provide timely services by responding
"no" to question 13. The other three groups, principals, assistant principals, and board
members, all had less than 10.0% of their group responded "no" to question 13.
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Districts Contmctine Of ESP 112 Seryices

Question 12 of the survey instrument requested the respondent to state whether they
felt their district should contract certain services and programs from ESD 112. The
respondents were given two choices from which to respond. These two choices included:
yes and no. The position groups included: teacher, principal, assistant principal, board
member, and district office personnel.
The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference between the various groups of educational positions held by the respondents
whether they feel their district should contract certain programs and services from ESD
112." A significant difference was not found in the position held by the respondent and
whether the felt their district should contract services and programs from ESD 112.
Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted on the b~is of the following results: x2(4) =
5.16; p s .27.
The majority of all position groups (teachers-86.2%, principals-88.7%, assistant
principals-86.7%, board members-97.8%, central office personnel-86.9%) indicated that
they felt their district should contract certain programs and services from ESD 112 by
responding "yes" on question 14. Between 11.0% and 14.0% of all position groups
(teacher-13.8%, principals-11.3%, assistant principals-13.3%, central office personnel13.1%), except the board member group (2.2%), indicated that they felt their district
should not contract services from ESD 112.
Knowled&e of Instructional and Curriculum Services
Question 25 of the survey instrument requested the respondent to state whether they
felt they knew enough about any of the Curriculum and Instructional services to rate them.
The respondents were given two choices from which to respond. These two choices
included: yes and no. The position groups included: teacher, principal, assistant principal,
board member, and district office personnel.
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The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference between the various groups of educational positions held by the respondents
whether they felt the knew enough about the Curriculum and Instructional services to rate
them." A significant difference was found in the position held by the respondent and
whether the felt the knew enough about the Curriculum and Instructional services to rate
them. Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected on the basis of the following results:

x2(4) = 73.27; P s .ot
The only group which indicated that a majority of its respondents felt they knew
enough about the Instructional and curriculum services to rate them, was the central office
personnel group (79.0%). The principal's group was evenly split, with one-half of the
group (49.0%) indicating "yes" they knew enough to rate instructional and curriculum
services and one-half (50.9%) indicating "no" they did not know enough to rate the same
programs and services. The teachers (71.2%), assistant principals (63.6%), and board
members (77 .7%) groups most often indicated that they felt they did not know enough
about instructional and curriculum services provided by ESD 112 to rate them.
Knowled&e of Special Services Diyision
Question 44 of the survey instrument requested the respondent to state whether they
felt they knew enough about any of the Special Services programs to rate them. The
respondents were given two choices from which to respond. These two choices included
yes or no. The position groups included: teacher, principal, assistant principal, board
member, and district office personnel.
The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference between the various groups of educational positions held by the respondents
whether they felt the knew enough about the Special Services programs to rate them." A
significant difference was found in the position held by the respondent and whether the felt
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the knew enough about the Special Service programs to rate them. Therefore, the null
hypothesis was rejected on the basis of the following results:

x2(4) = 35.52; P s .01

The majority of the teacher (69.7%), principal (53.8%,) assistant principal
(90.9%), and board member (71.1%) groups responded that they felt they did not know
enough about the Special Services Division of ESD 112 to rate the programs and services
by answering "no" on question 44. The central office personnel position group (58.3%)
was the only group in which the majority responded "yes" on question 44, that they felt
they could rate the Special Services Division's programs and services.
DEMOGRAPHICANALYS~

The final section of this chapter provides further analysis of the general
effectiveness rating questions investigated in the Primary Analysis section presented earlier.
This section also provides further analysis of the different grouping variables discussed in

the Demographic Overview presented at the beginning of this chapter.
There were two primary purposes for this section. First, the author wanted to
investigate whether there were significant differences between the proportions of
respondents, according to their present position, falling into different demographic
categories as identified in questions two through six on the survey instrument (Appendix
1). These demographic questions requested the respondent identify their years of
experience in present district, years of experience in the State of Washington, district size,
county location, and the highest degree presently held.
The respondents were organized into position groups as identified by question one
on the survey instrument. Original data identifying the thirteen types of positions were
collapsed into five position groups. These five position groups included: teacher,
principal, assistant principal, board member, and central office personnel. A chi-square
test of significance was perfonned in order to investigate Yt!hether any significant difference
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existed between the various positions held and the proportions of respondents identifying
themselves to particular categories on those questions mentioned above.
Second, the investigator decided to perform analysis of coVariance testing on those
general effectiveness rating questions found significant in the analysis of variance testing
performed earlier. This included all the general effectiveness questions 15 through 24.
The analysis of covariance testing was performed by having question one, position,
as the independent variable and the mean responses to the general effectiveness questions
15 through 24 as the dependent variable. The demographic questions four (district size),
five (county), and six (highest degree held) were each used as covariates. The intent was
to investigate that when adjusting for the effects of the these demographic characteristics,

was position still found to be a significant factor in the position groups response to the
general effectiveness questions regarding ESD 112.
Summary ofDemowwhic Analysis

Position Groups and Occupational Demo~Wmhics. ·The findings from the Chisquare testing on position groups and the five demographic questions on the survey
instrument produced significant results on all five questions.
The questions concerning years of experience in present district and years of
experience in the State of Washington both produced significant results in proportions of
the position groups found in the three years of experience groups. With regard to the years
of experience in present district, in all groups except the principal group, had a majority of
their respondents indicated 10 years, or less experience in their present district. The
principal group was evenly distributed over the three different categories. In regards to the
years of experience in the State of Washington, the largest percentage of the teacher and
board member groups indicated 10 years or less experience in the State of Washington,
while the largest percentage of the other three groups indicated more than 10 years of
experience in the State.
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Significant differences were found between the proportions of position group
respondents found in five different district size groups. The majority of the principal,
assistant principal, and district office groups were from those districts with 2001 or more
students, while the teacher and board member groups w~ fairly evenly distributed.
There were significant differences in the proportions of respondents found in the
six county location groups. Whereas the largest percentage of the board member group
came from Klickitat County the majority of the other four groups came from Clark County.
Lastly, significant differences were found in the proportions of respondents in the
four degree level groups. While the largest percentage of the board member group
indicated they had a high school diploma, nearly all the principal group and the entire
assistant principal group indicated they had a master's degree. Almost one-third of the
district office group indicated they had a PhD/EdD, with less than 10 percent of any other
group indicating the same response.
Occupational Demomwhic Effects on Position Responses. The subsequent
analysis of covariance testing revealed that after adjusting for the affects that district size,
county location, or degree level may have had on the group mean responses, position was
still a significant factor effecting those responses. All analysis of covariance testing
produced significant results on the effect position had on the mean responses. These
results were produced on all 10 of the general effectiveness questions with exception of
one. This question (dealing with "productive service administration") did not produce
significant results when the three covariates were used as independent variables in the
earlier ANOVA testing.

Years of Experience in District and Position Groups
Question two on the survey instrument requested the respondent to indicate the
years of experience they have had with the district in which they are presently employed.
The respondents were given the choice of responding with any amount of years. The
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original data were collapsed into three categories. These three groups included: 0-10 years
experience, 11-20 years experience, and 21 or more years experience. The position groups
included: teacher, principal, assistant principal, board member, and district office
personnel.
The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference in the proportions of different position groups found in the three different years
of experience in present district groups." A significant difference was found between the
proportions of respondents found in the different educational positions and the years of
experience in their present district. Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected on the basis
of the following results:

x2(8) = 36.860; P s .01.

The majority of the teacher (52.2%), assistant principal (52.9%), board member
(84.4%), and district office (59.7%) groups indicated that they had been with their present
school district for 10 years or less. The largest portion of the principal group (39.4%) gave
the same 10 year or less response. More than one-fourth of the district office personnel
group (24.7%) responded that they had been with their present district for 21 or more
years, while less than 18.0% of all other groups replied the same way. Only a minimal
amount of the board member group (2.2%) have been with their districts for21 years or
more.
Years of Experience in State and Position Groups
Question two on the survey instrument requested the respondent to indicate the
years of experience they have had in the State of Washington. The respondents were given
the choice of responding with any amount of years. The original data were collapsed into
three categories. These three groups included: 0-10 years experience, 11-20 years

experience, and 21 or more years experience. The position groups included: teacher,
principal, assistant principal, board member, and district office personnel.
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The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference in the proportions of different position groups found in the three different years
of experience in the State of Washington categories." A significant difference was found
between the proportions of respondents found in the different educational positions and the
years of experience in the State of Washington. Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected
on the basis of the following results: x 2(8) = 115.540; P s .01.
On this question the board member group responded nearly identically to the
previous question, with 84.4% of the group holding this position in State of Washington
for 10 years or less, and 2.2% holding this position for 21 years or more. The principal
group indicated that only 11.1% of their group had been employed the state for 10 years or
less, while between 20.6% and 41.2% of the other groups responded in this category.
Nearly one-half of the principals (44.9%) and district office (43.5%) groups indicated they
had been employed in the State of Washington for 21 years or more.
District Size and Position Groups
Question four on the survey instrument asked the respondent to identify the size of
district in which they were presently employed. The respondents were given five choices
from which to respond. These five choices included: 0-300 students, 301-800 students,
801-1300 students, 1301-2000 students, and 2001 or more students. The position groups
included: teacher, principal, assistant principal, board member, and district office

personnel.
The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference in the proportions of different position groups found in the five different size of
district' categories." A significant difference was found between the proportions of
respondents found in different educational positions and the size of district in which they
were employed, Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected on the basis of the following
results: x 2(16) =140.21; P s .01.
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Well over the majority of the principal (62.4%), assistant principal (66.7%), central
office (6l.3%) respondents indicated that they work in those districts with more than 2000
students. The largest proportion of the teacher (27.8%) group indicated that they came from
those districts with 800-1300 students, while one-founh (24.95%) of the group indicated
the came from those districts with more than 2000 students, and 21.9% came from those

districts with 301-800 students. One-third of the board members (36.36%) responded that
they came from districts with 300 or less students, with another 31.8% indicating they
came from districts with 800-1300 students.
County Location and Position Groups
Question four on the survey instrument asked the respondent to identify the county
in which their district was located. The respondents were given six choices from which to

respond. These six choices included: Clark, Cowlitz, Klickitat, Pacific, Skamania, and
Wahkiakum. The position groups included: teacher, principal, assistant principal, board
member, and district office personnel.
The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference in the proportions of different position groups found in the six different county
location categories. A significant difference was found between the proportions of
respondents found in different educational positions and the county location of the school
district, Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected on the basis of the following results:

x2(20) = 47.837; P S .01.
With the exception of the principal (23.9%) group, less than 20.0% of any other
position group came from a a county other than Clark County. The largest portion of the
teacher (50.1%), principal (62.4%), assistant principal (70.6%), and district office
(62.9%) groups indicated that they came from Clark County. The largest portion of the
board member (31.1%) group responded that they came from Klickitat County, while
around two percent (2.2%) came from Wahkiakum County.
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Educational Level and Position l&yel
Question six on the swvey instrument asked the respondent to identify the highest
level of education they had received. The respondents were given four choices from which
to respond These four choices included: H.S. Diploma, Bachelor's degree, Master's

degree, and PhD/Ed.D. The position groups included: teacher, principal, assistant
principal, board member, and district office personnel.
The null hypothesis which was tested for this question stated: "There is no
difference in the proportions of different position groups found in the four different degree
level categories." A significant difference was found between the proportions of
respondents found in different educational positions and the level of education attained
Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected on the basis of the following results: x2(12) =
566.379; p .s. .01.
The majority of the assistant principal (100.0%), principal (91.7%), and central
office personnel (62.9%) groups indicated that they held a master's degree, while the board
member (46.6%) group most often indicated that they held a high school diploma. The
teacher (54.0%) group most often indicated that they held a bachelor's degree, while
another 45.0% indicated that they held a master's degree. Almost 29.0% of the district
office group replied that they a doctorate, none of the assistant principal's group and less
than 0.8% of the teacher's group indicated they held a doctorate degree.

Analysis of Covariance on the General Effectiveness Questions
The intent of this section was investigate whether there were significant differences
in the mean responses of different position groups when responding to the general
effectiveness questions, and adjusting for the possible effects that district size, county
location, and education level may have had on these responses (Table LXVITI). An
analysis of covariance statistical test was perfonned on the general effectiveness rating
questions 15 through 24 for the purpose of testing these possible effects. The two
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demographic variables regarding years of experience in present district and years of
experience in State of Washington were not included in the ANCOVA testing as the
ANOVA testing performed earlier did not produce any significant results on any of the
general effectiveness questions.
TABLE LXVlli
A SUMMARY TABLE OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ADJUSTING FOR TIIE
EFFECfS DISTRICf SIZE, COUNTY LOCATION, AND IUGHEST DEGREE
LEVELATI'AINED ON 1HE POSIDON CATEGORY MEAN RESPONSES
ON TIIE GENERAL EFFECfiVENESS QUESTIONS
FIFI'EEN TIIROUGH 1WENTY-FOUR
Question Number

Position Effect With
District Size As
Covariate
p
F-Ratio

Position Effect With
County Location As
Covariate
p
F-Ratio

Position Effect With
Highest Degree Held as
Covariate
p
F-Ratio

15. Relevant services

9.139

.01

9.380

.01

9.649

.01

16. Useful Knowledge
and Information

NA

NA

NA

NA

12.839

.01

17. Timely Services

9.787

.01

11.182

.01

11.155

.01

18. Meeting Needs of
Patrons

5.964

.01

5.348

.01

6.101

.01

19. Adjusting to
Individual Needs

NA

NA

4.382

.01

5.143

.01

20. Interpersonal Skills

NA

NA

7.400

.01

NA

NA

21. Promoting Teachingprocess

4.409

.01

5.237

.01

NA

NA

22. Productive Service
Administration

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

23. Useful Evaluations

NA

NA

4.469

.01

4.322

.01

10.935

.01

11.243

.01

12.221

.01

24. ESD 112 Total
ProlmUII

This placed question one of the survey instrument, present position, as the
independent variable and questions 15 through 24, general effectiveness rating questions,
as the dependent variables . An analysis of covariance statistical test was performed on
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each of the general effectiveness questions, using district size, county location, and
educational level as covariates.
After adjusting for the effects that district size, county location, and degree level

may have on the position groups mean responses on the general effectiveness questions,
position was found to still be a significant factor in those responses. Those questions
displaying a "NA" were not tested with an analysis of covariance since significant results
were not produced when testing with the analysis of variance. The results show that
district size, county location, and degree level have no significant effect on the way the
respondent would have answered the general effectiveness question (Table LXVID).

CHAPTERV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The pmpose of this research project was to investigate the perceptions of
effectiveness concerning an educational service district in the State of Washington. The
investigation was designed to determine what perceptions were held by various groups of
public school educators in regards to Educational Service District 112 as an organization,
and in particular in regards to the Instructional and Curriculum and Special Services
programs it provides.
The population studied was public school educators residing in the 30 different
school districts in the six counties located in Educational Service District 112's service area
(see Figure 1.). Teachers, school board members, principals, assistant principals, and
district office personnel were included in this study. Data were gathered by means of a
survey instrument, and a total of769 respondents returned the survey from the total of
1507 distributed, resulting in a response rate of 51% (see Table II and Table lll).
The investigative device used for this study was a 62-item survey instrument
(Appendix 1). The instrument contained 14 demographic and general infonnation
questions, which were followed by 46 effectiveness rating questions. The 46 effectiveness
rating questions inquired into the respondents perceptions of effectiveness regarding ESD
112 as an organization as well as their perceptions of individual programs and services.
The following narrative will present a summary of the findings culminating this
research investigation. First, the primary research questions will be stated. Second, a
summary of the findings will be presented. Third, in regards to the research findings, the
conclusions and implications for ESD 112 will be discussed Fourth, the limitations of this
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study will be recognized and detailed. Lastly, recommendations for possible future
research will be presented.

Research Questions
The intent of this research investigation was to answer the following general
research questions:
1. "Is Educational Service District 112 perceived as an effective educational

component of the Southwest Washington public education system?"
2. "Are the programs and services provided by Educational Service District
112 perceived as effective by the educational community that the regional office is
designed to serve?"
3. "Are Educational Service District 112's services and programs perceived
as effective by different characteristic, or demographic, groups?"
4. "What characteristics, both personal and professional, might influence
differences in perceived program effectiveness?"
5. "What evaluative approach or research methodology can be used to
productively identify these perceptions of effectiveness?"
The first four general research questions listed above functioned as the basis for the
subsequent questions used during the inquiry and analysis of data in this study. The fifth
question pertaining to a possible research methodology, was posed for the purpose of
finding an evaluative procedure which would assist in the development and implementation
of an evaluation project in a setting such as this study. Discussion relating to the evaluative
approach used in this study was not included in Chapter IV, as it was felt to be more
appropriate to be included in the narrative later in this chapter.
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS
The major portion of the survey instrument consisted of 46 effectiveness rating
questions. This portion of the survey instrument was divided into three sub-sections of
questions which included both general and specific effectiveness rating questions. The firSt
sub-section of questions (general effectiveness questions) will be sunnnarized first. An
analysis of the two other sub-sections of questions (Instructional and Cuniculum and
Special Services effectiveness questions) will follow.
Probability levels for all statistical testing, except the multiple comparison tests,
were stated in the actual numbers as generated by the computer statistics software package.
The results of all multiple comparison testing performed on the mean responses of different
characteristics groupings are reported at the S.05 level.

General Effectiyeness Ouestions
The general effectiveness rating questions 15 through 24 were concerned with
perceptions of effectiveness the respondents held toward Educational Service District 112
as a total organization (Appendix 1). The analysis of these 10 questions provide the
following findings:
•According to the mean response the total respondent group gave ESD 112 an
"effective" rating on all 10 of the general effectiveness questions. Between 60% and 80%
of the total group responded with one of the three effective rating responses on every
genetal effectiveness question except the question pertaining to useful evaluation practices
(question 24.). On question 24, a little over 48% of the respondents answered with one of
the three effectiveness rating responses on this question. Less than 18% of the total group
responded with one of the three "ineffective" rating responses on any of these 10 rating
questions, with the remainder of the group not responding.
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• When asked to rate the effectiveness of the total Education Service District 112
program, the entire group of respondents rated the ESD as "effective." Seventy-four
percent of the respondent group responded with one of the three "effective" rating
responses on this question, while a little less than 11% of the total group responded with
one of the three "ineffective" rating responses.
•According to position groups, the teacher, principal, and assistant principal
groups each responded with an "effective" rating on all10 general effectiveness questions.
The boani member and district office groups each rated the ESD as "very effective" on two
of the general effectiveness questions, while responding with an "effective" rating on all
other questions. Both the board member and district office groups felt ESD 112 was "very
effective" in providing useful knowledge and information to their district (question 16.).
The district office group felt the ESD was "very effective" in providing timely services to
their districts (question 17.), while the board member group felt the ESD was "very
effective" in meeting the needs of patrons (question 18.).
•The two different respondent groupings pertaining to years of educational
experience in present school district and years of educational experience in the State of
Washington each rated ESD 112 as "effective" on all10 of the general effectiveness rating
questions.
•The five different size of district groups all rated ESD 112 as "effective" on all10
general effectiveness questions.
•The Clark, Cowlitz, Klickitat, Skamania, and Wahkiakum county groups
responded with an "effective" rating on all10 of the general effectiveness questions. The
Pacific county group rated ESD 112 as "ineffective" on three of these same questions and
"effective" on the remaining seven questions. The Pacific county group indicated ESD 112
was "ineffective" in: adjusting to individual needs (question 19.), promoting teaching
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processes (question 21.), and providing useful evaluations of students and staff (question
23.).
•According to the degree level groups, the high school diploma group rated the ESD
as "very effective" on seven of the 10 general effectiveness rating questions (questions 15.,
16., 17., 18., 19., 20., 24.), while the bachelor's, master's, and PhD/EdD group
responded with an "effective" rating on all10 questions.
Specific Prowun and Seryice Effectiveness Ratine Questions

Questions 26 through 43 (Instructional and Curriculum services) and questions 45
through 62 (Special Services programs) were included on the survey instrument for the
purpose of allowing the respondent to rate the effectiveness of specific programs and
services. The analysis of these 36 questions provide the following findings:
Instructional and Curriculum Services. Sixty-four percent to 87% of the
respondents either did not respond or were not able to adequately rate each of the 18
Instructional and Cuniculum programs and services. Eleven percent to 30% of the total
group of respondents responded with one of the three "effective" ratings on these 18
questions, while between 1% and 7% of the total group responded with one of the three
"ineffective" ratings.
•The total group of respondents gave an "effective" rating response on all of the
Instructional and Cuniculum services effectiveness rating questions with the exception of
one "very effective" rating response. The majority of those responding to these rating
questions selected one of the three effective responses provided on alliS questions. The
"very effective" rating which was given by the total group pertained to the perceived
effectiveness of the Instructional Media Cooperative Staff (question 41.).
•The total group of respondents rated the total Instructional and Cuniculum
program as "effective." Sixty-six percent of this same group abstained from responding to
this question (question 26.), due to lack of personal knowledge or information to
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adequately rate the total Instruction and Curriculum program. Nearly 30% of the
:respondent group indicated one of the three "effective" responses on this question, while

5% of the total group indicated one of the three "ineffective" :responses.
Special Seryices. Sixty-six percent to 89% of the :respondents either did not
:respond, or were not able to adequately rate each of the 18 Special Services Division
questions. Between 9.0% and 30.0% of the :respondents indicated one of the three
"effective" ratings on these questions, while between 1.0% and 7.0% :responded with one
of the three "ineffective" :responses.
•The total group of :respondents gave an "effective" rating :response on all the
Special Services Division's effectiveness rating questions, with the majority of those
:responding selecting one of the three effective answers. Nine to 30% of the total group
:responded with one of the three "effective" rating :responses on each of the 18 Special
Services rating questions, while 1% to 7% of the total group :responded with one of the
three "ineffective" ratings.
•The total group of respondents rated the total Special Services program as
"effective." Sixty-six percent of this same group abstained from responding to this
question (question 45.), due to the lack of knowledge or information to adequately rate the
total Special Services program. Thirty percent of the total group of respondents responded
with one of the three "effective" rating :responses on this question, while 3% of the total
group indicated one of the three "ineffective" ratings.
Gate Questions

Questions 25 and 44 were included as "gate" questions on the survey instrument for
the pwpose of allowing the respondent to :respond to whether or not they had enough
knowledge of the two different service divisions to answer subsequent groups of
questions. The analysis of these two questions provide the following findings:
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•Sixty-three percent of the respondents indicated that they felt they did not possess
enough knowledge concerning the ESD 112 Instructional and Curriculum services to
adequately rate them. On the other hand, 35% of the respondents indicated they felt they
possessed enough knowledge to rate the Instructional and Curriculum services.
•Sixty-three percent of the respondents indicated that they felt they did not possess
enough knowledge regarding the ESD 112 Special Services programs to adequately rate
them. Simultaneously, 32% of the respondents indicated they felt they possessed adequate

knowledge to properly rate the Special Services programs.
Primary Analysis

A primary analysis of the data was perfonned in order to investigate whether
statistical differences existed among different grouping categories identified in this study.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) testing was performed to detennine whether significant
differences existed between different characteristic group means on the general
effectiveness rating questions. For those questions found to produce significant results,
the Tukey-Kramer paired comparison test of significance was used to identify which
groups differed significantly and the direction of difference. The analysis of the data
produced the following results:
•Analysis of variance testing indicated that 26 of the 46 effectiveness rating
questions were found to suggest significant differences among two or more of the
"position" group mean responses. Significant differences were found within "position"
groups' mean responses on all 10 of the general effectiveness questions. Significant
differences were also found within mean responses of the "position" groups on six of the
Instructional and Curriculum rating questions and 10 of the Special Services rating
questions.
•Paired comparison testing with respect to position groups revealed that the teacher
group always had a significantly higher mean response than any group in which they were
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found to significantly differ. This higher mean response indicated the teacher group felt
ESD 112 was "less effective" than the group in which they differed. The principal group
was found to have a significantly higher mean response than the district office group on
two Special Services questions (question 45. and 49.), and the board member group was
found to have a significantly higher mean response than the district office group on one
Special Services question (question 62.). Both the principal and board member groups
indicated a "less effective" rating than the district office group on those questions with
which they significantly differed. None of the other position groups were found to differ
significantly from any other position group except the teacher group.
•Analysis of variance testing regarding the years of educational experience in
present district and years of educational experience in the State of Washington groups'
mean responses did not produce significant results on any of the 10 general effectiveness
questions.
•According to district size, five of the 10 general effectiveness rating questions were
found to indicate significant differences among two or more of the groups' mean responses
(questions 15., 17., 18., 21., 24.).
•Paired comparison testing with respect to district size groups revealed that the 0300 size school district was always found to have a significantly lower mean response than
any group from which they differed, indicating a "more effective" rating response than the
differing group. The 301-800 size school district was always found to have a significantly
higher mean response than any group from which they differed, indicating a "less
effective" rating response than the differing group. Also, the 801-1300 size school district
was found to have a significantly higher mean response than any differing school district,
indicating a "less effective" rating response. The 0-300 size school district group always
had a significantly lower mean response when differing froq1 the 301-800 size school
district group, indicating a "more effective" rating response.
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•Analysis of variance testing on the six different county location groups' mean
responses indicated a significant difference among two or more of the groups on eight of
the 10 general effectiveness questions (questions 15., 17., 18., 19., 20., 21., 23., 24.).
•Paired comparison testing revealed that the Pacific County group always indicated

a higher mean response than the groups with which they significantly differed, indicating a
"less effective" rating. The Cowlitz County group was found to have a significantly lower
mean response than the Pacific County group, but a significantly higher mean response
than any other group with which they differed. This meant the Cowlitz County group

perceived the ESD as "more effective" than the Pacific County group, but "less effective"
than all other county groups in which they differed. The Oark County, Klickitat County,

Skamania County, and Wahkiakum County groups always had significantly lower mean
responses than any other group in which they were found to differ, indicating a more
"effective" response. These four county groups (Clark County, Klickitat County,
Skamania County, Wahkiakum County) were never found to differ significantly with each
other in their mean responses.
•Analysis of variance testing on the four degree level groups' mean responses
indicated a significant difference among two or more of the groups on seven of the 10
general effectiveness questions (questions 15., 16., 17., 18., 19., 23., 24.).
•Paired comparison testing revealed that the high school diploma group had a
significantly lower mean response than the bachelor's degree and master's degree groups
on all seven of those questions indicating significant differences in mean responses. This
indicates than the high school diploma group gave a "more effective" response than these
two groups. The high school diploma group also had significantly lower mean responses
than did the PhD group on three of the general effectiveness questions (questions 16., 18.,
19.). The bachelor's and master's degree groups did not significantly differ on any of these
seven questions. When differing from the PhD/Ed.D group, both the bachelor's degree and
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master's degree groups were found to have significantly higher mean responses, indicating
a "less effective" rating.
Secondm Analysis

A secondary analysis of the data was performed to examine whether significant
differences existed in the proportions of position groups falling into different response
categories on the eight general infonnation questions. Chi-square tests of significance
produce the following results:
•A significant difference was found between the various position groups and their
understanding of the functions and purposes of ESD 112.
•A significant difference was found between the various position groups and their
involvement with ESD 112 programs and services.
•A significant difference was found between the various position groups and the
types of ESD 112 programs and services felt to be used by the respondent's district.
•A significant difference was found between the various position groups and
the respondent's feelings as to the degree in which ESD 112 affected them in their present
position.
•A significant difference was found between the various position groups and
the different constraints encountered when accessing ESD 112 services.
•A significant difference was found between the various position groups and
whether the respondent felt ESD 112 provided timely services.
•No significant differences were found among the various position groups and their

personal knowledge as to whether their district used ESD 112 services, and to whether the
respondents felt their district should contract services from ESD 112.
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PemomPbic Analysis
For further analysis of the initial general effectiveness rating questions, analysis of
covariance tests (ANCOVAs) were performed in order to investigate the effects of different
demographic characteristics on the respondent's responses. Also, Chi-square tests of
significance were used to investigate whether there were significant differences between the
proportions of respondents, according to position, falling into different demographic
categories. The analysis of the data produce the following results:
•Analysis of covariance testing revealed that after adjusting for the effects that
district size, county location, and degree level may have on the five position groups' mean
responses on the general effectiveness questions, that position was still found to be a
significant factor effecting those responses.
•A significant difference was found among the proportion of position groups found
in the three different years of experience in district and years of experience in the State of
Washington groups.
•A significant difference was found between the proportions of position group
respondents found in the five different district size categories.
•A significant difference was found between the proportions of position group
respondents found in the six different county location categories.
•A significant difference was found between the proportions of position group
respondents found in the four different degree level categories.

PemQKJDPhic Questions
The first group of questions found in the survey instrument, questions one through
six, were identified as occupational demographic questions. These questions referred to
years of experience in district and state, district size, county location of district, and degree
level of the respondent Analysis of these questions produced the following fmdings:
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•The total group of respondents averaged 11 years of experience in their present
school district. Fifty-three percent of the respondents indicated they have been with their
school district less than 10 years, while 47% indicated they have been with their school
district for more than 10 years.
•The total group of respondents averaged a little more than 14 years of experience in
the State of Washington. Sixty-three percent of the respondents indicated they had more
than 10 years of educational experience in the State of Washington, with more than 24% of
the respondents indicating more than 20 years experience in the state.
•Thirty-three percent of the total respondent group presently work in school districts
which have more than 2000 students, 10% work in districts with 1301 to 2000 students,
23% work in districts of 801-1300 students and 16% work in districts of 301-800
students. The remaining 13% work in districts with fewer than 301 students.
•Almost 70% of the respondent group is employed in those school districts found in
either Clark County or Cowlitz County. The remaining 30% of respondents come from
school districts found in Klickitat County, Pacific County, Skamania County, or
Wahkiakum County.
•Fifty-three percent of the total group of respondents hold a master's degree of
some type, while 38% of the remaining respondents hold a bachelor's degree. Four
percent of the respondents hold a PhD and 3% of the respondents possess a high school
diploma.

General lnfonnation Questions
The second section of the first group of questions found in the survey instrument,
questions seven through 14, were identified as general information questions. These
questions related to perceptions of program value, individual involvement, and
organizational purpose. The subsequent fmdings were derived from these eight questions:
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•Eighty-percent of the respondents indicated they had at the very least a "moderate
understanding" of the functions and purposes of ESD 112, while 15% of the group
indicated "minimal" or "no understanding" ofESD 112 functions and purposes. Four
percent of the respondents indicated "complete" understanding of the ESD's purpose.
•Seventy-two percent of the respondents indicated they had been involved with at
least one to five of ESD 112 programs and services, with another 13% of the respondents
indicating they have been involved with six to 10 programs and services. Nine percent of
the respondents indicated they had not been involved with any of the ESD 112 programs
and services.
•Ninety-six percent of the respondent group indicated that they knew their district
used some type of program or service provided by ESD 112, while 4% indicated no
knowledge of their district using ESD 112 services.
•Sixty-five percent of the respondents responded that they felt their district uses
some combination of student, teacher, and administtative oriented programs provided by
ESD 112, instead of some single orientation of programs or services.
•Forty-six percent of the respondents indicated that they felt ESD 112 "somewhat"
affected their job, while 36% of the respondent group felt the ESD affected their job "very
little" or "not at all."
•Twenty-seven percent of respondents indicated that they did not encounter any
constraints when accessing ESD 112 services, while 25% of the group indicated distance
was a major consttaint and 15% indicated the lack of infonnation was a major consttaint.
Nineteen percent of the respondents indicated a combination of reasons as constraints.
•Seventy-two percent of the respondents indicated that they felt ESD 112 provided
timely services in distributing materials, providing communications, and executing services
and programs, while nearly 18% of the respondents disagreed with this statement.
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•Seventy-nine percent of the respondent group indicated that they felt their district
should contract with ESD 112 for certain services and programs, while 11% of the
respondents disagreed with this statement.
Evaluative Amnoach and Resean;h Metbodolo&J
During the initial literature review for this investigation, it became evident to the
author that previous literature pertinent to the investigative processes related to this line of
inquiry was extremely limited. In order to promote the effectiveness and efficiency of both
this study and possible future research, the author felt that it was prudent to included a
ancillary study question in this investigation. This question asked; 'What evaluative
approach or research methodology can be used to productively identify these perceptions of
effectiveness?" The intent of this question was to provide focus on identifying a possible
research strategy which aligned to the needs of this study. Due to the structure of
Educational Service District 112, and the manner in which programs and services are
delivered, an evaluation process with a management orientation was felt to best suit this
study.
The "CIPP Evaluation Model" (context, input, process, and product) was identified
and used as the primary evaluative model for the development, implementation, and
summation of this study (Guba and Lincoln, 1981; Wonhen and Sanders, 1987). This
model is based on the following six-step evaluation strategy: a) Focusing the Evaluation, b)
Collection oflnformation, c) Organization oflnformation, d) Analysis of Information, e)
Reporting of Infonnation, and t) Administration of Evaluation. With the exception of the
last step, "administration of evaluation," the author attempted to align the research process
closely to these procedural stages. In viewing the researcher as an "objective" observer, or
a "third-party" in this investigation, the last step of this strategy was seen more as a
function of ESD 112 in its execution. It is the intent of the author that the narrative in this
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particular chapter will be productively used by ESD 112 when administering evaluation
projects in the future.
The CIPP Evaluation Model proved to be useful for the investigative processes
used in this research study. The sequential steps allowed the author to develop the
investigation process in a pragmatic manner, working as both a cognitive map and a
practical framework. FirSt, by developing a focus on the total evaluation process-the
boundaries, the limitations, and the direction of this investigation were recognized. This
model also allowed the measurement criteria and research variables to be identified as a
premise from which the ensuing methodology was fonnulated. Second, by addressing the
infonnation (data) collection processes, the author was able to develop a research
instrument with the collaboration of the ESD 112 management and staff. This process
proved to be extremely productive in developing an instrument with relevant content This
step also allowed the author to develop a research methodology for the efficient distribution
and collection of infonnation, which included typical logistical concerns regarding a survey
research strategy. Third, through assessing the organization of pertinent infonnation the
author was able to conceptualize and develop a fonnat which productively structured the
survey instrument to draw the necessary information from the respondents. The next step
focused on identifying those analytical procedures which were to be used to analyze the
data. This allowed the author to develop a strategy for specifying those procedures which

would answer the major research questions in tenns of data analysis. The last stage of the
CIPP Evaluation Model used in this study, which is concerned with reporting the fmdings
of the study, provided a framework for the author to develop meaningful reporting
strategies directed at different audiences affected by this study.
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The following narrative will discuss several conclusions derived from the research
findings and possible implications these findings may have for ESD 112 and the people and
districts it serves.
•The results indicate that Educational Service District 112 as a total organization is
viewed as an effective organization by the public school educators it serves. The results
also indicate that ESD 112 is seen as an efficient organization in providing timely services

and programs to patton districts and educators. If nothing more than a morale plaudit, ESD
112 enjoys the suppon of the people and organizations it is designed to serve. Knowing
that the organization viewed as a functional component of the public school system in
Southwest Washington, ESD 112 would have two viable future alternatives. One
alternative would be continuing with the same organizational practices as used up to this
point in time and maintain the organization's current status. The other alternative would be
to isolate their positive organizational practices and use these to further solidify their place

in the educational bureaucracy in Southwest Washington.

•A major finding of the study was the reponed lack of information or knowledge on
the part of the respondent about specific ESD programs and services. Nearly two-thirds of
the respondents indicated that they did not feel that they had enough knowledge of the
individual Instructional and Cwriculum or Special Services programs and services to rate

their effectiveness. As stated earlier in this study the mission of the ESD is: To ensure that
every child receives equal and appropriate educational programs regardless of hislher
residency in large or small districts, rural or urban communities, and socio-economic
conditions. Also, a major thrust of the ESD is to link children, teachers, and schools with
services through the use of information and coordination activities.
It may be peninent for ESD 112 to address this knowledge deficit in order to
determine whether more people should know about these services. This would help the
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ESD to examine whether it, as a state educational service organization, i~ fulfilling a
possible bureaucratic obligation to infonn the educators of Southwest Washington about
the array of services available. This would also help to determine what impact increased
knowledge and patton usage might have on the ESD's ability to effectively serve present
users.
Differences in the numbers of respondents responding to different questions would
appear to be associated with two different explanations: (a) Those items which asked
general instead of specific questions of the respondents tended to have more responses
since the respondent wasn't asked to draw from specific knowledge. (b) Those items
which asked questions of more visible programs tended to have more responses, such as
the questions regarding the Instructional Media Cooperative (fllms and videos)
•The findings indicated that regardless of the grouping criteria (position, years of
experience, county location, district size, and degree level), all respondent groupings
resulted in an overall effective rating. In this instance though, Pacific County tended to
give lower overall effectiveness rating of ESD 112 than the other five county groups. It
was the only demographic group to indicate any "ineffective" rating responses. It was also
found that the Pacific County group always had significantly higher mean responses on the
10 general effectiveness questions than any other county group in which they differed,
again indicating a "less effective" rating. As Pacific County is one of the furthest outlying
counties in tenns of distance from the ESD 112 offices, it may prove beneficial to
aggressively investigate whether county location discrepancies actually exist and whether
remedies are feasible if problems are found Pacific County encompasses school district
sizes between 301 and 1300 students, which supports earlier findings of these size school
districts indicating significantly higher mean responses ("less effective") than all other sized
school districts.
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•Continuing with the previous discussion related to grouping criteria, it was found
that the board member and district office groups consistently rated ESD 112's services and

programs as "more effective" than any of the other position groups.
The fact that the board member group had this perception of ESD 112 could be
attributed to: (a) Seventy-eight percent of the board members coming from districts with
1200 or fewer students, which are districts typically more dependent upon specific services
and thus more knowledgeable ofESD 112. (b) Infonnation distributed to the board
members usually coming directly from district superintendents and district office personnel,
who as a position group rate the ESD higher than any other position group.
The fact that the district office group rated the ESD higher effectiveness rating than
any other group could attributed to: (a) Being in an administrative position, this group
may not be involved in the day to day routine or interpersonal interaction that the teacher or
principal groups face. (b) Subsequently, the district office group may only receive the
positive aspects of programs and services from direct staff. (c) From the perspective of
the district office group, a program mar be perceived as effective if it is monetarily
efficient.
The less effective teacher position group response, as opposed to the district office
group, could be attributed to the day to day interaction of ESD programs and staff. This
interaction could bring to light those negative aspects of a program or service that would
not surface without personal involvement.
Lastly, the high rating responses of the high school diploma group can be directly
linked to the same factors identified as possible reasons for the board member group

responses. All high school diploma group members are found within the board member
position group.
Lastly, the high rating responses of the high school diploma group can be directly
linked to the same factors identified as possible reasons for the board member group
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responses. All high school diploma group members are found within the board member
position group.
•Related to the previous discussion, all but a very minor portion of the respondents
feel their district should contract services from ESD 112. If the patrons retain these
feelings, even though the vast majority feel they do not have adequate knowledge of the
individual services and programs, ESD 112 should view this situation in a positive
perspective in regards to potential service expansion and growth. If it were detennined that
the majority of patrons simply lacked knowledge of present services, and these were the
services they felt their district should contract, then program expansion would be a
possibility. If it was determined patrons desired new services, then program growth in
other desired areas would be a possibility.
•Present position appears to have more of an influence on the respondent's
effectiveness rating of Educational Service District 112 than does their years of experience
in present district or the State of Washington, district size, county location, or level of

education.
In reviewing the findings pertaining to years of experience in present district and

years of experience in the State of Washington, the findings show that the majority of all
position groups (except the board member) have 11 years or more experience in the State of
Washington, with the largest portion of the principal and district office group having more
than 21 years experience. On the other hand, the majority of each school district employee
(except the principal group) have been with their district for less than 10 years. This could
be viewed from the perspective of a mobile workforce and would lend credence to the
notion that position may be the most effective way to address possible problems of
perception. This would be based on the notion that individual feelings of effectiveness
would not necessarily be connected to just district characteristic(s), but also personal
characteristics.
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Statistical analysis indicated that when adjusting for the possible effects that district
size, county location, or level of education may have had on various position groups' mean
:responses on the general effectiveness questions, that position :remained a significant factor
:regarding those responses.
This would imply that the ESD should possibly address discrepancies in perceived
program and service effectiveness from the perspective of position. By detennining what
combination of factors may lead to perception differences, the ESD may find diffe:rent ways
to serve the various individual educator groups mo:re effectively.
•Those groups considered to be administrative in origin tend to rate Educational
Service District 112 as more effective than instructional groups. Both the understanding of
the functions and purposes of the ESD and the amount or variety of program involvement
tend to be greater for administrative position groups in comparison to instructionaVteacher
groups.
Statistically significant differences were found among position groups on several
factors relating to the ESD. The board member and district office group most often
indicated "good or complete understanding" of the ESD and more "involvement" in
programs and services. The teacher and assistant principal groups most often indicated
"moderate understanding of the ESD and "minimal involvement" in programs and services.
A large percentage of the central office group indicated that the ESD affected them "very
much," while a large percentage of the teacher and assistant principal groups indicated a
"very little" response. Whereas the administrative position groups indicated they did not
encounter any constraints when accessing different ESD services, the teacher group
indicated that "distance" was a major factor constraining their access to the ESD. A majority
of the central office group responded "yes" to those questions asking whether they had
enough knowledge to rate individual programs and services. On the other hand, the largest
portion of the teacher and assistant principal groups responded with "no."
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There may be a need to determine "if'' and "why" instructional personnel and
administrative personnel are treated differently by ESD 112. The fact that the administrator
is dealt with differently due to the authority or power of the position in detennining

program or service use may be a reason for these differences. As the instructional staff
members continue to gain more power in deciding program use, their perceptions may
change due to access to pertinent information. Identifying and rectifying adverse
discrepancies would only help ESD 112 become more effective as a service organization.
-over two-thirds of the respondents indicated that there was some type of constraint
encountered when accessing the service provided by Educational Service District 112.
Distance was the major access constraint identified by the respondent group. This would
support the notion that the ESD should continue to investigate possibilities for making
services more readily available to its patrons, especially to those districts a considerable
distance from the ESD.
As discussed earlier, Pacific County is one of those counties farthest from ESD
112's offices, and is the county group that consistently rated the ESD as "less effective"
than other county groups on the general effectiveness questions. On the other hand,
Skamania and Wahldakum Counties could also be described as outlying districts, and these
county groups gave the best overall effectiveness ratings of all six county groups.
Researching why these two county groups rate the ESD higher may lead to some possible
strategies on how to deal with the lower ratings indicated by the Pacific County group.
•School districts with more than 2000 students and school districts with 0-300
students had a nearly equal overall effectiveness response rate, with the more than 2000
student group having a slightly lower response mean (indicating a "more effective" rating
response).
The fact that the more than 2000 sized school district group had such a high overall
effectiveness rating could be attributed to the distribution of the district office group-which
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had the highest effectiveness position group rating response-and in which 100% of this
group is found in the more than 2000 sized school district group. The 0-300 sized school
district effectiveness rating could be attributed to the individual districts' dependence on so
many of ESD 112's programs and services. Especially since this size of school district
would have to rely on the ESD for so many necessary services that are minimized due to
the number of staff members.
If the larger sized school districts do not depend on the services of the ESD as

heavily as do the smaller sized school district, it would be beneficial to ESD 112 to
investigate and compare what similar positive aspects the two groups have in common in
regards to the ESD, if any. The ESD may have to look at program involvement for smaller
districts and inservice involvement of the larger districts as the answer.
•Although discussion immediately following this paragraph will identify related
findings from a previous study (Ruel, 1986), it should be noted here that the teacher
position group included ESD 112 personnel (3% of the teacher group and 2% of the total
group). It is not known how much these affected the teacher group response, since 30%
or less of the teacher group responded on the last 36 rating questions. Ruel (1986) found
that ESD personnel consistently rated ESD services as "always effective" or "frequently
effective."
Related Findines

As mentioned in the review of the literature (Chapter III), a single investigation
similar to this one was performed in a statewide study which included all ESDs in the State
of Washington (Ruel, 1986). Although Ruel's study included a more diverse sample of
respondents and investigated a broader range of services, the following findings from both
studies appear to be similar:
•That an "effective" rating was most often given when respondents were asked to
rate the effectiveness of the total ESD organization.
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•That a majority of the respondents found in both studies did not have enough
knowledge about individual programs and services to properly rate them.
•That the majority ofESD programs and services are perceived as "effective" by the
organization's patrons. Although Ruel's (1986) study was more comprehensive in the

scope of services being investigated, he still found nearly 80% of these services were given
an "effective" rating by respondents, with less than 9% of the services receiving an
"ineffective" rating. This study found that all programs and services investigated were
given an "effective" rating.
•That the district office or centtal office administrator groups (which includes
assistant superintendents, directors, superintendents, etc.) were found to rate ESD
programs and services as "more effective" than teachers and building administrators.
•That smaller sized school districts tended to indicate a "more effective" ratings of
programs and services offered than larger school districts. It should be recognized that the
smaller sized school districts are more dependent on ESD services than the larger school
districts which can maintain their own programs. A difference in findings from this study
shows two groups of smaller sized schools (301-800 to 801-1300 students) were found to
have significantly higher response means than lager schools (more than 2000 students),
indicating a "less effective" rating.
Survey Instmment

The survey instrument appears to have been effective in ascertaining the perceptions
of effectiveness that public school educators held toward ESD 112. The author would
recommend the use of the instrument in similar research situations or by ESD personnel.
Although the content will definitely have to vary according to the specific offerings of the
individual ESD, the survey instrument used in this study proved to be an effective and
efficient research tool.
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In regard to future research, the instrument lends itself to appropriate modification.

The variety and volume of infonnation sought by the instrument can be changed on the
basis of the programs and services offered by the target ESD and the purpose of the
evaluation. ·
There are several points worth discussing that pertain to the future use of this
instrument. First, the structure of the instrument provided a good format for collecting
both a variety and volume of information from the respondents. Second, the content of the
instrument allowed the author to draw direct conclusions about specific programs and
individual services. Third, the survey instrument provided an efficient fonnat for the
transfer of infonnation from the survey into the data set used for analysis. Fourth, the
same survey instrument was used for all respondents and eliminated any data treatment
problems associated with multiple survey strategies.
The author would recommend that any future research attempts which utilize this
survey instrument direct close attention to the demographic and general infonnation
questions. Questions which may have strengthened the survey instrument used in this
study are: a) Have you had direct contact with the ESD in you professional career? b) Do
you feel you are an advocate of the ESD? and c) Do you feel the ESD is a necessary
component of the public educational system?

LIMITATIONS
Factors which have been identified as possible limitations of this study are
recognized and discussed in the following narrative.

1. The findings reponed in this study are specific only to the respondents and
educational environment presently found in the Educational Service District 112 service

area. Although generalizations may be applicable to other ESD organizations in the State of
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Washington and the nation, complete confidence in generalizing these findings for anything
more than identifying possible trends is unwarranted due to the limited focus of study.
2. The perceptual content and context of the individual respondent is limited to the
knowledge base held by that individual. This is in regards to the different ESD 112
programs and services with which the respondent has been in contact.
3. The findings of this study relate to only the programs and services in the areas
of curriculum, instruction, and special services which are offered by ESD 112. General
questions regarding the total ESD 112 organization should be viewed with the
understanding that there are many programs individual respondents will never come in
contact with because of their position of employment.
4. The results generated from the sample used in this study may be different from
what might be found if the whole population were used, due to errors in sampling. Thus,
the findings from this study may not necessarily reflect the perceptions of all public school
educators in the ESD 112 service area.
S. The survey was limited in scope and size to that which was felt to adequately

assess different educators' perceptions of effectiveness. An exhaustive instrument would
have been unmanageable to the respondents, and would likely would have decreased the
response rate.
6. This study is subject to response errors given by individual respondents, and
also to errors of estimation, tabulation, and the subsequent interpretation of findings that

have been reported.
7. Data were collected by a "self-reporting" format and are subject to errors and
personal biases of the subjects responding to the survey instrument. The self-administered
questionnaire was based on a closed ended fonnat for the purpose of compiling the results
more efficiently, but relied on the respondents to state their perceptions accurately. In
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order to maintain complete confidentiality, this study did not attempt to ascertain the
reasons for respondents' answers to questions.
8. Although 51% of the population surveyed returned their surveys, the findings of
this study may or may not be indicative of the peteeptions held by the other 49% of the

population not responding.
FUTURE RESEARCH
Drawing from the summary and conclusions of the fmdings previously discussed in
this chapter,. several suggestions for future research in this topic area are suggested.
1. What are the positive and negative organizational practices of an Educational

Service District? What makes a good, effective ESD? What makes a poor, ineffective
ESD?
2. What current organizational practices (e.g. structure, communication,
interpersOnal) are impacting the peteeptions of ESD patrons? Do any of these practices
have a positive effect on ESD patrons' perceptions of program effectiveness? Do any of
these practices have a negative effect on ESD patrons' perceptions of program
effectiveness'?
3. How does an educational service district interact with different types of public
school educators'? What interpersonal processes happen at what levels of the Educational
Service District and the individual school district'?
4. What means of communication best disseminates information from the
educational service district to the districts to which it provides services? With increased
technology, is there a more effective and efficient way to communicate and/or provide
services to districts, and in particular outlying districts? Where are ESD to district
communication breakdowns likely to occur? Why, and what strategies might avert these
breakdowns?
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5. What would be the feasibility of opening "satellite" educational service district
offices which would provide more equitable service levels to outlying districts? Is there
equality in the services provided by an educational services district to individual school
districts?
6. What are the possible service limitations (how much, what kind) of an
educational service district? Should the educational service district continue to grow as
mid-level bureaucracy? Should the State be distributing funds currently going to ESDs to
individual school districts? Do public school educators feel funds used to operate the
educational service district could be more effectively and efficiently used at the district
level?
7. Should the educational service district provide regular classroom instruction to a
public school district? Specifically, how effective are the direct instructional programs
offered by the educational service district?

·

8. What other types of evaluation would be effective in evaluating an Educational
Service District? A qualitative approach? A different quantitative approach? Or some type
of meta-evaluation sttategy?
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Survey: Perceived Effectiveness of ESD 112's Programs and Services
Bafl11rouad lafor•allo•
I. What posilioa do ,au laold ill dlis diarict7
01 E1cmcncarJ Sdlaal Tcacller
Cl2 Middle Sc11oa1 Tcacller

03 Hi&fl Scllaal Teldlcr

04
05

Dislrica~Suppad~
(Coualdor,l.i1nriD, Specillia. CIC.)
ESD Caliliclsed Suppad Ealplo,.,c

(Special Ed., Spoa ~CIC.)

06 ElciDaiUIJ Sdlaal Prillcipil
07 Middle Sdlaal Priacipll
08

Geaeral laf-•doll

7. How WC~Ukl ,au I'IIC ,aur unclcnlanding or lhe
runca..w IIIII J1111P11C of ESD 112?
Cll Complcle llldenranding

Ct! Good tllbsllrldiq
Cl3 Madcalle~
0. Mislillld .sena.ndinJ
Cl5 No lllldenlladinJ
8. To wllll ealall ~~~~,au been involved wilh programs
Cl' tr:rril:a proridcd 111 ESD 112 in lhc lasllwo

Hi&fl Sdloal Prialcipll
Scboal Prillcipd
010 Assisllll& Middle Scboal Prillcipll
0 II AssiSIIIII HIP Sclloal Priacipll
012Scboalllon .....

..,

09 Assisllll& m~•~•

013S~Ofrce
(Assl Supc.. Dftclor, ere.)

2. How many yeus ba~ ,oglleaacmploJcd (CI'becfta
bolniiiiCIIIbcr) in tllia ICIIDol disuics7

_ _ Yaa
3. How many years bawl ,au lleaa cmploJcd (CI' becft a
bolnl member) ill educllioa Ia lhe s. of
Wasllinpln?

Jf:lft?

CliNo~

Ct! 1·.5 pniiJIIIIIIIcnices

036-10~
0.11·20~
Cl5 Mare IMI 20 Jlftiii'IIIIS{sicea
06 All JIIUIIIIIIS

9. To your bowled&c. does ,our dislric:1 usc ANY
Dwica providod by ESD 112?
01 Ya
02 No
03 Unknown
(IFNoCI'Uablowii,OO'lOQUESnON 14.)

ao. Wbal rna of pn1111111111111 seMc:es does your disuict
uc7
0 I Mollly Sllldall oriancd
Ct! Moldy Teldlc:r oricnltAI

03

..

Moldy Malinislmivc orienled

04 Some CGnllliallion ol diose above

_

4. In willa size cisaict ans Jill an&lloJed'l
01 0·300 .....
Cl2 301·800 ......
03 101 • 1300 IIDdca&a
04 1301 • 2000 IIUdcllls
05 200 I + Sllldclls
S. In whaa COUIIly is your dislrict loc:a&cd'1
01 Clark
01 CowUIZ
03Kiickilll
04 l'lc:irlc

as skamania

06 Wabkilkunl
6. lllghc:sl eduaaionallevclR:Idlcd?

0 I H.S. Diploma
02 Bachelor's

03
!J.t

Master's
PhD/EdD

YCIII

,... ,_...,

ll.la,aarpaea&pcllidal.llowdoesESD 112 affccl

OJ Vf!IJ lllaCII
ClZ Soalewlll&

Cb Vf!IJn.lc
04 Nalaull
Cb Daa'lbow

12. Whll CDftllnlillts do J0U CIICIDUIIICI in accessing ESD
IJ2.-ic:a7
.01 None

Cb Dislulce

Ci3

Coftllic:lilla wodtina hours
Q.a F'IIIIIICa
0.5 LICk of iiiJ'CI'IIIIIion aboul ESD 112
06 Reasons ISIOCialed wiah local disllicl

07 Combination or rc;asons

13. Do ,au red ESD II21J10vides limely service~ (i.e.
ma1cri.21s dislribulioft, erficienl communirariun~.
c•a:ullllg scrviceund JWOII':IIIIs)?
OJ Yes
Ol No
14. Du you lhinlt YllW' S«:huul di\Url'l ,fMiuld l·•"ur.rrl -.ulr
ESU II~ for ccnain 'ICIViccs and ptnj:r.lm~··
:II \'cs
~2 "':n
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For lilt re•alalaa lte... pleue ue tile followtaa ndaa sale for JODr auwen.
1•......•••..••••• 2 •.••..••..•.••.• 3 ......•.•......•. 4 ••••••••••••••.• 1................., ................ 0
Eatn~Ddy
No lnfannalion
lnefrec&ive or No& Applicable

lns&ructloul aacl Carrlcalall Senkes: Many or die savicallld coaperlllivaassocilled willa curriculum llld insuuc&ion

are: Studcat Tcacllcr PiJaC. IIIICIVice Gran& Commiace, Wllale 1.anpqe Sappan Group, TCICher Assisiii!U l'rop'lln, Sllfl

DevclcpacM Plvjeca. Sclf.SIIIdy Moclela,llld Knowlecfle lowi/HIJialy Day/All Show, Tllfrc Safely Coopenaive. Mount SL
Hdefts CarricuiDm. i'ftljact Write. Jbao.Baled educalion, priCddaacn' WOibbapl.llld sullllanco-abuse propama. Abo Included
in die ~ diwlliaa ofESD 11211 die lallruc:tianal Media Cealer. Tbe IIIOdla ccaw CIIIIIUI oC die lnsauctional Malerills
CCICipCIIIhc llld lbeMaficnl Tecllnololr Ccnlcr.
2~. ""Do

:roa rec1 :roa bow caoap llloulq or 11ae Curricululllllld lnlaucUanal Setviceii'"JIIIIIIs provided to your disuic:110 nte

diem?
0 l YES

0 2

NO"""-"""Jr YES conlinue widl iwD 26.,11111 nte diose i&ans. Jr NO go 10 item 44.

How Errec&ive would you IIIC die """"""
26.....TOIII Curriculum and lnllnlcaional propms IlleS serviccsofl'ered by ESD 112 in your cliSirict?

01

02

Ol

04

o~

:16

ao

27 •....Cuniculum and IIISIIUCiional STAFF in providill& services 10 you clisU"ic:1?

OJ

02

OJ

02

Ol

04

as

:lli

oo

OJ

04

as

:lh

:lo

TillS~

DI\YS

211 ..•.. ESD communicalion devic:esconcc:min_l Curriculum and lnsuuclional pro&JIIIIS and sc:rv1lc~?

PlEASE RETURN TillS SURVF.Y WI
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1••••••••••••••••• 1....••.•.....••. 3 •••••••••••••••••4 •••••••••••••••• 5 ••••••••••••••••• 6 •••••••••••••••• 0
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Exaandy
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or Noc Applicable

01

a2

01

a2

a3

a4

as

01

a2

a3

a4

as

a6

as

a6

ao
ao
ao
ao
ao
ao
ao
ao
ao

as
as
as

a6

Oo

a6

ao

as

a6

Oo

Cit

a2

a3

04

as

a6

02

03

a4

as

a6

30• ....laavice ill die 11as ol curriculum llld iiiSU'IICiioa poYided by lhc: ESD?

01

3J• ....5cnic:a pruwidcd by cbe fiknricml TcdlnoJou Ceated

02

Cit

03

a4

as

a3

a4

as

32. .".lalniceGnnt Commiaee ill lllocalin& runds lor Sllll' clevclopmeiMIIIISCIVice projects?

OJ
02
33. "".SIIIdeal TCidlcr PiiOl Propwn?
OJ
02

as

03

34. ""Tacbcr Auiswlcc Prop.a?
35. ""WilDie~ Svi1J11111 Gmup?

as

36. .".5cudca& ill¥01vcd progras (Knowfed&e Bowi/Histary Day/An Show)?

37. ""TIIII"IC SICcay Coopauive?
2
38••-Salllllnco-Abuse propams7
1
2

a•
a
a
a
39••...Project Write propam?
a1
a2

06

a3
a3

40••".Pnctitioncd Wortshops?

01
a2
a3
a4
41. -lnsauclional Media CoapenDvc STAFF wbcn providiDJ you service?
01
a2
a3
a4

a6

Oo

42. "".5crrices (ocber dian rdms IIIII video) you receive lmm die ESD lnsuuclional Media Coopmlivc?

01

a2

a3

a4

as

al

a2

a3

a4

as

43. "..Film/Yidcol you m:cive &om cbe lnsuucaional Media Coopauive?

ao
ao

a6

Special Senlces Dlvlll•: Tllil diYilioa's ICIVica iDcJude: lnJr:rvic:c Traiaiasllld Prosnm Review, Seriously Behavior
Disalderl'qri!D (SBD), Audiolag ~ Rqloaal Early Cllildhoocl Coordinllian, and Prra:hool SmaUn:. This division &!so
includes die Special Educatloa, Jlincrut, llld Dircc& lnsll'uclion coopcraliva. T1lcle include: Psycholoaicll Services,
Commlllicllions Disorders Scrvic:es, HCirins Services, Molar Therapy Services, ~hool Services, Special Educalion Support
AssiSIUIIS ill Rural Alas {SESARA). The Special Educalion Dim:tlnslNCiion services provides districts with miSICr teachers,
classroom te~ehcn. and clusroom ISiisanls ill special edUCIIioa.

44 •••"DoJOU led you Jcnoweaouatubauuny oldie: Special SavicaproJI'IIIIS provided 10 yourdisuictto nrc them?
0 I YES
2 NO·-·-""'"Ir YES. conti:lue willa item 45., and nrc those items. Jr NO so to the return
mailiq insauctions on next page.

a

How Effective would you fiiC the.-"""
45.....TOCII Special Services JII'OPIIIIS oll'ercd by ESD 112?

aa
aa

a2

OJ

02

03

01

a2

OJ

a2

OJ

02

a3

a4

as

06

a4

a6

a..

as
as

ao
ao

06

:lo

04

:Js

:l6

Ju

04

:Js

:l6

46.....Special Services STAFF in providinsiCIVices ., your dislrict?

47.....ESD communicalioa devices c:onccming Special Services JII'Oifiii1S and services?

4R..... ESD as 1 resource CCIIIU lor spccill education mlliUs?

01

49.

.lll~Ce

:J1

provided by Special Service in lhc: area of spccill educaliun'

PLEASE RETURN THIS SURVEY WITIII!"

'Ju
~

I> A Y S

221

1•.••••••.••••.••• 2•••••••••••••••. 3 ..••.....•.•••••• 4 .••••••••••••••• 5 ••••••••••••••••• 6 ••••...•.•..•..• 0
Vuy
Efl'cctivc
lnclrcctive
Vffll'/
Exaandy
No Jnform11ion
Effcctive
Efl'ecd¥e
Jnclrcctive
lnell'cctive or Not Applicable
SO••••.Spccill Educllian Pqr.a ltcvicw (fCidcr.ll and Slate compliance monilllrilll) ICIVita7
Exii'CIIIely

03

04

02

03

04

01

02

03

04

as
as
as
as

01

02

03

04

Os

06

01

02

03

04

OS

06

Oo
Oo

Ot

02

03

04

5I•..•• Agcacy IIIII Cammuai&y Lilison ICI'Viccs within your dislric&?

02

OJ

52. OM.Prctchool ScrecniJIIICIViccs7

OJ

53•....AuclioJoP:alllld belrins services 7

54.....Rqiond ClriJ cbildllood coordinllion service?

S5•.•..Seriously Bdllvior Disablal Propam (SBD for seriously bchlviorally cl.illurtcd 11Udems)7

56. "".School psycllalop:al services?

06

oo

06

oo

06

oo

06

oo

01

02

03

O•

as

06

oo

01

02

03

04

Os

06

Oo

03

04

as

06

oo

03

a4

as

06

oo

06

oo

01
02
03
a4
06
62..".sTAfF oldie Spocial EdUCIIian Dircc:t IIISiniCtion Sd coapallivc [lc. special ed. teiCbcrs)?
01
02
03
04
as
06

oo

57.....Communicllioa clisardell scrvica7

58. ".. Mocor thenpy ICIVicca1

01

02

59. '".Prcscbool handicap ICIVicc7

01

02

60. ""Traillins of Special EdUCIIioa Support AssiSianls ill Raral Alas (SESARA)?

01

02

03

as
as

04

61. •••.Spa:ial Educllioa Direct IIISIIUCiian SIIIT cooperalivc (special ediiCIIioa ICIYica)?

oo

Thank You For Completing This Survey!

RETURN MAn.ING INSTRUCTIONS
A. If you are a BOARD MEMBER, SUPERINTENDENT, or a member of dte
CENTRAL OFFICE STAFF please return dtis survey to your district office for a
return mailing to ESD 112.
OR

B. If you are a TEACHER, SUPPORT PERSONNEL. PRINCIPAL, or ASSISTANT
PRINCIPAL, please rerum this survey to your building secretary for a return mailing
to ESD 112-via your district office.
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APPENDIXB
SUMMARY TABLES OF MEAN RESPONSES AND PERCENTAGES OF
RESPONDENTS
According to:
Position Grouping
Years of Experience in Present District Grouping
Years of Experience in State of Washington Grouping
District Size Grouping
County Location Grouping
Degree Level Grouping

Copyright o 1990

Thomas J.

20. lnteroersonal Skills
21. Promoting teachinRProc:ess
22. Productive Service
Adminisllation
23. Useful Evaluations
'---24. ESD 112 Total Promm

Individual Needs

15. Relevant Services
16. Useful Knowledge
and lnfcxmalion
17. Timely Services
18. Meeting Needs of
Palrons
19. Adjusting to
2.580
2.714
2.753
2.935
2.561
2.796
2.729
2.907
2.727

85%
sscr,
82%
76%
77%

80%
75%
61%
82%

2.905
3.068
2.909
3.127
2.930
3.060
2.995
3.267
3.045

2.697

87%

2.996

84CJ7

88%
69%
91%

90%

90%

2.690
3.077
2.857

2.633

2.889
2.828

2.733

89CJ1

90%

2.643
2.871

2.767

92%

91%

85%
76CJ7
82%

88%

79%
sscr,

88%

82%
91%

88%

2.622
2.871
2.588

2.541

2.658
2.595

2.359

2.341
2.595

2.512

82CJ7
69%
96CJJ

82CI

84CJ7
82CJ,

87CJ7

91CJJ
93CJJ

91%

1:-

Principal
Tea:her
Assistant Principal
Boanl Memtxr
n=519
n= 109
n=34
n•4S
Mean IRespon- Mean I Respon- Mean IRespon- Mean
dent%
dent%
dent%

Rockefeller

Total Group= 769
Total'""'
•769or1~
Effectiveness Rating Question
Number and Tooic

2.517
3.041
2.567

2.982

2.842
2.557

2.705

2.417
2.379

2.583

97%

~

94CJ7

90%

92%
98CJ7

98%

97CJ7
94CJJ

97%

DiSirict Office
n•62
Mean I Respondent%

SUMMARYTABLBFOR 10TAL RESPONDENTS BY FIVE POSTION GROUPS REGARDING MEAN
RESPONSE AND PBRCBNTAGB OF GROUP RESPONDING 10 GENERAL
BFFECITVENBSS QUESTIONS FlFfEBN THROUGH 'IWBNTY-FOUR

TABLE LXIX

'

I

~

Mean

27$
26%
26%
28!JI
28%
17%
16'11
12%
13%
12%
17%
9%
15%
IS%
13%
22%
19%
28%

1:-

Teacher
n=519

26. TOIII e&:l2.894
27. C&l Staff
2.920
28. C&l Communications
2.925
2.903
29. C&l Resource Center
30. C&IInservices
2.877
31. Ed. Tech. Center Services
2.900
32.1nservice Grant Committee
3.131
33. Student Teacher Pilot Prog.
3.094
34. Teacher Assistence Prog.
:uoo
35. Whole Language SuPPOrt
2.813
36. Student Involved Proa.
2.977
37. Traffac Safetv
3.106
38. Substance-Abuse
3.145
39. Proiect Write
3.038
40. Practioners' W
2.942
41. Instructional Media Staff
2.S6S
42. Instructional Media Services 2.737
2.708
43. Films and Videos
Copyright 0 1990 Thomu J. Rockefeller

Total Group • 769
Total
•769 or IOQCJ,
Effectiveness Rating Qucsdon
Number and TODic
2.868
2.788
2.714
2.776
2.698
2.512
2.512
2.526
2.522
2.310
2.645
2.677
2.889
2.694
2.610
2.375
2.575
2.333

49$
48%
45!JI
45!JI
49$
39$
39$
35%
421J,
27!JI
28'11
19%
33%
33'11
38'11
44%
37!JI
44%

I

2.769
2.769
2.667
2.643
2.857
3.000
2.727
2.667
2.750
2.750
2.727
2.714
3.000
2.800
2.727
2.727
2.727
2.500
S6CJJ
S6CJJ
35CJJ
41$
41%
24CJJ
32'11
26%
24%
12%
32%
21%
29%
29!JI
32'11
32%
32%
29%

I

2.545
2.182
2.667
2.500
2.500
2.625
2.333
2.250
2.500
2.667
2.444
2.714
2.500
2.500
2.429
2.500
2.900
2.667

2()11,

16%
18'11
13%
16%
22$
22$

2()11,

18%
18CJJ
13%

2()11,

22CJJ
22'11
18$

2()11,

24CJJ
24CJJ

t:-

Principal
Assistant Principal
Board Member
n=109
n=34
n=45
Mean
Respon- Mean
Respon- .Mean
dent$
dent CJ,

3.067
3.044
2.979
3.111
2.979
2.349
2.667
2.622
2.794
2.966
2.892
2.647
3.083
3.108
2.767
2.024
2.200
2.225

27$
58'11
60%
48%
68%
6SIJI
65%

6()IJ,

S5%
47$

6()IJ,

73!JI

69$

73'11
73'11
76'11
73!JI
77$

I

District Ofrtee
n•62
Mean
Respondent%

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY FIVE POSmON GROUPS REGARDING MEAN
RESPONSE AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP RESPONDING TO INSTRUCilONALAND
CURRICULUM QUESTIONS 1WENTY-SIX TIIROUGH FORTY-1HREE

TABLE LXX

I

I
I

~

1

Princinal
n= 109
Respon~~n- Mean
dent CJ,
dent%
30%
2.460
46%
30%
2327
45%
28%
2.532
43%
41%
28%
2.444
23%
2.744
39%
20%
2.526
35%
26%
15%
3.036
21%
2.364
30%
27%
2.528
49%
18%
2.464
26%
16%
2~741
25111
31111
27%
2.529
23%
2.519
35%
20%
2.595
34%
14111
21%
2.391
10111
2.538
12%
19%
2.621
27%
21%
2.467
28%

Teacher

n=519

2.845
2.724
3.161
3.007
3.195
3.076
3.429
2.716
2.714
2.824
3.376
3.122
2.933
2.961
2.806
3.080
3.061
2.703

Mean

Copyriaht C 1990 Thomu I. Rockefeller

46. Soecial Services Sraff
47. Special Services Common.
48. SPED Resource Center
49. SPED lnservices
Review
SO. SPED
51. Liaison Services
52. Preschool Screenimr
53. Audiolotrical Services
54. Earlv Clildhood Services
5S.SBD
56. Psyc:bolotrical Services
57. Common. Disorden
58. Motor Theraov
Service
59. Preschool H
60. SESARA
61. Direct Instruct. Sraff Cooo.
62. Dim:t Insttuctional Sraff

Total Group • 769
Total• 769 or 1~
Effectiveness Rating Question
Number and Tooic
45. Total Soecial Services Pro2.

I

Assistant Princioal
n=34
Mean
Respondent%
9%
2333
12%
2.500
2.667
9%
2.000
9%
2.667
9%
12%
2.500
2.500
6%
2.500
3%
3%
3.000
0%
0.000
6%
2.000
9%
2333
2.500
6%
3%
3.000
3%
3.000
2.000
3%
2.333
9%
9%
2.333
2.643
2.455
2.846
2.538
2.900
2.500
3.125
2.727
2.308
2.500
2.556
2.909
2.SS6
2.600
2.889
2.857
2.700
2.727

Mean

16%
22%
24'11

20%

22%

20%

24%

20%

31%
24%
29'11
29'11
22%
22%
18%
24%
29'11
22111

1:=:-

n•4S

Board Member

1.971
1.944
2.176
1.886
2.125
2.182
2.303
2.083
2.108
2.313
2.310
2.240
2.346
2.292
2.080
2.500
2.000
1.833

26%
35111
39%

4()11,

42%
39%

4()11,

52111
47111

6()11,

58%
55%
56%
52%
53%
53%
58%

S6CJ,

dent%

I

District Offacc
n•62
Mean
Respon-

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY FIVE POSmON GROUPS REGARDING MEAN
RESPONSE AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP RESPONDING TO SPECIAL SERVICES
QUESTIONS FORTY-FIVE 1HROUGH SIXTY-1WO

TABLE LXXI

'

~

84%

2.776
78%
79%
82%
77%
64%
59%

3.009
2.777
2.961
2.838
3.092
2.868

Copyright C 1990 Thomu J. Rockefeller

19. Adjusting to
Individual Needs
Skills
20.In
21. Promoting teachin2 Process
22. Productive Service
Administration
23. Useful Evaluations
24. ESD 112 Total ProJmllll

Patrons

86%
86%

2.883
3.253
2.968

3.014

3.060
2.849

2.870

2.812
2.952

65%
86%

80%

83%

80%

79%

84%

88%
89%

90'11

2.955
3.157
2.947

2.849

3.045
2.842

2.906

2.823
2.903

2.938

2.722
2.900

2.900

86%

89%

84%
66%

88%

83%
90'11

91%

91%
88%

91%

1:

2.844

I

15. Relevant Services
16. Useful Knowledge
and Infonnalion
17. Timelv Services
18. Meeting Needs of

I

0-IOYears
11-20Years
21 +Years
n=407
n=256
n=106
Mean
Respon- Mean
Respon- Meal
dent%
dent%

Total Group • 769
Total Resoonse = 769 or l()()tl,
Effectiveness Rating Question
Number and Tooic

i

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY 1HREE YEARS EXPERIENCE IN DISTRICI'
GROUPS REGARDING MEAN RESPONSE AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP
RESPONDING TO GENERAL EFFECfiVENESS QUESTIONS FIF'I'EEN
THROUGH 1WENTY-FOUR

TABLE LXXII

~

0\

2.901
2.850
2.950
2.917
2.889
2.737
2.837
2.733
2.810
2.770
2.911
2.860
3.094
3.085
2.759
2.470
2.649
2.581
19%
29%
24%
30%

20%

32%
31%
30%
32%
33%
23%
24%
18%
21%
18%
22%
12%
21%

34~

21%
29%
26%

24~

21~

IS%

23%

18~

21%
22%

25~

26%

34~

34~

33%
32%

~~~-~~

2.930
2.917
2.829
2.849
2.782
2.522
2.762
2.836
2.714
2.696
2.707
2.795
2.981
2.770
2.736
2.419
2.507

I

2.826
2.872
2.750
2.867
2.837
2.867
2.903
2.769
3.154
2.583
3.000
3.003
2.964
2.923
2.962
2.314
2.667
__2.472

26%
2S%
2S%
33%
34%
34%

9%

43%
44%
45%
42%
46%
28%
29%
25%
25%
11%
26%

1:-

0-lOYears
11-20Years
21 +Years
n=407
n=256
n=106
Mean 1Respon- Mean
Respon- Mean
dent%
dent~

Copyrisht 0 1990 Thomu J. Roetefeller

26. Total Cell Program
27. Cell Staff
28. Cell Communications
29. C&I Resotm:e Center
30. Cell Inservices
31. Ed. Tech. Center Services
32.1nservice Grant Committee
33. Student Teacher Pilot ProR.
34. Teacher Assistence ProR.
35. Whole Lal'lguaJI:c SuPPOrt
36. Student Involved ProR.
37. Traffic Safety
38. Substanc:e-Abusc
39. Project Write
40. Praclioners' WorkshoPS
41. InslnJClional Media Staff
42. Insttuclional Media Services
43. Films and Videos

Total Group= 769
= 769 or 1004
TotalR
Effecliveness Raling Queslion
Number and Tooic

I

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY 1HREE YEARS EXPERIENCE IN DISTRICI'
GROUPS REGARDING MEAN RESPONSE AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP
RESPONDING TO INSTRUCTIONAL AND CURRICULUM
QUESTIONS 1WENTY-SIX 1HROUGH FORTY-THREE

TABLE LXXIII

ti

25%
22%
30%
29%
26%
20%
14%
24%
27%

3S%

29CJ,

27%
21%
28%

2.8SS

2.731
3.012
2.464
2.570
2.600
3.023
2.861
2.617
2.673
2.549
2.714
2.684
2.S19

I

0-lOYears
n=407
Mean
Respondent%
2.537
36%
36%
2.384
34%
2.1S9
2.629
34%

Copyright C 1990 Thomu 1. Rockefeller

60. SESARA
61. Direct lnsttucL Staff Coop.
62. Direct Instructional Staff

59. Preschool Handicao Service

58.Mob>r~DY

Total Group • 769
•769orl00%
TotaiR
Effectiveness Raling Question
Number and Topic
4S. Total S~ial Services Prog.
46. Soccial Services Staff
47. Soecial Services Common.
48. SPED Resource Center
49. SPED lnscrvices
SO. SPED Pro21'811l Review
Sl. Liaison Services
S2. Preschool Screening
S3. Audiol0£ic:al Services
54. Early Childhood Services
SS. SBD Pro21'811'1
56. PsvcholoRical Services
S1. Common. Disorders

I

11-20Years
n-256
Mean
Respondent%
2.803
30%
2.818
30%
3.181
28'1»
2.92S
26%
3.083
23%
2.962
20%
3.2SS
18%
2.729
23%
2.648
28%
2.844
18%
3.190
16%
3.060
26%
22%
3.054
3.029
20%
2.718
15%
3.143
11%
18%
3.065
2.680
20%
3.000
2.789
2.333

2.SS6

2.6n
2.545
2.973
2.567
2.824
2.316
2.323
2.313
2.500
2.6S2
2.842
2.625

2.4SS

2.676

21'1»
22%
18%
15%
8%
3CJJ
18%
20%

IS%

32'1»
31CJ,
29%
31%
27'1»
28%
16%
18%
29%

,

t=

21 +Years
n=l06
Mem

GROUPS REGARDING MEAN RESPONSE AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP
RESPONDING TO SPECIAL SERVICES QUESTIONS
FORTY-FIVE THROUGH SIXTY-'IWO

I

SUMMARY TABLBFOR TOTAL RESPONDENTS BYTIIREE YEARS EXPERIENCE IN DISTRICI'

TABLE LXXIV

~

00

83%

2.826

2.988

81%
75%
62%
83%

3.007
2.887
3.125
2.927

2.860
3.213
2.931

3.046
2.785

77%
78%

2.824

2.764
2.891

3.055
2.873

Copyright C 1990 Thomu J. Rockefeller

19. Adjusting to
Individual Needs
Skills
20. Inrc
21. Promoting reachinRProcess
22. Productive Service
Administtation
23. Useful Evaluations
24. ESD 112 Toral Promun

Patrons

84%
86%

79%
64%
85%

82%

80%

78%

84%

87%
87%

89%

3.106
2.864

2.863

2.974
2.763
2.863

2.829

2.1SS
2.867

2.823

2.778
2.983

2.886

86%

90%

85%
68%

89%

84%
871JJ

91%

91%
92%

91%

J:-

2.901

I

IS. Relevant Services
16. Useful Knowledge
and Information
17. Timely Services
18. Meeting Needs of

I

0-IOYears
11-20Ycms
21 +Years
n=283
n=306
n= 180
Mean
Respon- Mean
Respon- Mean
dent%
dent%

Total Group=- 769
TotaiR
=769or100%
Effecti\'eDCSS Rating Question
Number and Topic

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY 1HREE YEARS EXPERIENCE IN STATE
GROUPS REGARDING MEAN RESPONSE AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP
RESPONDING TO GENERAL EFFECTIVENESS QUESTIONS
FIFI'EEN THROUGH 1WENTY-FOUR

TABLE LXXV

~

Copyri&ht

e
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24%
23%
22%
24%
24%
I6%
I6%
I2%
IS%
IS%
IS%
IO%
13%
14%
I3%
21%
174
24%

2.9I3
2.920
2.824
2.802
2.803
2.S88
2.714
2.739
2.700
2.579
2.7I3
2.74S
2.040
2.868
2.76S
2.S2S
2.62I
2.S6S

2.884
2.8IS
3.066
3.029
2.9S7
2.978
3.043
2.971
2.976
2.90S
3.I40
3.148
3.10S
3.200
2.842
2.S08
2.771
2.672

38%
37%
3S%
38%
38%
28%
27%
23%
23%
I9%
26%
IS%
2S%
2S%
22%
32%
28%
38%

.JRespon-

26. Total C&l ...
27. Cell Staff
28. C&l Communications
29. C&l Resoun:e Center
30. C&llnservices
3I. Ed. Tech. Center Services
32.1nservice Grant Committee
33. Student Teacher Pilot Pro2.
34. Teacher Assislence Pro2.
3S. Whole LanRUQe Suooort
36. Student Involved ProR.
37. Traffic SafetY
38. Subsl811Ce-Abuse
39. Proiect Wrile
40. Practioners' W
41.1nsttuctional Media Staff
42. Instrucdonal Media Services
43. Films and Videos

I

11-20Years
0-IOYears
n=283
n=306
Mean
Mean
Respondent%
dent%

Total Group= 769
=769oriOO%
TotaiR
Effccli\'ellCSS Rating Question
Numla and Tooic
2.886
2.864
2.793
2.88S
2.8I2
2.597
2.726
2.692
2.889
2.7S8
2.849
2.840
2.981
2.868
2.769
2.221
2.462
2.406

44%
4S%
46%
43%
47%
34%
34%
29%
30%
18%
29%
14%
29%
29%
29%
38%
36%
38%

I

2I +Years
n= I80
Mean
Respondent%

I

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY 1HREE YEARS EXPERIENCE IN STA1E
GROUPS REGARDING MEAN RESPONSE AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP
RESPONDING 10 INSTRUCI10NAL AND CURRICULUM QUESTIONS
1WENTY-SIX TIIROUGH FORTY-TifREB

TABLE LXXVI

t..,)

w

0

I

0-10Years
n=283
Mean
Respondent%
2.670
32%
2.500
31%
2.952
30%
2.782
31%
3.014
2S%
2.906
23%
3.260
18%
2S%
2.SS6
2.614
31%
2.714
22%
3.151
19%
2.950
28%
2.635
26%
2.716
24%
2.735
17%
2.833
13%
22%
2.885
2.667
24%

Number and Tooic
45. Total Soecial Services Prog.
46. S~ial Services Staff
47. Soecial Services Common.
48. SPED Resoun:e Center
49. SPED lnservices
Review
SO. SPED
51. Liaison Services
52. Preschool Screening
53. Aodiolo2ical Services
54. Earlv Childhood Services
SS.SBD
S6._~hotomcal Services
57. Common. Disorders
58. Motor Therapy_
59. Preschool Handicap Service
60.SESARA
61. Direct lnstrucL StaffC<iop.
~~Direct Instructional Staff
Copyript C 1990 Thomas J. Rockefeller

Effecdveness Radng Quesdon

Tolal Group= 769
TolaiR
=769or100$

I

11-20Years
n=306
Mean
Respondent%
2.604
33%
2.588
33%
2.872
31%
2.728
30%
2.924
26%
22%
2.735
2.948
19%
2.566
2S%
30%
2.598
2.721
20%
3.127
18%
3.071
28%
2.920
2S%
2.914
23%
2.648
18%
11%
2.886
2.754
21%
22%
2.500
2.259
2.875
2.757
2.405

2.S9S

3.000
2.429
2.438
2.378
2.636
2.Sll
2.717

2.655

2.631
2.455
2.774
2.541
2.764

Me.

21%
23%

9%

Respondent%
36%
37%
34%
34%
31%
32%
22%
23%
36%
21%
24%
26%
26%
21%
IS%

I

21 +Years
n= 180

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY 1HREB YEARS EXPERIENCE IN STATE
GROUPS REGARDING MEAN RESPONSE. AND PERCENTAGE. OF GROUP
RESPONDING TO SPECIAL SERVICES QUESTIONS
FORTY-FIVE 1HROUGH SIXTY-1WO

TABLE LXXVll

~

2.860
3.050
2.904
3.131

88%
85%
89%

88%

2.573
2.884
2.689

2.865
2.744
3.0SS
2.759

ingProcess

22. Productive Service
Administration
23. Useful Evaluations
24. ESD 112 Total

Copyript C 1990 Thomu 1. Rockefeller

2.922
3.200
2.991

2.806
3.055

89CJ,
90CJ,

2.622
2.791

85Cfl
72Cfl
86%

2.918

IS. Relevant Services
16. Useful Knowledge
and Information
17. Timelv Services
18. Mcedng Needs of
Patrons
19. Adjusting to
Individual Needs
Skills
20.1n
21. Promoting teach81%
71'J,
84%

85%

79%
83%

85%

86%
87%

87%

2.959
3.310
3.025

3.084

3.160
2.913

2.909

2.873
3.066

3.006

84%
71'J,
91$

88$

88%
85CII

93%

94%
94'1,

9SCJ,

I

2.887
3.000
2.938

2.968

3.052
2.797

2.857

2.731
2.758

2.864

2.819

82CJ,

2.827
3.065
2.833

2.979
2.734

76CJ,
78'J,

82CJ,
57%
86$

2.835

2.727
2.778

88CJ,
87CJ,
83Cfl

2.805

87%

1:-

84CJ,

60CJ,

77%

79%

15%
79%

82CJ,

84CJ,
84CJ,

86$

I

301-800 Students 801-1300 SIUdents 1301-2000 SIUdent 2001 + Students
n= 126
n= 177
n=-76
n•2S7
Mean 1Respon- Mean
Mean
Rcspon-'
Respon- Mean
dent CJ,
dent CJ,
dent%

92Cfl

IRespon-

0-300 Students
n= 101
Mem
dent CJ,
2.742

Total Group • 769
Total• 741 or 96'1,
Effectiveness Rating Question
Number and Tooic

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY FIVE DISTRICf SIZE GROUPS REGARDING MBAN
RESPONSE AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP RESPONDING TO GENERAL
EFFEcriVENESS QUESTIONS FIFI'EEN 1HROUGH 1WENTY-FOUR

TABLE LXXVIII

~

•

38.Su~·Abuse

Copyright C 1990 Thomu J. Rockefeller

39. Proiect Write
40. Practioners' Workshops
41. lnsttuclional Media Slaff
42. lnslniCtional Media Services
43. Films and Videos
35%

299&
30%

37'11
36'11
35'11
38$
38%
28%
28$
17$
18%
16%
22$
11%
31%
21%
21%

2.958
2.870
3.022
3.041
3.041
2.848
3.115
2.789
3.182
3.059
3.167
3.188
3.286
3.056
3.200
2.268
2.676
2.479

38%
37%
37%
39%
39%
26%
21%
15%
17%
13%
24%
13%
22%
149&
16%
33%
29%
38%

3.016
3.016
3.053
3.083
3.000
2.791
3.075
2.923
3.000
2.765
2.912
2.846
3.206
3.229
2.906
2.558
2.735
2.561
32~

18%
29%
28%

20$

34'11
34'11
32$
34%
35$
24%
23$
22%
23$
199&
19%
IS%
19%

3.000
2.900
2.571
2.619
2.708
2.829
2.941
2.798
2.944
2.769
2.722
3.091
3.000
3.059
2.824
2.474
2.600
2.579

28'11
26'11
28'11
28%
32%
22%
22%
25'11
24$
17$
24%
14'11
16%
22'11
22%
25$
20%
25%

30%

23$
25$
189&
27%
13%
23'11

30%

36'11
35'11
34'11
35%
37$
27'11

26%
31'11
269&
2.54~- 33%

2.870
2.912
2.852
2.857
2.755
2.471
2.628
2.610
2.641
2.553
2.771
2.647
3.033
2.737
·2.519
2.400
2.470

2.622
2.556
2.600
2.632
2.684
2.750
2.672
3.059
2.667
2.875
2.773
2.909
2.645
3.000
2.810
2.241
2.600
2.429

1

26. To181 C&I27. C&:l Slaff
28. C&:l Communicalions
29. C&:l Resoun:e Center
30. C&:llnservices
31. Ed. Tech. Center SetYices
32. lnservice Grant Committee
33. Student Teacher Pilot ProR.
34. Teacher Assistence Prog,
35. Whole LanJW82e SUDDOrt
36. Student Involved Pro2.
37. TrafTac Safety

1:-

0-300 Students
301-800 Students 801-1300 Students 1301-2000 Student 2001 + Students
n= 101
n= 126
n= 177
n=76
n=2S7
Mean IRespon- Mean
Mean
Respon- Mean I Respon- Mean
Respondent%
dent%
dent%
dent%

TOial Group • 769
Total...
• 741 or 96'11
Effectiveness Rating Question
Number and TOPic

I

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY DISTRicr SIZE GROUPS REGARDING MEAN
RESPONSE AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP RESPONDING TO INSTRUCI10NALAND
CURRICULUM QUESTIONS 1WENTY-SIX THROUGH FORTY-1HREE

TABLE LXXIX

I

I

tJJ

fj

44%
44%
39%
41CJJ
31CJJ
31CJJ
27%
38%
46%

2.568
2.409
2.846
2.683
2.839
2.613
2.926
2.553
2.739
2.586
3.143
2.659
2.684
2.516
2.435
2.737
2.S4S
2.500
21%
4lfll
38CJJ
31%
23%
19%
33CJ,
36%

~

JRespondent%

Mean

0-300 Students
n= 101

Copyright C 1990 Thomu J. Rockefeller

TOial Group= 769
TOialR
=741or96$
Effectiveness Rating Question
Number and Topic
4S. TOial Soccial Services Pro2.
46. Soecial Services Staff
47. Special Services Common.
48. SPED Resoun:e Center
49. SPED Inservices
SO. SPED Pro21'8111 Review
51. Liaison Services
52. Preschool Screenin2
53. AudioiOirical Services
54. Early Olildhood Services
55.SBD
56. Psychological Services
57. Common. Disorders
58. Motor Therapy
59. Preschool Handicao Service
60. SESARA
61. DirectlnsttucL Staff Cooo.
62. Directlnslnletional Staff

I

301-800 Students
n= 126
Mean
Respondent%
2.750
41%
43$
2.593
42%
3.075
2.778
43%
3.051
31%
2.848
26%
3.407
21%
2.879
26%
2.605
34%
2.857
22%
3.423
21%
42%
3.038
2.829
28%
25%
3.097
3.120
20%
3.158
IS%
3.000
31%
2.628
34%

I

801-1300 Students
n= 177
Mean
Respondent%
4lt;f,
2.639
2.533
42%
38t;t,
2.912
2.585
37%
2.918
34%
2.759
33%
3.095 . 24t;f,
2.431
29%
2.647
38%
2.609
26%
2.923
29%
2.710
39%
2.688
36%
2.679
32%
2.SSO
23%
2.760
14%
2.830
30%
2.436
31%

1:-

I

·--

1301-2000 Student 2001 + Students
n=76
n=257
Mean
Mean
Respondent%
28%
2.952
2.397
23%
28%
2.714
21%
2.389
26CJ,
3.200
2.500
20%
24CJ,
3.111
2.574
21$
24%
2.714
3.278
19%
24%
3.111
2.614
17CJJ
18CJ,
14CJ,
3.643
2.649
21CJ,
2.311
2.625
18CJJ
33%
2.520
2.268
22%
2.929
18%
2.487
IS%
20%
14t;f,
3.400
2.571
25%
3.474
2.932
10%
25%
2.895
2.771
14%
2.882
22%
2.765
13%
17CJ,
2.615
2.320
10%
9%
3.286
2.625
6%
16CJ,
9t;f,
2.833
2.739
ncr,
18%
2.SS6
2.571

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY DISTRICf SIZE GROUPS REGARDING MBAN
RESPONSE AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP RESPONDING TO SPECIAL SERVICES
QUESTIONS FORTY-FIVE TIIROUGH SIXTY-1WO

TABLE LXXX

!

~

2.890
3.037

85%
86%
84%

2.768
2.845
2.860

78%

2.871
3.126
2.894
85%

2.897
3.242
3.008

3.102

8()41,

2.885
6()C.f,

3.186
2.943

16%
791J,

3.010
2.789

2.938

3.052

86CJJ

2.83S

2.744
3.063
2.733

2.924

84~

77%
63%
87%

2.852
2.652

2.551

2.593
2.813

2.670

78%
81%

85%

89%

9()41,

89CJJ

85%
78%
89%

91%

87%
881J,

88CJJ

90CJJ
90%

9()41,

1

3.229
3.677
3.400

3.629

3.600
3.206

3.054

2.944
3.410

3.308

81%
72%
819&

811JJ

81%
79%

86CJJ

84%
91%

91CJ,

I

2.805
3.029
2.842

2.905

2.833
2.732

2.667

2.744
2.864

2.804

82%
70%
16%

84%

84%
821J,

9()41,

86CJJ
88%

92CJJ

2.842
2.938
2.737

2.632

2.842
2.722

2.737

3.000

2.550

2.750

95%

8()CJ,

95%

951JJ

9()41,

95%

95%

1()()11,
95%

IOOCJ,

Cowlitz
PacifiC
Clark
Klickitat
Skamania
Wahkiakum
n•400
n•l5l
n•IOI
n=43
n•SO
n•20
Mean l~espn Mean ~~espn Mean ~espn Mean ~espn Mean ~~espn Mean fRespn
CJ,

Copyript C 1990 Thomu-J. Rockefeller

19. Adjusting to
Individual Needs
20. lnlerDersonal SkiDs
21. Promoting reachin Process
22. Productive Service
Adminisllation
23. Useful Evaluations
24. ESD 112 Total

Palmns

IS. Relevant Services
16. Useful Knowledge
and Infonnalion
17. Timely Services
18. Meeting Needs of

Total Group •769
ToralR
• 76S or 99CJJ
Effectiveness Rating Question
NIBilber and TOPic

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY SIX COUNTY GROUPS REGARDING MEAN
RESPONSE AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP RESPONDING TO GENERAL
EFFECTIVENESS QUESTIONS FIFrEEN 1HROUGH 1WENTY-FOUR

TABLE LXXXI

I

I

t-.)

~

CopyrisJtt

e

2.881
2.938
2.815
2.856
2.783
2.561
2.733
2.724
2.784
2.575
2.824
2.745
2.988
2.806
2.639
2.418
2.526
2.496
30%

341JJ
33%
33%
33%
34%
25$
26%
22%
22%
2096
23%
139b
219,1,
25$
21CX,
28%
24%

1

3.143
3.042
3.043
3.078
3.000
2.778
3.156
2.862
3.067
2.813
3.027
3.167
3.370
3.000
3.063
2.587
2.737
2.860

32%
32%
301JJ
34%
33%
24%
21%
19%
209&
11%
25%
12%
18%
211JJ
21%
30%
259&
33%

I

2.800 40%
2.789 38%
2.778 361JJ
2.872 39%
2.929 421JJ
2.967 30%
2.900 30%
3.158 19%
2.692 26%
3.250 20%
2.828 29%
3.000 171JJ
3.069 291JJ
3.650 209&
3.125 24%
2.500 32%
2.742 31%
2.450 40%

I

3.000 371JJ
2.941 401JJ
3.267 351JJ
3.118 40%
3.000 37%
3.091 261JJ
3.333 211JJ
3.200 231JJ
3.545 26%
3.286 16$
3.000 14%
2.833 141JJ
3.273 26%
3.143 16%
2.667 21%
2.800 35%
2.857 33%
2.882 40%

I

2.571
2.533
2.733
2.467
2.600
2.300
2.091
2.125
2.000
2.500
2.500
2.833
2.417
2.727
2.375
1.929
2.250
1.933

281JJ

20%
221JJ
161JJ
14411
161JJ
161JJ
121JJ
241JJ
22%
161JJ
28%
241JJ
30%

~
~

3()CI,
3()CI,

2.667 451JJ
2.111 451JJ
2.875 40%
2.750 40%
2.889 451JJ
2.571 351JJ
3.000 20%
1.500 10%
2.667 IS%
0.000 0%
2.800 251JJ
3.000 S%
2.750 20CJ,
2.000 59&
2.500 10%
1.750 40%
2.444 45%
2.444 4S%

1

Klickitat
Clark
Cowlitz
Pacific
Skamania
WahlciaJrum
n= lSI
n= 101
n=43
n=400
n•SO
n•20
Mean ~espn Mean ~espn Mean ~espn Mean ~espn Mean ~~espn Mean ~espn

1990 Thomu 1. Rockefeller

37. Tmffac SafelY
38. Substance-Abuse
39. Proiect Write
40. Practionels' w
4l.lnstructional Media Staff
42. Instructional Media Services
.4.3._Films and V~-----

36.S~tlnvolved~.

26. Total Cell27. C&l Staff
28. C&l Communications
29. C&I Resource Center
30. C&IInservices
31. Ed. Tech. Center Services
32. Jnservice Grant Committee
33. Student Teacher Pilot Protl.
34. Teacher Assistence Prosz.
35. Whole l..anJnJaRe SuPDOJt

Total Group • 769
Total Resoonse • 765 or 991JJ
Effectiveness Raling Question
Nmnber and Tooic

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY SIX COUN1Y GROUPS REGARDING MBAN
RESPONSE AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP RESPONDING TO INSTRUCfiONAL AND
CURRICULUM QUESTIONS 1WBNTY-SIX TIIROUGH FORTY-THREE

TABLELXXXn

I

I

~

0'1

2.S4S
2.923
2.762
2.967
2.829
3.087
2.410
2.4SO
2.583
2.933
3.104
2.720
2.765
2.491
2.800
2.790
17$
14CII
9%
16%

20CJ,

17%
21CII
26'11
18CII
19'11
19%

2()Cl,

23$

2S~

26%

289D
2.6SO
2.707
2.692
2.676
2.806
3.118
2.786
2.419
3.000
3.357
2.906
2.778
3.000
2.8SO
2.833
2.955

26$
27$
26$
23%
21%
11$
19$
28$
16$
9%
21%
18%
18%
13$
8%
IS$
2.375
2.800
2.467
2.925
2.703
2.968
2.488
2.729
2.SS2
2.968
2.617
2.512
2.487
2.500
2.727
2.511
37%
31%
41$
48$
29$
31%
47%
43%
39$
26$
22$
35$

4()11,

4SCJ&
4S%

489&
2.727 51$
2.9SS S1%
2.909 Sl%
3.167 42%
2.667 42%
3.083 28%
2.533 3S$
2.952 49CII
2.667 35CII
3.000 28%
3.125 S6$
3.533 35%
3.111 42$
2.929 33CII
3.556 21%
3.150 47%

2.409
3.000
2.778
2.933
2.62S
3.000
2.667
2.619
2.538
2.800
2.S2A
2.611
2.533
2.375
3.000
2.875

16$
J2CII
32CII

3()CI,

32%
24%
30'11
42CII
26CII
30%
42%
36'11

3()CI,

44$
32%
36%

2.357
3.000
2.600
2.667
2.833
3.286
2.81S
2.SS6
2.SOO
3.600
2.909
3.300
3.143
2.714
2.333
2.SOO

40$

3SCII
3SCII
1SCII

SO%

4S$
40$
2S%
55'11

4()11,

3S%

30%

1S%
45'11

(J()C;\

70$

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY SIX COUNTY GROUPS REGARDING MEAN
RESPONSE AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP RESPONDING TO SPECIAL SERVICES
QUESTIONS FORTY-FIVE 1HROUGH SIXTY-TWO

TABLELXXXm

~

2.935

83'11
79'11
83%
79'11

2.400
2.421
2.500
2.526
2.684
2.318
92%

79%

3.030
2.875

83'1

2.100

2.938
3.253
2.916

2.790

2.794
3.066

88'1
88'1

2.095
2.333

2.951

88'1

2.286

dent%

I

76'11
62%
83%

82%

78%
78%

83'1

86'1
87'1

89'1

dent%

I

2.864
3.131
2.930

3.012

3.067
2.784

2.896

2.797
2.881

2.876

82%
65%
87%

85'1

2.615
3.043
2.643

2.957

3.074
2.857

2.750

87CJ,
80'1
84'1

2.679
2.571

2.643

81'1
72%
88%

72'1

84'1
88'1

88'11

88'1
88'1

88'1

I

PhDJEdD
n=32
Mean
Respondent 'II

88'1
88'1

89'1

1:-

H.S. Dioloma
Bachelor's
Master's
n=24
n=298
n=409
Mean
Mean
Mem
ResponRespon-

Copyri&ht C 1990 Thomu J. Rockefeller

IS. Relevant Services
16. Useful Knowledge
and Information
17. Timelv Services
18. Meeting Needs of
Patrons
19. Adjusting ro
Individual Needs
20. Interpersonal Skills
21. Promoting teachinRProcess
22. Productive Service
Administration
23. Useful Evaluations
24. ESD 112 Total ProR1'8111

TOial Group • 1(1)
TOiaiR
- 763 Cll' 99'1
Effectiveness Rating Question
Number and Tooic

SUMMARY TABLE FOR 10TAL RESPONDENTS BY FOUR DEGREE LEVEL GROUPS
REGARDING MEAN RESPONSE AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP RESPONDING
10 GENERAL EFFECI1VENESS QUESTIONS FIFTEEN
TIIROUGH 1WENTY-FOUR

TABLE LXXXIV

~

00

2.333
2.833
2.500
2.667
2.500
2.500
2.600
2.800
2.600
3.500
2.750
2.500
2.250
2.7SO
2.667
2.400
3.000
2.250
17'11
21%
21%
21%
17%
17%
17%
17%
17%
13%
21%
17%
17%

25%
25%
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INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM AND SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS
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Individual Program and Service Descriptions
Educational Technolo10f Center: Provides services in the area of computers and advanced
technology. Training, demonstrations, and information are provided for the purpose of
enhancing the knowledge and skills of teachers and administrators.
Inseryice Grant Committee: Awards teacher training grants three times annually for the
purpose of making advanced training sessions available to teachers who desire to expand
Clll'l'ent skills.

Student Teacher Pilot proeram: Provides placements of student teachers in Southwest
Washington school districts. Works as liaison with universities and local school districts.
Teacher Assistance pro&J3Ill: Assists new teachers through the use of mentors and
specifically designed training sessions.
.
Wbole Language Sup_port Grogp: Coordinates activities and programs relating to language
instruction in the classroom.
Student Involved promros: Coordinates student excellence programs and activities on a
yearly basis. Programs such as Knowledge Bowl, History Day, and Art Shows.
Traffic Safety Coqperative: Provides certificated traffic safety instructors to participating
districts to instruct all required aspects of traffic safety programs.
Sub5tance-Abuse promms: Coordinates and plans substance-abuse educational programs
with area schools and community organizations.
Proiect Write: Provides student and teacher training components for middle through high
school-aged students for a self-developed writing curriculum.
Practioners' Workshqos: Coordinates applications and procedures to facilitate district
teams' participation in the yearly Practioners' Training Session.
Instructional Media Cooperative: Provides services relating to films, videotapes, and visual
media. The service also provides infonnation on purchasing and renting audio-visual
materials and equipment.
Special Education Prouam Reyiew service: Special education programs are monitored for
compliance with state and federal regulations.

S»ecia1 Services lnservice in the area pal education: Training in the area of special
education is provided based on needs identified through the monitoring process, along with
needs identified through individual district requests.
Preschool Screening services: Preschool children, from ages birth to five, are screened
(assessed) for developmental problems and referred for further aSsistance if needed.

Audiological and hearing seryices: Provides screening, diagnosis, referral, education
programming, and general follow-up for hearing impaired children.
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Re&ional early childhood coordination service: Provides information regarding preschool
eligibility and statewide practices. Assists districts in developing preschool programs to
serve students.
Seriously Bebayior Promm: Coordination of services for seriously behaviorally disturbed
students between local districts in the ESD. Also serves as a liaison with state and regional
seriously behavior committees and services.
Scbool Psycholo&fual seryices: School psychologists work within the districts with special
education staff to provide assessment and placement services for students in special
education.
Coannunications Disorders services: Services which are provided to school districts to
meet the needs of preschool and school-aged children with communication handicaps.
Motor Therap_y services: Provides special education students with physical therapy,
occupational therapy, and adaptive P.E. services.
Preschool Handicm services: Provides assessment and programs to developmentally
delayed children from the ages of three to five.
Traininf: of Special &fucation Supj)Ort Assistants in Rural Areas: Provides training and
supervision of paraprofessionals in rural districts to supplement programs in speech and
language, vision and hearing, and motor skills.
Special Education Direct Instruction Staff': Special education teachers, instructional aides,
and master teachers provide special education programs for specific students.

